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Abstract

Observations from recent decades suggest an opposing variability between salinity anomalies in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic, often expressed as changes in their freshwater budgets. However, due to the still too short time periods covered by observations, the temporal robustness of this covariability remains an open question. Moreover, certain patterns of freshwater variability have been linked to different atmospheric circulation regimes, but the drivers of freshwater redistribution between the two basins are still not completely understood.

The hypothesis of this study was that there is a potential for an oscillating covariability between the freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic, and the redistribution between their basins is governed by wind stress forcing associated with large-scale patterns of atmospheric variability. In order to test this hypothesis, numerical model simulations were performed with different coupling configurations of the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) with the objectives to 1) analyze the link between Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater anomalies, to 2) identify key patterns of atmospheric variability that govern these anomalies through wind forcing, and to 3) explain the physical mechanisms of coupling between freshwater and near-surface winds associated with these key patterns.

The results showed that even though there is a stable sign of freshwater redistribution between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic on a multidecadal time scale, this sign is mostly obscured by large anomalies in the North Atlantic that are transported from the south, and are not directly related to the freshwater exchange with the Arctic Ocean. This suggests that the observed anticorrelation is not likely to persist in the future, but can possibly occur again for a period of a few decades.

A comprehensive statistical analysis revealed that although the Arctic Oscillation or the North Atlantic Oscillation describe the main statistical modes of the large-scale atmospheric variability, they do not represent those modes that are best connected to freshwater anomalies. Such modes were identified in this work by performing a redundancy analysis of atmospheric variability and freshwater content, separately for its liquid and solid components.
The impact of wind stress forcing was demonstrated by further simulations. These used prescribed wind data based on observations, but unlike the otherwise identically set-up unconstrained fully coupled runs, they could reproduce the observed freshwater anomalies of the 1990s. This confirmed the key role of wind stress forcing. Additional experiments with prescribed idealized wind perturbations enabled the isolation of the effect of certain wind forcing patterns on freshwater variability. The results showed that liquid freshwater is accumulated in (released from) the Beaufort Gyre that inflates (deflates) due to Ekman dynamics driven by an overlying anticyclonic (cyclonic) wind regime. Changes in this wind regime over the Canada Basin were also found to affect Arctic sea ice distribution, favoring the accessibility of either the Northeast or the Northwest Passage against the other, but did not result in anomalous export of freshwater into the Subarctic North Atlantic. This is suspected to be driven rather by the local cyclonic wind system over the Greenland Sea, but the simulated linear response to perturbations of its strength was unclear and inconsistent. Only in the Nordic Seas could a robust response be evaluated, where an overlying anticyclonic wind anomaly leads to a significant increase in the extent and volume of sea ice.
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1. Introduction

The structure of this thesis is centered around the presentation of results that are shown in three different chapters where they are discussed and summarized separately. These are framed by further chapters providing a general introduction and a final collective summary.

Chapter 1 gives a broad overview of the main characteristics of the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans, and provides a detailed description of their sea ice cover and salinity distribution by introducing the measure of freshwater content. After reviewing the current state of the art in its research, Chapter 2 identifies key knowledge gaps in freshwater variability and its atmospheric momentum forcing, and states the main objectives of this study. These are followed by the introduction of the methods, including the description of the applied numerical model and the experiment design.

Chapters 3–5 present the results, separated according to the three main objectives of this study. Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of this thesis, and gives suggestions for future studies that could further deepen our understanding of the freshwater variability in the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans, its driving forces and its possible atmospheric feedbacks.

1.1. Main Characteristics of The Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans

The northern polar region of Earth is mostly covered by a large water body enclosed by continents from almost all sides. This mediterranean sea is bordered by the Bering Strait from the Pacific and by the Davis Strait and the Greenland-Scotland Ridge from the Atlantic Ocean, and is often referred to as the Arctic Mediterranean. As described by Sverdrup et al. (1942), this term includes the waters of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Baffin Bay, as well as the Nordic Seas (a collective name for the Greenland, Iceland, and Norwegian Seas) in addition to the Arctic Ocean. Although this is considerably smaller than the definition given by the International Hydrographic Organization that includes even the Hudson Bay as part of the Arctic Ocean (IHO, 2002), this study follows its nomenclature, and considers the Arctic Ocean as the waters bounded by the Bering Strait, the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Fram Strait, and the Barents Sea Opening.
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The Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean in this study means the waters between America and Europe, bounded by the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and the Greenland-Scotland Ridge on the north, and the 50°N latitude on the south, and thus it includes the Hudson and Baffin Bays, but not the Nordic Seas. For the analysis of freshwater content and fluxes this study also uses the term Subarctic North Atlantic. This domain consists of the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean, and the Nordic Seas and the North Sea and the Baltic Sea as well.

1.1.1. Bathymetry

The Arctic Ocean is the smallest and shallowest of the world oceans. Its bathymetry, along with the nomenclature of its most prominent features is presented on Figure 1.1. The basin of the Arctic Ocean covers an area of roughly 9.4 million km² and consists of the deep Arctic Basin, and shelf areas not deeper than 300 meters. These shelf seas are the Barents Sea, the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, and the Chukchi Sea. The deep basin is divided into the Eurasian Basin and the Canadian or Amerasian Basin by the Lomonosov Ridge, an underwater ridge that crosses the Arctic with a highest point at 1600 meters below sea level. The Eurasian Basin is further separated by the Gakkel Ridge into the 4000 meters deep Nansen Basin and the 4500 meters deep Amundsen Basin. The Amerasian Basin is also divided into two parts by the Alpha Ridge and the Mendeleyev Ridge. These are the Makarov Basin with a maximum depth of 4000 meters, and the Canada Basin, the largest and shallowest basin with a maximum depth of 3800 meters (Rudels, 2009).

The Arctic Ocean is mostly enclosed by continents and has a limited connection to other oceans. It is connected to the Pacific Ocean through the shallow (50 m) and narrow (85 km) Bering Strait. The connection to the Atlantic Ocean is through the Canadian Archipelago west of Greenland linking the Arctic Ocean to Baffin Bay and to the North Atlantic Ocean through Davis Strait (1030 m deep, 330 km wide). East of Greenland, it is connected to the Nordic Seas through the much deeper (2600 m) and wider (580 km) Fram Strait and the Barents Sea Opening (480 m deep, 820 km wide). Through these gates the Arctic Ocean exchanges water (and ice) with the world oceans (Haine et al., 2015).

The domain of the Nordic Seas is part of the Arctic Mediterranean, and is situated east of Greenland between the Arctic Ocean and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1.1). It is separated from the Arctic Ocean by the Fram Strait between Greenland and Svalbard, and by the Barents Sea Opening between Svalbard and Scandinavia. The Nordic Seas comprise the Greenland Sea, the Iceland Sea, and the Norwegian Sea, covering a total area of 2.5 million km² (Drange et al., 2005). Its deepest point, about 4800 meters underwater is located in the Greenland Sea, although on average the Norwegian Sea is the deepest, with a mean depth of about 2000 meters. The Iceland Sea is
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the smallest and shallowest part of the Nordic Seas. On the south, the Nordic Seas are bound by the shallow waters of the North Sea, and on the southwest by the Greenland-Scotland Ridge that forms a natural barrier between the Nordic Seas and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean (Blindheim and Østerhus, 2005).

![Figure 1.1. The Arctic Mediterranean and the Subpolar North Atlantic. Bathymetry data is from ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (Amante and Eakins, 2009).](image)

The Atlantic Ocean is the second largest ocean enclosed between the American continents from the west, and Europe and Africa from the east. It is open to the south to the Southern Ocean, while in the north it is connected to the Arctic Ocean through several straits. Here focus is on its northern subpolar part and on the complex system it forms with the Arctic Ocean. The main features of its bathymetry can be seen on Figure 1.1.

The long basin of the Atlantic Ocean is divided into a western and eastern part by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge situated about 2000 meters underwater, following the border between divergent tectonic plates. The highest point of this ridge reaches a depth of 1000 meters. It acts as a divider between the deep basins on either sides, and therefore has a significant effect on the circulation of deeper waters. Both the western and the eastern basins have a depth of around 4–5000 meters, but they are shallower at higher latitudes, where their marginal seas are located. The Labrador Sea is situated in the northwest, connecting the
North Atlantic Ocean to the Arctic through Baffin Bay. It is more than 3000 m deep in the south and becomes shallower as it narrows towards Davis Strait. On the eastern side of Greenland is the Irminger Sea, bordered by Greenland, Iceland, and the northern part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge called the Reykjanes Ridge. On the northeast the North Atlantic Ocean is open to the Nordic Seas through the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. The opening between Greenland and Iceland is called the Denmark Strait, and it has a sill depth of approximately 600 meters. The water is somewhat shallower between Iceland and the Faroe Islands (400 m), and deeper in the Faroe Bank Channel (800 m), between the Faroe Islands and Scotland.

1.1.2. Main Currents

Most of the water in the Arctic Ocean is of Atlantic origin, especially the mid-depth and deep waters, but a substantial part of the water in the Amerasian Basin also comes from the Pacific Ocean. This is possible due to a network of currents transporting large volumes of water at different depths. The main surface currents of the Arctic Mediterranean and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean are shown on Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.2. Surface currents in the Arctic Mediterranean and in the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean.](image)
In the North Atlantic Ocean, warm and saline water is transported northwards by the Gulf Stream, a strong western boundary current. Reaching the latitude of about 40°N, it detaches from the American coast and turns eastwards. This part of the stream, called the North Atlantic Current, crosses the Atlantic and transports a large amount of tropical water that is significantly warmer than its surroundings towards Europe. It is characterized by a meandering flow that carries about 20 Sv (Sverdrups; 1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^-1) of water across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Rossby, 1996). The North Atlantic Current forms the northern part of the subtropical gyre, a large-scale quasi-permanent anticyclonic circulation at mid-latitudes, mainly in the upper 1000 meters depth range. At the same time, it forms the southern part of the cyclonic subpolar gyre, (Schmitz, 1996).

Flowing towards Europe, the North Atlantic Current gradually weakens as other streams branch from it before it reaches the Nordic Seas. A total amount of about 8 Sv crosses between Greenland and Scotland: 1 Sv carried by the Irminger Current across Denmark Strait, and 7 Sv carried by the North Atlantic Current split between the two parts of the Iceland-Scotland Channel. Altogether, the Faroe-Scotland branch carries almost half of the water into the Nordic Seas, and it is also warmer and more saline than the others; therefore it is the most dominant in terms of Atlantic Water import (Hansen and Østerhus, 2000).

After entering the Nordic Seas, Atlantic Water continues flowing northeast in two branches of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. Part of the eastern branch crosses the Barents Sea Opening, carrying about 2 Sv of Atlantic Water into the Arctic Ocean, where it continues as the North Cape Current (Skagseth, 2008). The rest of the eastern branch flows northwards and joins the western branch that also loses water to westward recirculating branches in the Iceland and Greenland Seas. By the time it reaches Fram Strait, the amount of Atlantic Water carried by the West Spitsbergen Current is about 3 Sv, roughly half or third of the total water flux of the current (Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2012).

Part of the Atlantic water crossing Fram Strait also recirculates westwards and joins the East Greenland Current, while most of it enters the Arctic Ocean. This warm and relatively saline surface water cools and freshens as it encounters and melts sea ice, and flows eastwards along the continental slope. It sinks underneath the cold and fresher surface water there, and continues its way northeast while joining with part of the water entering from the Barents Sea Opening that also goes through sinking as it becomes denser due to heat loss to the atmosphere and brine rejection during ice formation in winter. Flowing further eastwards, these waters of Atlantic origin spread to large depths and reach the lower regions of the entire Arctic Basin, ultimately penetrating both the Eurasian and the Amerasian Basins (Jones, 2001; Rudels, 2009).

There is also a significant inflow of water crossing the Bering Strait, where about 1 Sv of Pacific Water enters the Arctic Ocean through the Chukchi Sea (Woodgate, 2018). This water is relatively fresh, especially in comparison with Atlantic Water, therefore it mostly
stays closer to the surface, as it continues to flow in multiple directions. Part of it enters the East Siberian Sea, its central branches penetrate the Amerasian Basin, while its easternmost part flows along the American continent as the Alaskan Coastal Current (Rudels, 2009).

The central Arctic Ocean has two main features of water flow on the surface, namely the Beaufort Gyre and the Transpolar Drift. The Beaufort Gyre is a large anticyclonic circulation cell in the Canada Basin, whose strength and extent varies greatly, as it is driven by wind forcing associated with an atmospheric pressure pattern that is dominated by alternating regimes. (Proshutinsky and Johnson, 1997). The Transpolar Drift is a surface current that transports water from the Siberian shelf seas across the Arctic towards Greenland and Fram Strait. It is also mainly wind-driven, and shows similarly large variations in its position and strength associated with patterns of atmospheric variability (Mysak, 2001). The role of atmospheric forcing is presented in detail in Chapter 1.2.3—Atmospheric Forcing as a Driver of Freshwater Anomalies. The flow in the deeper layers of the Arctic Ocean is characterized by cyclonic circulation cells in the four deep basins.

Balancing the inflow of Atlantic and Pacific Water, there is also a southward export of cold and relatively fresh Arctic Water into the Nordic Seas and the North Atlantic Ocean. Most of the water that crosses the Arctic along the Transpolar Drift is carried into the Nordic Seas by the East Greenland Current, a strong western boundary current that transports about 11 Sv of water southwards through Fram Strait (Marnela et al., 2013). In addition to this outflow, there is also a significant export of sea ice to lower latitudes. This is discussed in Chapter 1.2—Freshwater Content and Fluxes. The top layers (down to 200 meters depth) of the East Greenland Current comprise predominantly fresh and cold Arctic Water, but at intermediate depths (200–1000 m) it carries recirculating Atlantic Water (Rudels et al., 2005). As it flows southwards, some part of it repeatedly recirculates to the east in branches in the Greenland Sea and in the Iceland Sea that are ultimately entrained in the West Spitsbergen and Norwegian Atlantic Currents. However, most of the water continues to flow southwards and enters the North Atlantic Ocean as an outflow in the top layers of about 1.3 Sv across Denmark Strait, and also as an overflow of intermediate waters of about 3-3 Sv respectively across Denmark Strait and the Iceland-Scotland Channel (Hansen and Østerhus, 2000). The East Greenland Current then continues to flow southwards until it rounds the southern tip of Greenland. There it follows the shore and turns northwards as the West Greenland Current, most of which branches westwards, while some of it continues flowing into the Baffin Bay. Here it meets the Arctic Water exported through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.

Water from the Arctic Ocean that is primarily of Atlantic origin is exported through Fram Strait (and a much smaller amount through the Barents Sea Opening), while most of the water of Pacific origin leaves the Arctic Ocean through the narrow and shallow
pathways across the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. The major pathways are the Nares Strait and Lancaster Sound, where fluxes are generally difficult to measure due to the harsh conditions of their remote locations. The volume flux across Nares Strait varies between 0.7–1.0 Sv, depending on the mobility of the ice cover (Münchow, 2015). The mean transport across Lancaster Sound is about 0.5–0.7 Sv (Prössner et al., 2009; Peterson et al., 2012). These, and also water from the recirculating West Greenland Current join in the Baffin Current, and flow southwards. By the time it reaches Davis Strait, this volume flux is about 1.6 Sv (Curry et al., 2014). Flowing southwards, the Baffin Current joins with the water of the West Greenland Current, and continues to flow southwards along the North American coast as the Labrador Current. After passing Newfoundland it continues to flow along the shore, while a part of it recirculates and gets entrained in the North Atlantic Current to begin its journey across the Atlantic towards the Arctic Ocean across the Nordic Seas.

1.1.3. Hydrography

The Arctic Ocean has a relatively low salinity in comparison with other oceans. This is a result of multiple sources low salinity water, or freshwater. Continental runoff from surrounding land surfaces contributes significantly to the freshness of the Arctic Ocean, since its upper layer accounts for 0.1% of the global ocean volume but receives 11% of global river discharge (Fichot et al., 2013). The inflow through Bering Strait is also relatively fresh. Moreover, in the Arctic the amount of precipitation exceeds evaporation, resulting in a net inflow of freshwater over the entire Arctic Ocean (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989).

In their fundamental study on Arctic salinity balance, Aagaard and Carmack (1989) estimated the mean salinity of the Arctic Ocean as 34.8. This value is widely accepted and used in the literature as a reference (Serreze et al., 2006). However, for a detailed investigation, the regional and vertical differences must also be considered. According to the PHC3.0 climatology of Steele et al. (2001), the largest spatial differences are observed at the surface. Excluding the immediate vicinity of major river mouths, where the surface can be almost completely fresh, the Arctic Ocean has a surface salinity between 29.5 and 35, but some of the Siberian shelf seas are even fresher. In general, the Amerasian Basin has lower surface salinity (29.5–31) than the Eurasian Basin (31–34.5), as its surface water is mostly of Pacific origin, while the latter is dominated by the inflow of high salinity Atlantic Water. The highest surface salinity is present in the Barents Sea, where its value can reach 35.
The Arctic Ocean is strongly stratified, and its water mass shows different characteristics at different depths. Rudels (2009) distinguishes five separate layers of Arctic Water:

- The Polar Mixed Layer is a 50 meters thick layer with low salinity (Amerasian Basin: 30–32, Eurasian Basin: 32–34). This upper layer is homogenized during winter by freezing, brine release and haline convection, while in summer the upper 10–20 m becomes freshened and stratified through dilution by sea ice meltwater. It forms the Polar Surface Water together with the halocline below.

- The halocline is 100–250 meters thick (thicker in the Amerasian Basin, thinner in the Eurasian Basin), and is characterized by a strong vertical gradient of salinity (32.5–34.5). Its temperature is close to freezing.

- The layer of Atlantic Water below the halocline is 400–700 meters thick with a salinity between 34.5 and 35, and a potential temperature above 0°C.

- The Intermediate Water in the deeper regions which can still cross the Lomonosov Ridge with a salinity between 34.87 and 34.92, and a potential temperature between -0.5 and 0°C.

- The deep and bottom waters fill the deepest basins. These are also of Atlantic origin, and have a salinity of between 34.92 and 34.96 and a potential temperature between -0.55 and -0.5°C in the Amerasian Basin. The typical values for the Eurasian Basin are 34.92–34.945 and -0.97– -0.5°C.

The surface waters of the Nordic Seas region are characterized by large salinity and temperature differences associated with the flow of warm and salty Atlantic Water in the southeast, and cold and fresh water exported from the Arctic along the coast of Greenland in the west. The typical surface salinity is between 32 and 35.2, with the higher values in the Norwegian Sea, and the lower values in the Greenland Sea, where the westernmost part of the East Greenland Current is even fresher than 30 near the coast. The surface temperature shows a similar pattern, with higher values up to 10°C in the southeast, and below 0°C in the northwest (PHC3.0 climatology of Steele et al. (2001)).

Atlantic Water entering the Nordic Seas through the Greenland-Scotland Channel fills some of the Iceland Sea and much of the Norwegian Sea down to a depth of about 500 meters. This Atlantic Water has a potential temperature between 7 and 10.5°C, and a salinity between 35.1 and 35.45. This water continues to flow northwards, while some of it recirculates in the Iceland and Greenland Seas, where it is situated below the top layers of cold and fresh waters of Arctic origin that have similar properties as the Polar Surface Water. From the Arctic there is also an export of deep water through Fram Strait at the depths of 1500–2500 meters. It has a potential temperature between -0.5 and -0.9°C, and a
salinity of 34.92–34.93, depending on whether it is coming from the Amerasian or the Eurasian Basin. But this is only one source of the intermediate and deep waters of the Nordic Seas, as there is also a local formation of deep water in the Greenland and Iceland Seas. Mixing together with the deep waters from the Arctic, this deep water in the Greenland Sea has a potential temperature below 0°C and salinity of 34.88–34.90. These deep waters then also fill the other deep basins of the Nordic Seas (Blindheim and Østerhus, 2005).

Deep water is formed locally in the Nordic Seas, which makes the Nordic Seas a key region for the global ocean circulation (Rudels and Quadfasel, 1991). Normally, the strong density gradients do not permit the vertical exchange of water in the ocean, thus insulating the deep ocean from the surface. Only in shelf areas at high latitudes, where the density can increase due to heat loss to the atmosphere and brine rejection during ice formation, can surface water sink to lower depths. However, there is another process, called open ocean convection. This can happen in weakly stratified water that is exposed to buoyancy loss to the atmosphere, and is characterized by a cyclonic circulation pattern that results in the doming of isopycnals. This favors the rising of weakly stratified underlying water to the surface. There it is readily exposed to intense surface forcing that in winter can significantly lower its temperature. This increases its density, so that it sinks, feeding a cycle of convection that can reach depths greater than 2000 meters (Marshall and Schott, 1999). In the Nordic Seas all the above conditions are met, and convection takes place in the Greenland and Iceland Seas. This forms deep water, which then spreads to great distances, filling the deep basins of the Arctic Ocean, and also ventilating the North Atlantic (Aagaard et al., 1985). Besides the Nordic Seas, the only location in the Northern Hemisphere where deep water formation takes place is the Labrador Sea in the North Atlantic.

The Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean is characterized by an east-west gradient of surface salinity and temperature due to the dominance of the warm and salty North Atlantic Current in the east and the cold and fresh Labrador Current in the west. Therefore, both surface salinity and temperature are lower in the western basin, where near the coast along the Labrador Current they can be lower than 32 and 2°C, respectively. The values quickly increase off the shore, and the typical values in the open western basin are 34–35 for salinity, and 4–9°C for temperature. In the eastern basin the surface salinity reaches 35.4 and the temperature reaches 13°C close to Ireland (PHC3.0 climatology of Steele et al. (2001)).

1.1.4. Sea Ice

The polar regions of the Earth are exposed to harsh conditions, including extremely low temperatures. At high latitudes, cold air causes the sea surface to freeze, creating a layer
of sea ice that forms at the boundary of ocean and atmosphere. Sea ice can grow to a thickness of multiple meters, and covers part of the Arctic Ocean throughout the year. Its physical properties differ from those of water, therefore it plays an important role as a mediator that can influence the interactions between ocean and atmosphere.

Ice forms when the water temperature reaches its freezing point. In clear, fresh water this is at 0°C, but in seawater with a salinity of 32, which is typical for the surface layers in the polar regions, freezing starts at -1.8°C. The ice that forms has lower salinity; while seawater freezes, most of the salt in it is rejected, leaving behind water with a high salt concentration called brine. Some salt does get trapped in the forming ice, but it gradually drains over time. Therefore, the mean salinity of younger (0.5 m thick) sea ice is around 7, and thicker multi-year Arctic ice has a salinity of about 3 (Cox and Weeks, 1974). Sea ice floats on the water surface and can drift to large distances driven by ocean currents and the wind (see Chapter 1.2.3.1—Wind Stress). When the ice melts, the meltwater is much fresher and thus lighter than the water from which the ice formed. This means that it stays on the surface, insulated from deeper waters by a strong halocline. This explains the strong stratification in the Arctic Ocean, where sea ice is forming and melting following the seasonal cycles.

The extent of sea ice, which is the area with at least 15% of ice concentration, exhibits a strong seasonal variability. This can be seen on Figure 1.3 which presents the mean ice extent of the winter maximum (blue line) and the summer minimum (orange line) in the Arctic and the North Atlantic Ocean during the period 1979–2000. In winter, sea ice covers almost the entirety of the Arctic Ocean, with the exception of a large part of the Barents Sea. There is an extensive sea ice cover in the Nordic Seas, mostly along the pathway of the Arctic sea ice export following the East Greenland Current. This can extend as far south as the southern tip of Greenland. Baffin Bay is also completely frozen over in winter, and the ice edge is in the Labrador Sea, and even further south along the continent where the cold Labrador Current dominates. In summer, most of the sea ice outside the Arctic Ocean melts. Only in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and in the western Greenland Sea some ice remains. Within the Arctic Ocean, the ice also melts along the continents and in some of the shelf seas, while the central Arctic has a permanent, year-round ice cover. Due to the lack of seasonal melt, this ice is thicker, as it can be seen on Figure 1.3 that also shows the mean sea ice thickness for March in the period 2011–2017. The thickest ice is observed north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Greenland, where it extends to 3.5 meters, but a large part of the central Arctic has an ice cover thicker than 2 meters. In the shelf seas the typical maximum thickness is 1–1.5 meters, except for the Kara Sea (0.5–1 m) and the Barents Sea which is mostly ice-free even in winter. The ice exported through Fram Strait contains a large amount of multiyear ice, therefore the mean thickness is rather high (up to above 3 m) along the East Greenland Current. In other lower latitude seas, the thickness usually does not exceed 1 meter.
Figure 1.3. Arctic and North Atlantic sea ice cover. The lines contour the average winter maximum (blue) and summer minimum (orange) extent of sea ice during the period 1979–2000 based on data from the National Snow and Ice Data Center. The map shows average March sea ice thickness during the period 2011–2017 based on CryoSat-2/SMOS data downloaded from www.meereisportal.de (Grosfeld et al., 2016).

The seasonal changes and time series of sea ice extent in the Northern Hemisphere are plotted on Figure 1.4. The large seasonality is clearly visible on the left panel, as the maximum extent in March (almost 16 million km$^2$) is twice the size of the September minimum (7.3 million km$^2$). The right-side panel depicts temporal changes of the March maximum and the September minimum from 1979 until 2016. Both show a decreasing trend that is also stronger in the last two decades than before. The summer extent has been declining at a higher rate than the winter extent. Overall, observations show that Arctic sea ice is retreating, with less ice forming in winter, and more ice melting during summer, as the same reduction has been observed for the ice thickness and thus the total volume of the ice (Kwok et al., 2009).
The strong seasonal cycle of sea ice influences the salinity of the upper water layers as the process of freezing extracts freshwater from the ocean, while the melting provides a source of it. Sea ice can drift to great distances and can melt in a different region than where it was formed, thus it also plays an important role as a freshwater vector in the ocean. The following chapter introduces the concept of oceanic freshwater content, and reviews the state of the art of its research in the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans.

1.2. Freshwater Content and Fluxes

The salinity of a water solution can be modified by adding or subtracting either salt or water. In the world oceans the total amount of salt varies very little and only very slowly, and therefore can be considered constant even on millennial time scales. Although the total volume of water can change faster by the build-up and melt of great ice sheets during glacial and interglacial periods, they can be ignored here as this study investigates variability in decadal time scales, over which these processes are not significant. On decadal time scales the total volume of water is also very stable due to a global balance of sources (river runoff and precipitation) and sinks (evaporation). However, on a regional scale these are often not balanced.

In the North Atlantic Ocean evaporation exceeds precipitation, removing freshwater and thus increasing salinity. In the Arctic Ocean it is the other way around; river runoff and precipitation supply much more freshwater than what is removed by evaporation, contributing to a low salinity. These differences are somewhat balanced by the exchange of water. The transport of Atlantic Water brings saltier water into the Arctic Ocean, from where fresher Arctic Water is exported to the North Atlantic. Local variations in the salinity, especially in the upper layers, are thus driven by changes associated with river runoff, precipitation, evaporation, oceanic currents—fluxes of water. That is why it is
useful to define a metric for salinity that makes the contribution of these sources and sinks easier to assess. This metric is the oceanic freshwater content.

1.2.1. Concept

The general concept of oceanic freshwater content is that the salinity of a volume of sea water is described by how much freshwater is stored in it, including the amount stored in sea ice. These two phases (liquid and solid freshwater content) are investigated separately in this study, because of the differences in their variability and their driving forces.

Liquid freshwater content is the amount of zero salinity water that is required to reach observed salinity of a volume of seawater starting from a reference salinity. It is essentially an alternate metric for salinity, and does not assume a body of actual freshwater within the seawater, but illustrates how much fresher or saltier the sample of seawater is compared to a reference salinity. Freshwater content can also be negative, when the sample is saltier than the reference. It is a useful metric because freshwater anomalies have a very limited effect on the mean salinity even locally, but they play an important role in a wide range of physical and biogeochemical processes in the ocean with local and global consequences. A few examples are stratification, vertical mixing, deep convection, ocean heat flux, sea ice formation, and also nutrient supply, primary production, ocean acidification (Carmack et al., 2016).

Liquid freshwater content ($LFWC$) in a volume of water with a surface $A$ and depth $z$ can be calculated according to the following formula:

$$LFWC = \oint \int_{z=0 \text{ m}}^{h} \frac{S_{ref} - S}{S_{ref}} dz \, dA \tag{1.1}$$

where the vertical integration is from the surface ($z = 0$ m) down to depth level $h$, $S$ is the observed salinity, and $S_{ref}$ is the reference salinity. Similarly, the freshwater flux ($LFWF$) across an oceanic section $A$ is defined as the equivalent flux of zero salinity water, and is given by

$$LFWF = \int \int v \frac{S_{ref} - S}{S_{ref}} dA \tag{1.2}$$

where $v$ is the velocity component normal to the section $A$.

As it is apparent from both Equations (1.1) and (1.2), the value of freshwater content and flux depend on the choice of $h$ and $S_{ref}$. While calculating the freshwater content, $h$ is usually selected as the depth where $S = S_{ref}$, therefore the integration in the vertical is done in the upper layers where the salinity is lower than the reference. In this case the
freshwater content is non-negative. Another common value for $h$ is the full depth of the water column. In this case the freshwater content can be negative as well, when $S > S_{ref}$ in a large part of the water column. The choice of $S_{ref}$ affects both the freshwater content and fluxes as well. In their fundamental study of Arctic freshwater content, Aagaard and Carmack (1989) used $S_{ref} = 34.8$ based on an approximate value of mean Arctic salinity. This is the most commonly used reference (Serreze et al., 2006), although there are studies that use different values for the freshwater content, such as for example 35.0 (Rabe et al., 2014) and for the fluxes, for example 34.9 (Holfort and Meincke, 2005) or 35.2 (Dickson et al., 2007).

The impact of the applied reference salinity is particularly important for the calculation of freshwater fluxes. According to Tsubouchi et al. (2012), the ideal choice is to use a reference salinity that equals to the mean salinity of the investigated ocean basin. Although an arbitrary $S_{ref}$ in the denominator of Eq. (1.2) violates the conservation of mass, this leads to an insignificant error while calculating the total net flux for an enclosed region. This is because when all the boundaries are considered in the integration, an underestimation in one direction is compensated by an overestimation in another direction. In this case, the range of error in the total net freshwater flux arising from using different reference values (within reasonable limits, for example $34.8 < S_{ref} < 35.2$) is within 1%, and therefore can be ignored. But as pointed out by Tsubouchi et al. (2012), there is no compensation for the error when a single freshwater flux is calculated across a section, and in that case reference salinity must be chosen with care. The ideal choice is the mean salinity of the investigated flux, which varies from section to section.

The amount of freshwater stored in sea ice is referred to as solid freshwater content. Its value depends on the volume and the age of the ice, as generally the salinity of frozen seawater is gradually declining over time as it continues to grow (Cox and Weeks, 1974). Likewise, drifting sea ice is considered a solid freshwater flux.

### 1.2.2. Observed mean values

A complete freshwater budget of the Arctic Ocean is provided by Haine et al. (2015). As they state in their introduction, the global cycle of water in the atmosphere is characterized by a high rate of evaporation in the tropics, a transport of moisture to higher latitudes, and precipitation in the polar regions. This makes the Arctic Ocean a terminus of the atmospheric water circulation, which leads to the accumulation of freshwater.
The Arctic Ocean (plus Baffin Bay) holds about 93,000 km$^3$ of liquid freshwater relative to a reference salinity of 34.8 (Haine et al., 2015). The spatial distribution of this amount is depicted on Figure 1.5, which shows the thickness of a freshwater layer whose volume is equivalent to the freshwater content integrated in the water column below. Most of the liquid freshwater is stored in the Amerasian Basin, where values reach 18 meters in the Beaufort Gyre, a major reservoir of freshwater. Although their surface salinity is lower, the shelf seas contain much less freshwater due to their shallow depths. There are lower values in the Eurasian Basin too (2–9 m), due to the dominance of high salinity Atlantic Water inflow. Most of the Subarctic North Atlantic contains no freshwater, as the local surface salinity is higher than 34.8. Only along the export pathway of Arctic Water is some freshwater present, for example along the East Greenland Current (2–10 m) and in the coastal regions of the Labrador Sea (3–12 m).
### Table 1. Freshwater budget of the Arctic Ocean relative to a reference salinity of 34.8. Negative values indicate southward transport. From Haine et al. (2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source/Sink description</th>
<th>Mean values for 1980–2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freshwater content [km$^3$]</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>17,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net freshwater flux [km$^3$yr$^{-1}$]</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River runoff</td>
<td>3900 ± 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation - Evaporation</td>
<td>2000 ± 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait liquid</td>
<td>2400 ± 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait solid</td>
<td>140 ± 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland ice melt</td>
<td>330 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait liquid</td>
<td>-3200 ± 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait solid</td>
<td>-160 ± ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait liquid</td>
<td>-2700 ± 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait solid</td>
<td>-2300 ± 340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>-90 ± 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fury and Hekla straits</td>
<td>-200 ± ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total fluxes [km$^3$yr$^{-1}$]</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow sources</td>
<td>8800 ± 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outflow sinks</td>
<td>-8700 ± 700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contribution of the solid component (sea ice) in most parts of the Arctic Ocean is smaller. On average there is about 17,800 km$^3$ of freshwater stored in sea ice (Haine et al., 2015). Assuming an average salinity of 5, the freshwater content of a 1 meter thick ice is 0.76 meters. Considering the typical mean ice thickness of 1–2 meters, this translates to a 0.7–1.5 meters thick layer of freshwater, which is about an order of magnitude smaller than the liquid component.

The individual components of sources and sinks of Arctic freshwater are listed in Table 1. The largest source of freshwater is river runoff, discharging about 3,900 km$^3$ of freshwater into the Arctic Ocean per year. In the Arctic, precipitation exceeds evaporation; their net rate yields a freshwater supply of 2,000 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$. Considering the lateral fluxes, the inflow of Pacific Water through Bering Strait carries 2,400 km$^3$ of freshwater annually. Together with a few minor components, the total inflow adds up to about 8,800 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$. Balancing this inflow, there is a significant export of freshwater from the Arctic to lower latitudes, into the Nordic Seas and the North Atlantic Ocean. The largest outflow component is the liquid freshwater flux through Davis Strait, about 3,200 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$. The solid component in this section is not significant (160 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$). The other major export pathway is on the eastern side of Greenland, through Fram Strait. Here the liquid component (2,700 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$) is comparable to that of the Davis Strait, but the total export is
even higher, as Fram Strait is the main gateway for the Arctic sea ice export. Together with the solid component the total freshwater flux is about 5,000 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$. The sum of freshwater sinks, including those through the Barents Sea Opening and some further minor sections in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, is about 8,700 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$.

Comparing the sources and the sinks a dynamic balance is apparent. However, it must be noted that the harsh conditions of the above locations make observations challenging, and in some cases they have considerable uncertainties. Furthermore, all the above freshwater content and fluxes are mean values for the period 1980–2000. As reviewed by Haine et al. (2015), the observational estimates for 2000–2010 show significant changes. This is particularly true for the solid components that show a negative trend due to the gradually shrinking Arctic sea ice cover. River runoff and precipitation are increasing. Recent observations suggest that the sources increased and the sinks decreased in the period of 2000–2010, with a residual of 1,200 km$^3$yr$^{-1}$ freshening the Arctic Ocean.

In recent decades there has been a growing interest in observing and also modeling the Arctic Ocean freshwater budget, and the anomalies of its components. The variabilities of the system have been the focus of many studies, but there is still much that is not understood. What is the relationship of the Arctic freshwater system to anomalies observed in the Subarctic North Atlantic, its main export target? What are the key physical processes governing Arctic freshwater storage and release? In particular, what are the driving forces of the observed anomalies? The next chapter briefly reviews the state of the art in Arctic and North Atlantic freshwater research with a focus on wind stress forcing associated with large-scale modes of atmospheric variability.

**1.2.3. Atmospheric forcing as a driver of freshwater anomalies**

**1.2.3.1. Wind stress**

Air-sea interactions play a critical role in the climate system. Winds with a characteristic horizontal speed two orders of magnitude higher than that of the water surface below exert a strong momentum forcing on the ocean due to friction. This wind stress forcing drives an ocean circulation from local to global scales (Munk, 1950).

During his pioneering Arctic expedition, Nansen (1902) noted that the speed of sea ice drift was 2% of the wind speed, and its direction deviated to the right from the wind direction. Motivated by these observations, Ekman (1905) described the physics of the wind-driven transport near the ocean surface as the effect of wind forcing, ice-water stress, and the Coriolis force. This atmospheric momentum forcing can be estimated by a quadratic drag formula. According to Yang (2006), when wind directly blows over the water, the air-water stress is described by
\[ \tau_a = \rho_a C_d |u_{aw}| (u_{aw}) \]  

(1.3)

where \( \rho_a \) is the density of air (1.25 kgm\(^{-3}\)) and \( C_d \) is a drag coefficient (0.00125). The term \( u_{aw} \) is the relative velocity between the wind and the water at the surface: \( u_{aw} = u_{air} - u_{water} \). As \( u_{water} \) is much smaller than \( u_{air} \), it can be ignored for large-scale studies (but should be taken into account for coastal currents, in fronts, and in some channels and straits).

The formula is different when sea ice is present. In this case, it is not the air, but the sea ice that directly drags the water. The ice-water stress is described by

\[ \tau_i = \rho_w C_{il} |u_{iw}| (u_{iw}) \]  

(1.4)

where \( \rho_w \) is the water density, \( C_{il} \) is a drag coefficient (0.0055). The relative velocity in this case is between the ice and the surface water: \( u_{iw} = u_{ice} - u_{water} \). Here \( u_{water} \) must not be ignored, as its characteristic values are comparable to those of \( u_{ice} \).

In the Arctic Ocean, the water surface is often not fully ice-free or completely frozen over; sea ice concentration (\( \alpha \)) can vary between 0 and 100%. Therefore, the total surface stress can be written as

\[ \tau = \alpha \tau_i + (1 - \alpha) \tau_a \]  

(1.5)

The effect of wind stress on the velocity in the Ekman layer, which is the upper water column where the effect of wind stress forcing is the most dominant, is calculated by the following equations:

\[ -f v_{Ek} = \frac{\tau_x}{\rho D_E} \quad \text{and} \quad f u_{Ek} = \frac{\tau_y}{\rho D_E} \]  

(1.6)

where \( f \) is the Coriolis parameter \( (f = 2 \Omega \sin \varphi, \Omega \) is the rotation rate of the Earth, \( \varphi \) is the geographical latitude), about \( 1.45 \times 10^{-4} \) s in the Arctic Ocean. The parameter \( D_E \) is the Ekman layer depth, typically around 20 meters in the Arctic Ocean (Hunkins, 1966). As the wind stress and the Ekman velocity are co-dependent, the equations (1.3), (1.4), and (1.6) are solved iteratively.

The wind-driven Ekman transport occurs at an angle to the wind forcing. In the Northern Hemisphere, the transport vector deviates about 45° to the right at the surface, and about 90° in the total vertical column of the Ekman layer. This means that the curl in the forcing wind field creates vertical motion. Negative wind stress curl in an anticyclone leads to convergent Ekman transport. Convergent water domes and is also pushed
downwards. This wind-driven vertical motion is called Ekman pumping. The opposite is called Ekman suction, when the divergent Ekman transport leads to upwelling in the upper water layers. The rate of this vertical motion \( w_{Ek} \) depends on the curl of the wind stress:

\[
w_{Ek} = \frac{(\nabla \times \tau)}{\rho f}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the density of the water and \( f \) is the Coriolis parameter.

Wind on a small scale is rather turbulent, but on a larger scale it follows the spatial trends of sea level pressure, driven by a geostrophic balance between the pressure gradient force and the Coriolis force. The large, basin-scale wind-driven structures in the ocean are driven by these geostrophic winds; therefore, for the investigation of wind-driven anomalies in the ocean, the understanding of the large-scale variability of atmospheric sea-level pressure is essential.

### 1.2.3.2. Large-scale Atmospheric Variability

Features of the large-scale atmospheric variability are presented through variations of sea-level pressure, due to its relevance for geostrophic winds that drive the basin-scale transport of upper layer waters in the ocean. Although variations of sea-level pressure show no particular periodicity, there are certain hemispheric patterns of its dominant modes. These often resemble teleconnections between different centers of action, and are described by oscillation indices. In the Northern Hemisphere, the most robust are the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO).

The AO is the main mode of variability in the Arctic troposphere that strongly affects Arctic circulation. In this study, the AO was calculated following the definition of Thompson and Wallace (1998): it was based on a principal component analysis or an Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis (EOF; see details in the Appendix) of the detrended November–April seasonal mean sea-level pressure anomaly field north of 20°N. Its pattern and time series are presented on Figure 1.6. The AO is characterized by a pattern of sea level pressure that has a center of action over the Arctic Ocean, and counterparts of opposite sign at lower latitudes in the Northern Pacific and Atlantic. This pattern can be interpreted as the surface signature of the variations in the polar vortex. Its strength is described by an index, whose time series show high correlations with hemispheric geopotential height and Eurasian surface air temperature anomalies on an interannual time scale (Thompson and Wallace, 1998).

During the negative phase of the AO, air pressure is high across the Arctic, which is associated with a strong Beaufort High, a prominent anticyclone over the Amerasian
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Basin. This leads to the strengthening of the Beaufort Gyre that can store freshwater more efficiently due to enhanced Ekman transport from stronger anticyclonic winds inflating it. River runoff from Siberia is directly transported towards Fram Strait by a strong Transpolar Drift. During a positive phase of the AO, air pressure is lower in the Arctic. Siberian river runoff is brought towards the Amerasian Basin before leaving the continental shelf. At the same time, stored freshwater volume reduces in the Beaufort Sea, as the Beaufort Gyre is typically weaker (Mauritzen, 2012). As Haine et al. (2015) concludes, these processes suggest that the AO and the Beaufort High control the interannual variability of the freshwater system. The surface circulation redistributes freshwater by changing its pathways and residence times: the AO determines the freshwater source and delivery to the Amerasian Basin while the Beaufort High determines the freshwater storage of the Beaufort Gyre. This is consistent with the Arctic liquid freshwater content anomalies reported by Rabe et al. (2014), as their time series show a high correlation with the so-called Arctic Ocean Oscillation, a measure for the wind stress curl in the Arctic (Proshutinsky and Johnson, 1997). This suggests that the changes in Arctic liquid freshwater content are connected to regional changes in sea-level pressure fields rather than hemispheric-scale changes described by the AO.

Figure 1.6: Arctic Oscillation (AO) for winter (November–April) in NCEP/CFR reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010) as the (left) eigen vector and (right) principal component time series of the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of Northern Hemispheric sea-level pressure for the period 1980–2010.

The Arctic Oscillation is closely related to the atmospheric pressure differences of the North Atlantic that also show a distinct pattern (Figure 1.7). This is called the North Atlantic Oscillation, a major source of low-frequency atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic that describes the co-variability of the strength of the Icelandic Low and the Azores High (Hurrell, 1995).

There are different methods to calculate an index that describes the North Atlantic Oscillation, but they are similar in that they derive the NAO index from normalised sea-level pressure time series of the North Atlantic sector (Greatbatch, 2000). Here it was
calculated following Hurrell et al. (2003) as the leading EOF mode of sea-level pressure variability in the region 20°N–70°N, 90°W–40°E (Figure 1.7). This method uses detrended sea-level pressure anomalies of the winter season (mean of December–February), as this teleconnection is present throughout the year, but its effects are most significant in winter (Barnston and Livezey, 1987).

![Figure 1.7: North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) for winter (December–February) in NCEPcfsr reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010) as the (left) eigen vector and (right) principal component time series of the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of Northern Hemispheric sea-level pressure for the period 1980–2010.]

The variability of the NAO influences the climate of the North Atlantic region, the underlying ocean, and the surrounding continents on interannual to decadal time scales (Marshall et al., 2001). The NAO can be interpreted as a measure of the strength of the westerly winds blowing across the North Atlantic Ocean. A high NAO situation means stronger than average westerly winds that especially in winter cause a negative temperature anomaly in the Canadian Arctic, and bring warmer than normal conditions over the Eurasian continent (Greatbatch, 2000). The NAO has a significant impact on oceanic processes as well. The long-term fluctuations of the sea surface temperature (SST) of the North Atlantic region correspond to atmospheric fields of sea-level pressure and surface winds (Kushnir, 1994). The NAO influences convection and deep water forming in the North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas (Dickson et al., 1996), as well as the North Atlantic gyre circulation (Curry and McCartney, 2001; Bersch et al., 2007). It also affects the transport of Atlantic Water into the Arctic, and affects temperature, salinity, sea ice cover, and thus freshwater in the Arctic Ocean (Dickson et al., 2000; Kwok, 2000).

The AO and the NAO have a high temporal correlation and are nearly indistinguishable (Deser, 2000). Considering their structure and applicability, the statistical arguments of Huth (2007) suggest that for interpreting the hemispheric circulation variability, the NAO should be preferred. Other studies also suggest that the AO is a rather statistical artifact, and the NAO is more physically consistent (Ambaum et
Although the non-winter AO might be a true teleconnection separate from the NAO (Rogers and McHugh, 2002). Either AO or NAO, the large-scale wind variations are strongly associated with patterns of atmospheric sea-level pressure variability. The corresponding changes in oceanic circulation can among others impact salinity and sea ice, thus ultimately the freshwater content. The following chapter presents the state of the art of the research in the anomalies of Arctic and North Atlantic freshwater with a focus on their wind stress forcing associated with the above patterns of atmospheric variability.

1.2.3.3. Freshwater anomalies and the role of wind stress forcing

Observations from recent decades show significant anomalies in the freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean (Rabe et al., 2014) and also the Subarctic North Atlantic (Boyer et al., 2007). The anomalies in these two domains have a corresponding size and time scale. Moreover, the annual amount of freshwater communicated between their basins mostly through Fram Strait (Spreen et al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2013) and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Davis Strait (Curry et al., 2014) is also of similar order.

Synthesizing previous studies, (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989) created the first complete freshwater budget of the Arctic Ocean, and discussed its role in the regional and global circulation. The following advances in research were summarized by Serreze et al. (2006) combining terrestrial and oceanic observations, reanalysis data, and model results of Arctic freshwater, and by Dickson et al. (2007) reviewing the observations of its fluxes through the Arctic Ocean and subarctic seas. An overview of the growing attention to Arctic freshwater is presented by recent reviews focusing on its export to lower latitudes (Haine et al., 2015), on its role in the marine system (Carmack et al., 2016), and on modeling activities in its research (Lique et al., 2016).

Studies on the mechanisms controlling Arctic freshwater storage suggest the importance of wind stress forcing. Modeling the response of the Arctic Ocean to changes in atmospheric sea-level pressure, Proshutinsky and Johnson (1997) identified two wind-driven circulation regimes alternating with a period of 10-15 years. During an anticyclonic regime freshwater accumulates in the Beaufort Gyre, and it is released during a cyclonic regime (Proshutinsky et al., 2002). This is due to the varying strength of the Ekman pumping of freshwater, dependent on the wind field associated with the strength of the Beaufort High, a prominent anticyclone over the Amerasian Basin (Serreze and Barrett, 2011). The strength of the Beaufort High is also associated with the AO. In the Atlantic sector the AO is represented by the NAO, to which variations of Arctic freshwater have also been linked (Dickson et al., 2000). The effects of the AO and the NAO are rather similar since they are closely related (Deser, 2000). Overall, freshwater distribution in the Arctic Ocean is controlled by the combined effect of these features. The source of
Freshwater and its pathways are determined by the AO, while the rate of its accumulation in the Beaufort Gyre depends on the strength of the Beaufort High (Mauritzen, 2012).

Proshutinsky et al. (2002) hypothesized a connection between Arctic freshwater content and export driven by atmospheric circulation regimes. It has been confirmed that the storage and export of both Arctic sea ice and liquid freshwater are linked and they are influenced by said regimes reminiscent of the AO (Zhang et al., 2003) and the NAO (Condron et al., 2009). Recent coupled model studies suggest their relationship and its link to atmospheric forcing. According to Lique et al. (2009) there is no significant correlation between liquid freshwater fluxes across the two pathways, although their volume transports are strongly anti-correlated. Jahn et al. (2010) showed that liquid freshwater export though the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Fram Strait follow Arctic atmospheric circulation changes associated with the AO in 1 and 6 years, respectively, and discussed the major role that large-scale wind forcing plays by modifying sea surface height and freshwater content upstream in the Arctic. Wang et al. (2017) found this forcing to be associated with the fluxes being out of phase in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Fram Strait.

Changes in Arctic freshwater export can be connected to anomalies in lower latitudes. Variabilities in the Nordic Seas and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean are characterized by major freshening episodes in recent decades (Curry and Mauritzen, 2005), the first of which happened in the 1970s and was named the Great Salinity Anomaly (GSA) by Dickson et al. (1988). Aagaard and Carmack (1989) reported that the origin of this event must have been an anomalously large Arctic freshwater (both sea ice and liquid) discharge through Fram Strait. This was confirmed by Häkkinen (1993) using a coupled ocean-sea ice model, who also identified high latitude wind field changes as a source of this discharge anomaly. The 1970s GSA was followed by similar events in the 1980s (Belkin et al., 1998) and the 1990s (Belkin, 2004). According to Haak et al. (2003), these anomalies were also a result of an excess of Arctic freshwater export mainly through Fram Strait due to wind forcing. Karcher et al. (2005) also linked the 1990s GSA to an increased freshwater export through Fram Strait, and showed that it was a response to the prolonged high NAO state of the early 1990s.

But even if the link between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater contents is accepted, it is still not clear what drives the redistribution within their joint system, as its response to atmospheric forcing on a longer time scale is still not fully understood. The freshwater content of the Beaufort Gyre seems to have stabilized at a high level in recent years (Zhang et al., 2016), concurrent with an unusually long anticyclonic circulation pattern in the Arctic (Proshutinsky et al., 2015). Some studies found that an eventual switch to a cyclonic regime could result in its release, possibly causing another GSA (Giles et al., 2012; Stewart and Haine, 2013). Past GSAs have mostly been associated with changes in large-scale Arctic circulation, especially in the wind field over the Beaufort
Gyre, but this link is still not clearly understood. For example, the 1970s event occurred during an anticyclonic regime, and as Dickson et al. (2000) concludes, an anomalous freshwater export from the Arctic can occur during both extrema of the NAO.

Nevertheless, the size and timing of observed freshwater anomalies in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic during the last 20 years might suggest a multi-decadal oscillation between their basins (Horn, 2018), although it is difficult to assess due to the still too short history and the uncertainty of observations. The fluxes between their basins are also particularly difficult to measure. To overcome these limitations there have been successful attempts at simulating their freshwater content with forced ice-ocean models (e.g. Häkkinen, 1993; Gerdes and Koberle, 1999; Haak et al., 2003; Karcher et al., 2005; Gerdes et al., 2008; Stewart and Haine, 2013), but still not sufficient research has been done considering them together as a joint system using fully coupled models with a dynamic atmospheric component.
2. Objectives and Methods

This chapter briefly summarizes the knowledge gaps in Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater covariability and its atmospheric drivers. This is followed by stating the center hypothesis and the main objectives of this study. Then an introduction of the applied model is provided, including a detailed description of its partially coupled configuration, followed by the presentation of the experiment design.

2.1. Objectives

The previous chapter presented the general knowledge regarding freshwater content and fluxes in and between the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic, including its variability and its possible drivers. It is well established that the Arctic Ocean is an important freshwater reservoir that is connected to the North Atlantic Ocean, and exchanges a large volume of water with it. Variations in the inflow of warm and saline Atlantic Water into the Arctic, and in the outflow of cold and fresh Arctic Water into the Subarctic North Atlantic can potentially cause large anomalies in the freshwater content of both domains. But the frequency and the amplitude of these variations are not clear due to insufficient length and uncertainties of observations. The contribution of the changes in different fluxes to anomalies of the total freshwater content of both basins is also not fully understood. The observations suggest a link between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater contents, but some of the large anomalies in the North Atlantic are attributed to other sources than an anomalous flush of freshwater from the Arctic.

Moreover, the drivers of these variations are also debated. One theory is that they are primarily driven by wind stress forcing. Variations of the wind in the Arctic, associated with alternating cyclonic or anticyclonic regimes, cause periodic accumulation and release of freshwater. During times of Arctic accumulation, salinity rises in the North Atlantic, and then drops when freshwater is released from the Arctic. The regimes and the freshwater anomalies are likely connected to variations in the large-scale atmospheric circulation, represented by oscillation indices, but it is not clear how. Observations show large anomalies in the freshwater fluxes during both extrema of the indices, and some of the variations in the North Atlantic content are possibly connected to local atmospheric forcing in the Labrador Sea, and thus do not originate in the Arctic.
Based on the current state of the art in research, the hypothesis of this study is that the freshwater contents of the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic are connected, and form a joint system that has a potential for an oscillating covariability. The hypothesis also includes that this seesaw between the two basins is governed by wind stress forcing associated with large-scale patterns of atmospheric variability. Surface winds associated with these patterns (most likely the NAO or the AO) are the driving forces behind periods of freshwater accumulation in the Arctic, and periods of its release to the Subarctic North Atlantic, either in a form of an anomalous liquid freshwater flush, or sea ice export.

In order to test these hypotheses, the following objectives were set:

1. Simulate the oceanic circulation of the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic system with the fully coupled global Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM), and analyse the freshwater budgets of their basins.

The MPI-ESM was selected because 1) other studies had already successfully used it to investigate freshwater content and sea ice in the Arctic Ocean and in the North Atlantic Ocean; 2) its model grid construction enables relatively high resolution simulations in these two domains and in particular in the key regions at their boundary; 3) a modified coupling configuration allows targeted experiments with prescribed wind forcing scenarios (see details in Chapter 2.2—Model Description). The goal was to evaluate whether a link between the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater contents is physically possible, and if yes, then how persistent it is in time. For this, the simulation period had to be significantly longer than that of the available observations. The contribution of liquid and solid freshwater content and their fluxes to the variability of the total content was also to be investigated.

2. Identify key patterns of atmospheric variability that govern the changes in Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content through wind forcing.

The aim was to derive the NAO and AO patterns from the fully coupled MPI-ESM results, and analyze the covariability of their time series with time series of the freshwater contents and fluxes by statistical methods. As the NAO and AO are derived from atmospheric sea-level pressure, possibly identified connections do not confirm the role of wind stress forcing. Therefore, the objective was also to rerun the model simulations with prescribed wind forcing based on observations, utilizing the partially coupled configuration of the model, and then compare the partially coupled results with the observed time series of freshwater content and fluxes.
3. Perform model experiments by perturbing the wind forcing associated with the identified key patterns of atmospheric variability.

The results of the previous objective are built on a statistical analysis of freshwater and sea-level pressure. In order to confirm the physical feasibility of the findings, in particular, the role of wind forcing, further model experiments were necessary. The aim of these experiments was to describe the mechanisms governing the freshwater variability by perturbing the wind field associated with the key large-scale patterns of atmospheric variability identified before. As the partially coupled configuration allowed the prescription of wind forcing while maintaining consistency of heat and energy exchanges between the atmosphere and the ocean, these experiments enabled the isolation of the wind forcing effect on freshwater variability.

The results section is separated into three main chapters corresponding to the three objectives outlined above.

2.2. Model Description

The numerical experiments in this study were performed with the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM). The MPI-ESM covers the entire globe, and consists of model components simulating physical and biogeochemical processes of the atmosphere and the ocean. The model has been used in many studies of freshwater content and fluxes. For example of Arctic sea ice variability (Koenigk et al., 2009; Notz et al., 2013) and predictability (Tietzche et al., 2013), and seasonal heat and freshwater cycles (Ding et al., 2016). In the North Atlantic Ocean it has also been used to simulate the freshwater budget and circulation (Deshayes et al., 2014), and deep water formation and its role in the overturning circulation variability (Lohmann et al., 2014). There are examples of paleoclimatic studies using MPI-ESM to investigate water and heat transport through Fram Strait (Jungclaus et al., 2014) and the consequences of Arctic freshwater export to the North Atlantic (Moreno-Chamarro et al., 2017). Other studies focusing on the formation and propagation of GSAs (Haak et al., 2003) and North Atlantic climate variability including freshwater content and fluxes (Müller et al., 2014) have used its ocean component MPIOM.

In this study the MPI-ESM model version 1.2.00p4 was used in low resolution (LR). Despite its coarser horizontal grid in comparison with the mixed resolution (MR) version, it produces very similar atmospheric mean state and variability as the MR version. At the same time, it simulates oceanic processes in the North Atlantic and in the Nordic Seas even better, due to the horizontal grid design of the ocean component that allows for a better
representation of these regions that are in the focus of this work (Jungclaus et al., 2013). This study is built on model simulations with two different configurations of the MPI-ESM: its original fully coupled configuration, and a partially coupled configuration with prescribed wind forcing.

2.2.1. Model Components

The ocean component is the MPIOM, a free-surface model that solves the primitive equations for the ocean considering it a hydrostatic Boussinesq fluid (Marsland et al., 2003). It includes a dynamic thermodynamic sea ice model based on the viscous-plastic rheology of Hibler (1979). MPIOM has 40 unevenly spaced vertical levels and uses a curvilinear orthogonal grid in its LR version. This horizontal grid has a nominal resolution of 1.5° which means 15 km near the model poles and up to 185 km elsewhere. The two model grid poles are over land in Antarctica and Greenland, to avoid the short time steps otherwise required by small grid distances near the geographic poles. Although the model is not eddy-permitting in this resolution, it still allows proper representation of oceanic processes especially in the polar regions of the Earth and in key deep water formation regions in the Southern Ocean and in the North Atlantic (Jungclaus et al., 2013).

The atmospheric component ECHAM6 has a horizontal resolution of approximately 200 km, and 47 vertical levels resolving the atmosphere from the surface up to 0.01 hPa (Stevens et al., 2013). In the original fully coupled configuration, the wind field used to calculate the surface stress is that calculated by ECHAM6; however, in addition to this, this study used an alternative configuration as well with prescribed wind forcing of ocean and sea ice. This has been introduced by Thoma et al. (2015) as the Modini method, in which the model components are partially coupled.

2.2.2. Coupling

The model components of MPI-ESM are coupled, which means that there is an exchange of fluxes and state variables between them at given intervals. The coupling structure of the main physical components is shown on Figure 2.1. Time stepping occurs independently in ECHAM6 and MPIOM according to a parameter set in the namelist of the model components. This study used 45-minute intervals for the integration of the ocean component, and 7.5-minute intervals for the atmosphere.
2.2 – Model Description

In MPI-ESM, coupling takes place every 24 hours of model time using the Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice Soil (OASIS3) coupler (Valcke et al., 2003). During coupling, the following physical parameters are passed from the atmosphere to the ocean: precipitation (snow on ice surface separately), wind speed at 10 meters, wind stress (for sea ice and for open water surface respectively), heat fluxes, and surface net downward radiation flux. From the ocean the values of SST, ocean surface velocity, sea ice thickness and area fraction, and snow thickness on sea ice are passed to the atmosphere.

The momentum flux between ocean and atmosphere (i.e. the wind stress) is calculated based on the velocity difference between the wind and ocean surface velocity and ice speed, respectively. This provides a better simulation of ocean surface conditions in many regions compared to an only wind-dependent parametrization (Jungclaus et al., 2006).

River runoff is simulated in the land hydrology module of ECHAM6 that contains a river routing scheme. Freshwater flux from river discharge into the ocean is not coupled separately, but is added to the precipitation field, meaning that its full amount is inserted only over the top cell of the ocean grid. The residual of precipitation minus evaporation over ice sheets and glaciers is converted immediately into surface runoff (Jungclaus et al., 2013).

2.2.3. Modini Method

In addition to model runs with its original fully coupled configuration, this study also performed experiments with prescribed wind stress forcing. The tool for this was the Modini method, a partially coupling technique introduced to the MPI-ESM by Thoma et al. (2015a). This approach enables the ocean component MPIOM to be driven by wind stress estimated from an external source while maintaining consistency of heat and energy exchanges between the atmosphere and the ocean. It means that even though MPIOM uses
another source, the atmospheric component ECHAM6 still computes its own wind field according to the fully coupled dynamics. Moreover, the atmosphere can also respond to the external forcing in a self-consistent way by receiving exchanged parameters from MPIOM, since the rest of the coupling remains the same as in the original configuration (Figure 2.2).

Using reanalysis wind fields as external source, Thoma et al. (2015a) demonstrated the improved skill of Modini-MPI-ESM in simulating the observed timing of events associated with the internal variability of the climate, including a better representation of the observed NAO, Arctic sea ice, and the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation in comparison with the fully coupled MPI-ESM. The hindcasts with MPI-ESM of Thoma et al. (2015b) after an initialization with the Modini approach also show considerable skill.

![Figure 2.2. The partial coupling of the main physical atmospheric and oceanic components of Modini-MPI-ESM. The atmosphere-to-ocean momentum forcing is decoupled, and the ocean component receives wind stress data every 6 hours from a prescribed external source.](image)

The flexibility of the Modini assimilation procedure enables the design of various experiments, as it allows the wind coupling to be switched on or off at any time. If the partial coupling is active, the wind stress is derived from the relative difference between the ocean surface (and sea ice) and the prescribed external wind speed. Switching the Modini-mode off, the model returns to the original fully coupled dynamics, and calculates the surface stress from the relative difference between the ocean surface (and sea ice) and the wind calculated by ECHAM6.

This flexibility regarding the constrain of momentum forcing allows the design of various types of experiments. A partially coupled spin-up of the model which is then run unconstrained improves the model performance (Thoma et al., 2015a) and has a promising forecast potential (Thoma et al., 2015b). Constraining the model with observed wind data can provide decadal hindcasts (Thoma et al., 2015b). The comparison of otherwise identical fully and partially coupled model runs allow the estimation of the role of wind...
forcing in driving oceanic processes, and the perturbation of the prescribed wind data enables targeted studies of certain effects of wind forcing.

This study used the Modini method for the latter two purposes: for the estimation of the impact of atmospheric momentum forcing on Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater variability in general, and for the study of the effect of specific modes of wind forcing variability by locally perturbing the prescribed wind forcing.

2.2.3.1. Forcing Data

The source of external wind data in this study was the NCEPcfsr (the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010)) dataset because it provided the best results for Modini-MPI-ESM compared to alternative sources in the analysis of Thoma et al. (2015a). Following their approach, the NCEPcfsr wind data was applied here as an anomaly forcing; the temporal variability of the 6 hourly NCEPcfsr wind field was extracted and applied as anomalies to the climatology of the fully coupled control runs to reduce shocks and drifts after switching on the Modini forcing.

2.3. Experiment Design

This study used the MPI-ESM model version 1.2.00p4 in its low resolution. The experiment design for the first two objectives (for the simulation and analysis of the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater system, and for the identification of key patterns of atmospheric variability that drive their changes) is shown on Figure 2.3. As its construction was based on the results the second objective, the experiment design for the third objective (targeted model experiments with perturbed wind forcing) is presented at the beginning of the corresponding chapter (Chapter 5.1—Idealized Wind Forcing Scenarios, Experiment Design).

The basis of all model runs presented here was a 1000-year spin-up simulation performed at the Max Planck Institute with pre-industrial boundary conditions. In order to provide restart conditions for coupled simulations with as little model drift as possible, Jungclaus et al. (2013) started the spin-up simulation from temperature and salinity fields of previous CMIP3 preindustrial experiments, and integrated the model for 1900 years.

The fully coupled control simulations of this study were based on this long spin-up and used the same setup and atmospheric forcing as the historical-CMIP5 scenarios from 1850 to 2005, and an atmospheric forcing according to the RCP4.5 emission scenario until 2016. The total simulated period was thus 167 years for 1850–2016 (Figure 2.3). In order to assess the internal variability of the model system, an ensemble of 10 control members was created. These members were completely identical except for the perturbation of their
initial conditions. This was achieved by a lagged initialization: all members began in 1850, but the first member (CTRL_00) was restarted from the spin-up simulation, and the restart data of every subsequent member (CTRL_0x) was the result of the first member after $x$ days. For example, the restart fields of CTRL_04 (started in 1850-01-01) were the results of CTRL_00 for 1850-01-04, redated to 1849-12-31. The 10 members represent a total of 1670 years of model simulation.

In addition to the fully coupled control runs, the model was also used in its partially coupled configuration. These partially coupled runs were also created as an ensemble, and all 10 members were restarted in 1979 based on their corresponding fully coupled control runs, and were identical to those except for the wind forcing. The run Modini_0x was therefore essentially a repeated CTRL_0x run for 1979–2016 with wind forcing based on the NCEPcfsr data base (Figure 2.3). The NCEPcfsr wind data ($\bar{v}_{\text{NCEP}} + v'_{\text{NCEP}}(t)$, mean for 1979-2016 plus temporal variability) was applied as an anomaly forcing ($v_{\text{Modini,0x}}(t)$) derived for each Modini member, retaining the 1979–2016 wind climatology ($\bar{v}_{\text{CTRL,0x}}$) of the corresponding control member: $v_{\text{Modini,0x}}(t) = \bar{v}_{\text{CTRL,0x}} + v'_{\text{NCEP}}(t)$ for each $x = 0..9$.

**Figure 2.3.** Experiment design. CTRL_00–09 denotes the 10 members of the fully coupled control experiments for the period 1850–2016. The Modini_00–09 runs are corresponding reruns for the period 1979–2016 with prescribed wind forcing based on NCEPcfsr data.

Key diagnostics in this study were the freshwater content and transport considering both its liquid and solid state. The domains used here for the Arctic Ocean and for the Subarctic North Atlantic are shown in blue and red on Figure 2.4, where the location of the oceanic sections bordering them are indicated as green lines. These were set as follows: the Bering Strait at 65.4°N between Siberia and Alaska; the Canadian Arctic Archipelago from 71.5°N to 78°N in northern Baffin Bay around 72–74°W; Fram Strait at 79°N between Greenland and Svalbard; the Barents Sea Opening from 70.0°N, 18.9°E to 76.6°N, 16.6°N between Svalbard and Norway; and the Atlantic 50°N section at 50°N between North America and Europe.
Figure 2.4. The domains and sections used in this study. The blue area is the Arctic Ocean, the red is the Subarctic North Atlantic (comprising the Nordic Seas and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean north of 50°N). The green lines show the oceanic sections bordering their domains: Bering Strait, the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA), Fram Strait, the Barents Sea Opening (BSO), and the Atlantic 50°N line.

Unless otherwise stated, the reference salinity for this study was set as 34.8, and the liquid freshwater content was integrated in the total vertical column. The values of liquid freshwater content and fluxes were calculated according to equations (1.1) and (1.2) in Chapter 1.2.1—Freshwater Content and Fluxes, Concept. The solid freshwater content was calculated from simulated sea ice (with a constant salinity of 5 in MPI-ESM), including the amount of freshwater stored in snow on sea ice as well.

To analyze the large-scale variations in freshwater, this study focused on its annual means, as at high latitudes its intra-annual variability is dominated by the redistribution between its liquid and solid phases due to freezing and melting.
3. Arctic and North Atlantic Freshwater Covariability

The first objective of this work was to simulate the freshwater system of the Arctic and the Subpolar North Atlantic Oceans in the fully coupled MPI-ESM and to analyse their covariability.

In this section, model results of main oceanic parameters are presented with a focus on freshwater. Means and time series based on model results from a 10-member ensemble of more than 150-year long simulations are analysed in order to assess the spatial and temporal variability of both liquid and solid freshwater content and fluxes. Finally, the possible link suggested by observations from recent decades between the total freshwater content of the domains of the Arctic Ocean, and Subarctic North Atlantic (the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas) is evaluated to see whether the link can be simulated with the model and if so, then how robust it is over a longer time scale.

3.1. Simulated Oceanic Variability in MPI-ESM

The model simulates the main features of oceanic circulation in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic relatively well. The large scale horizontal circulation in the ocean is illustrated by the vertically integrated barotropic streamfunction. This diagnostic visualizes simulated features of the mean circulation such as wind-driven gyres and boundary currents. In MPIOM, it is diagnosed from the vertically integrated horizontal flow. Figure 3.1 shows the ensemble mean of the mean barotropic streamfunction for the period 1980–2010 from the fully coupled control runs. On the plot negative values denote cyclonic circulation, and positive values represent anticyclonic circulation. The Arctic Basin is dominated by the clockwise circulation of the Beaufort Gyre, reaching a strength of 5 Sv. Towards the Eurasian Basin, the direction of the mean flow is from the Siberian shelf seas towards Greenland and Fram Strait, corresponding to the Transpolar Drift. About half of the Eurasian Basin is characterised by negative values denoting counterclockwise cyclonic flow, indicating the pathway of Atlantic Water circulation. Lower latitude sub-Arctic waters have stronger cyclonic circulation. This is clearly visible in the Nordic Seas, and especially in the North Atlantic Ocean, where values reaching -28 Sv
mark the position of the Subpolar Gyre. The northernmost part of a Pacific Subpolar Gyre is visible south of the Bering Sea, too.

![Barotropic streamfunction](image)

**Figure 3.1.** Mean barotropic streamfunction for the period 1980–2010. Ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs. Negative values denote cyclonic circulation; positive values denote anticyclonic circulation.

For the analysis of the link between the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic, the proper representation of water exchange between their basins is particularly important. The total net transports of water across sections bordering their domains is shown in Table 2 along with estimated values based on observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Simulated net water transport [Sv]</th>
<th>Observed values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.05 (Woodgate, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Archipelago</td>
<td>-1.15 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-1.4 ± 0.2 (^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait</td>
<td>-1.16 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-2.3 ± 0.7 (B Curry et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait</td>
<td>-3.22 ± 0.14</td>
<td>-1.75 ± 5.0 (Fieg et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>3.54 ± 0.13</td>
<td>2.0 (Smedsrud et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Characteristics of simulated oceanic flow across different sections for the period 1980–2010. Ensemble mean and standard deviation of 10 fully coupled control runs. The observed values are references closest to the 1980–2010 period. Negative values indicate southward transport.

\(^a\) Approximated from the Nares Strait flux, -0.85 ± 0.1 (Münchow, 2015) and the Lancaster Sound flux, -0.53 ± 0.1 (Peterson et al., 2012).

According to Table 2, the simulated transports are close to observed values. The Bering Strait inflow and the Davis Strait outflow is weaker than observed, but they are both within the range of simulations with other models used for Arctic studies (Aksenov
3.1 – Simulated Oceanic Variability in MPI-ESM

MPI-ESM overestimates the southward transport component in Fram Strait, although it is within the range of observational uncertainties. The simulated inflow of Atlantic Water into the Arctic through the Barents Sea Opening is also larger than observed, but it is also within the range of other model simulations (Muilwijk et al., 2019).

Sea surface temperature plays a significant role in the variability of atmosphere-ocean fluxes, therefore it is a very important parameter in coupled model simulations. A mean climatology for simulated sea surface temperature compared to the PHC3.0 climatology of Steele et al. (2001) is shown on Figure 3.2. The ensemble mean for the period 1980–2010 is at the freezing point of sea water in almost the entire Arctic Ocean, as well as in the sea ice covered Baffin Bay and along the eastern coastline of Greenland, similar to observations. There is a strong gradient indicating the inflow of relatively warm Atlantic Water in the Barents Sea where sea surface temperature rises up to 7°C and also in the Nordic Seas up to 10°C. Values in these regions are several degrees higher than observed. The Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean is characterised by an east-west gradient: the Labrador current has a surface temperature of below 3°C, and the Labrador Sea is around 7°C. There is a gradual increase eastward up to 13°C in the eastern basin close to Ireland similar to observations, although a warm bias is present in the northernmost parts of the North Atlantic (close to Greenland and Iceland). Further south in the western basin there is a cold bias in the model simulations.

**Figure 3.2.** Mean sea surface temperature. From (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) PHC3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001).

The mean sea surface salinity from the model and from observations is presented on Figure 3.3. The ensemble mean of the model for 1980–2010 shows values of 30–32 in the
Arctic Ocean, and below 28 and down to 14 near river mouths in some shelf seas. The surface is somewhat saltier in the Amerasian Basin, and much fresher in the Siberian shelf seas and along the Canadian coast than observations. Surface salinity in the Arctic Ocean is highest in the Eurasian Basin where values reach up to 33.5, but most of the Eurasian Arctic has a fresh bias. The simulated values around the Canadian Arctic Archipelago are around 28–32. These are lower than observations, indicating a fresh bias, extending further south into the Baffin Bay. In the Subpolar North Atlantic, the model calculates surface salinity around 34.5 in most of the western basin, and above 35 and up to 35.5 in the eastern basin. These values north of 50°N are generally close to observations, with a slight salty bias in the Labrador Sea, and fresher waters along southern edge of the domain at 50°N. In the Nordic Seas the pathway of Atlantic Water is clearly seen in the higher values above 35, as well as in the saline extension into the Barents Sea. These are rather similar to observations. At the same time, the simulated values for the fresher waters of the East Greenland Current are up to 1.5 higher than observed.

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Mean sea surface salinity. From (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) PHC3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001).

The simulated vertical structure of salinity is illustrated by the depth of the 34.8 isohaline on Figure 3.4. This plot shows the depth of the 34.8 salinity level where it exists; where the entire column is more saline, values show 0 meters; where the entire column is fresher, values show the total depth of the water column. According to Figure 3.4, in most of the deep Arctic basin MPI-ESM calculates salinities lower than 34.8 in the upper several hundred meters. The simulated depth of the 34.8 isohaline reaches 700 meters in the Canada and Makarov Basins. This is about 300 meters deeper than in the PHC3.0
climatology, indicating a fresh bias, although it should be noted that the Arctic Ocean Atlas (Environmental Working Group (EWG) 1997, 1998), which is the source of most of the Arctic salinity data in the PHC3.0 hydrography, is based on observations mostly from the 1970s and the 1980s, and therefore does not include the significant freshening observed in the Arctic starting from the early 1990s (Rabe et al., 2014). The model simulations have a fresh bias in the Eurasian Basin too, especially in its eastern part, where the simulated 34.8 salinity level is more than 300 meters deeper than observed. Values in the shelf seas mostly agree well with observations, because there the entire water column is fresher than 34.8. Another notable difference in the Arctic is the Barents Sea where the 34.8 isohaline is much shallower in the model than observed, except for its southern part close to land. Near the shores the model simulations have a fresh bias elsewhere too, for example along the Norwegian coast, and along the East Greenland Current and the Labrador Current.

But in most open seas outside the Arctic the simulated level of the 34.8 isohaline is higher than observed, for example in the Greenland Sea or in the Labrador Sea, indicating a saline bias not only on the surface, but in deeper layers too.

**Figure 3.4.** Mean depth of the 34.8 salinity level. From (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) PHC3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001). Where salinity is higher than 34.8 in the entire water column, values show 0. Where salinity is lower than 34.8 in the entire water column, values show the total depth.

Figure 3.5 shows the mixed layer depth according to model diagnostics. It is defined as the depth where the density is at least 0.125 kg/m³ higher than the surface value. The largest values in the MPI-ESM simulations are in the Labrador Sea and in the Nordic Seas. In the Labrador Sea, the mixed layer depth typically reaches 3000 meters. In other parts of the Subpolar North Atlantic, the average maximum is between 200 and 1000 meters.
Values exceed 1000 meters in a large part of the Nordic Seas, reaching 2000 meters in the Greenland Sea. The model calculates considerable mixing in the Barents Sea, where the average values reach 300 meters. The highest monthly mean values across the ensemble during the period of 1980–2010 can reach 3000 meters in the Norwegian Sea, 2000 meters in the northern Baffin Bay, and 1000 meters within the Arctic Ocean, in the Nansen Basin north of Svalbard (not shown).

**Figure 3.5.** Average maximum mixed layer depth from MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010. Values have been calculated as the annual maximum of monthly mean mixed layer depth for each year, and then averaged over 30 years for the period 1980–2010.

Finally, simulations of sea ice are presented on Figure 3.6 that shows the mean sea extent for March and September as light blue contour lines. For the period 1980–2010 the model simulates a mean annual maximum sea ice extent in March that covers the entire Arctic Ocean except for the central and southwestern Barents Sea. Sea ice covers much of the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk, the Hudson and Baffin Bays, and some part of the Labrador Sea and the Greenland Sea. The minimum extent in September covers most of the Arctic Ocean with the exception of the vicinity of the Canadian coast, some of the Laptev Sea, and the Kara and Barents Seas. Much of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago has sea ice in September too, as well as the north-western part of the Greenland Sea. The simulations of sea ice extent are rather similar to observations shown on Figure 1.3.

Figure 3.6 also presents the simulated sea ice thickness. The maximum values in March reach 2.5 meters in the East Siberian Sea, around the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and northern Greenland, and are generally between 2 and 2.5 meters over much of the
Arctic Ocean. The simulated maximum Arctic sea ice cover is thinner only in the Eurasian Basin, between 1 and 2 meters. The mean values for the minimum in September are above 0.5 meters over much of the Arctic, reaching 1.4 meters in the Central Arctic. Compared to observations on Figure 1.3, the model overestimates the thickness of the ice close to Siberia, and underestimates it in the Canadian Arctic.

![Figure 3.6](image1.png)  
**Figure 3.6.** Mean sea ice thickness from MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 for (left) March and (right) September. The light blue line shows the 0.1 m edge.

![Figure 3.7](image2.png)  
**Figure 3.7.** Sea Ice Extent in the Northern Hemisphere from fully coupled control runs. Left: seasonal cycle averaged over 1980–2010. Right: time series of March and September means. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.

Sea ice cover exhibits strong seasonality. The simulated seasonal cycle is presented on the left panel of Figure 3.7, showing the monthly mean values of sea ice extent in the Northern Hemisphere. Based on the ensemble mean of 10 members for 1980–2010, the highest extent is in March, $14.15 \times 10^6$ km$^2$. The lowest is in September, $6.05 \times 10^6$ km$^2$. The
plot shows the ensemble variability too as a shaded area around the solid line that represents the ensemble mean. This shows a good agreement between members with small differences. The right panel of Figure 3.7 presents time series of simulated Northern Hemispheric sea ice extent for March and September from 1850 to 2016, corresponding to the annual maximum and minimum values. March values are around 16x10^6 km^2 in the 19th century, then begin to decrease at an accelerating speed: the simulated extent slowly decreases to 15x10^6 km^2 by 1950, to 14x10^6 km^2 by 2000, and approach 13x10^6 km^2 by 2016. The September extent shows a more rapid decline. Values are close to 8x10^6 km^2 in the beginning of the model integration, stay around or above 7x10^6 km^2 until 1970, and then show a strong negative trend, and drop to 5x10^6 km^2 by 2016.

3.2. Freshwater Content and Fluxes

As 1 meter of sea ice thickness in the model accounts to a roughly 0.76 meter deep layer of freshwater, mean sea ice thickness values on Figure 3.6 mean about 1.5–2 meters of freshwater in most parts of the Arctic Ocean. In addition to this, simulated snow on sea ice has also been taken into account while calculating solid freshwater content; however, these solid components together are still mostly an order of magnitude smaller in comparison with the liquid component stored in water except for some shelf areas with large ice thickness and shallow water depth.
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*Figure 3.8. Liquid freshwater content (S_{ref} = 34.8, integrated from surface down to the depth of S_{ref}) from (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) PHC3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001).*
The simulated mean liquid freshwater content for the period 1980–2010 is shown on Figure 3.8. To highlight the spatial distribution in the layers with highest variability, this map is based on an integration from surface down to the depth of $S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$ surface. According to the figure, the ensemble mean liquid freshwater content from 10 fully coupled control runs totals up to a layer of between 10 and 20 meters in most of the deep Arctic Basin, similar to observations, except for parts of the Eurasian Basin where the model overestimates the content. Most of the shelf seas have lower values, about 7 meters in the East Siberian Sea and 5 meters in the Chukchi Sea; however, the content is rather high in the Laptev Sea (10–14 m), which is a significant overestimation. Freshwater content in the Canadian Archipelago (8–20 m) and in Baffin Bay (up to above 25 m) is generally close to observations. The model calculates more freshwater in Hudson Bay and in Hudson Strait (15–25 m) in comparison with observations, as well as where western boundary currents (Labrador Current, East Greenland Current) are located. Due to high salinities, freshwater content integrated down to the level of the $S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$ surface in much of the Barents Sea, and in the open Nordic Seas and North Atlantic Ocean is zero (see surface salinities on Figure 3.3).

![Figure 3.9](image)

**Figure 3.9.** Time series of annual liquid freshwater content ($S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$, integrated in full vertical column) from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations (left) in the Arctic Ocean, and (right) in the Subarctic North Atlantic (the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas). Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.

Figure 3.9 shows time series of liquid freshwater content in the Arctic Ocean, and in the Subarctic North Atlantic (comprising the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas) for 1850–2016. Here and in the following the liquid freshwater content refers to an integrated value in the full water column relative to $S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$. The time mean for the Arctic Ocean is 60,800 km$^3$ with a positive trend starting from below 54,000 km$^3$ in 1850, increasing slowly to 65,000 km$^3$ around 1990, and reaching above 70,000 km$^3$ with a stronger trend in the last 20 years of the simulation. The ensemble spread is around 4,000 km$^3$. The time mean for the Subarctic North Atlantic is -100,200 km$^3$ The time series is characterised by a strong positive trend in the first 20 years of the simulation, and then
a negative trend after some stagnation from around -92,000 km³ to below -110,000 km³ by 1990. The last years of the simulation period show an increase again. The ensemble spread is usually around 5,000–8,000 km³. Due to the clear sign of a spin-up in the anomalous trend during the first years, the further analysis of freshwater considers only the years 1870–2016.

The simulated freshwater content shows significant biases both for the Arctic Ocean and for the Subarctic North Atlantic, but the freshwater fluxes between their domains are much closer to observations. The time means of net annual values are shown in Table 3 both for the liquid and the solid fluxes. The liquid freshwater fluxes are generally well represented in MPI-ESM with deviations within 15% from observations listed by Haine et al. (2015), except for the Barents Sea Opening, where the southward flux is greatly overestimated by the model. The solid freshwater flux is much more difficult to simulate, as sea ice transport has high variability. A substantial net solid flux is observed only in Fram Strait; there is much less ice exported from the Arctic across other gateways (Haine et al., 2015). In MPI-ESM the Fram Strait flux is underestimated, and there is a significant export of sea ice through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Davis Strait too.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Net liquid FW flux [km³yr⁻¹]</th>
<th>Net solid FW flux [km³yr⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait</td>
<td>2090 ± 100</td>
<td>4.5 ± 21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Archipelago</td>
<td>-2890 ± 160</td>
<td>-570 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait</td>
<td>-3170 ± 160</td>
<td>-810 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait</td>
<td>-2910 ± 150</td>
<td>-1700 ± 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>-660 ± 90</td>
<td>-72 ± 27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Net freshwater fluxes across sections bordering the Arctic and the Subpolar North Atlantic Oceans from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations for the period 1980–2010. Values are based on the mean, the uncertainties on the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.

The simulated time series for the fluxes are presented on Figure 3.10. The liquid freshwater inflow through Bering Strait shows a positive trend, similar to observations. The amount of freshwater exported from the Arctic through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago is highly variable in the model, with no apparent trend in the time series of the liquid component. The solid freshwater flux shows a negative trend. The observed trends are negative for the liquid, and positive for the solid component. The simulated fluxes show the strongest trends in Fram Strait. The liquid freshwater flux is increasing, while the solid component has a negative trend. Both agree with the sign of trends in observations, although the simulated increase of the liquid component is much stronger in the last two decades of model simulations. Its annual values even reach ~4000 km³ after 2010. The trends are positive and negative for the liquid and solid fluxes across the Barents
3.2 – Freshwater Content and Fluxes

Sea Opening, yielding an increase of total freshwater flux for the simulated period. However, there is almost no trend in the last two decades, similarly to observations.

Figure 3.10. Time series of annual net freshwater (left: liquid; right: solid) fluxes across sections from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.
The variability of the lateral freshwater fluxes is particularly important. The comparison of their time series with the evolution of freshwater content shows a remarkable agreement. This is presented on Figure 3.11 where annual means of the total freshwater content are plotted together with the sum of the cumulative total oceanic freshwater fluxes across all bordering sections in both the Arctic Ocean (these are the Bering Strait, the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Fram Strait, and the Barents Opening), and in the Subarctic North Atlantic (bordered by the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Fram Strait, the Barents Sea Opening, and the 50°N section in the North Atlantic). In the Arctic Ocean the correlation between the detrended time series of total freshwater content and the cumulative lateral fluxes across sections bordering its domain is $r=0.92$. This relationship is rather stable in time, and the temporal anomalies and the ensemble spread are of similar size too. In the Subarctic North Atlantic the correlation coefficient is $r=0.76$. The anomalies and the ensemble spread of the content and the fluxes are similar, but they have somewhat different trends. This is why their time series still show differences after the removal of their linear trends.

![Figure 3.11. Time series of detrended annual total freshwater content in the domain of, and cumulative total freshwater fluxes across sections around the Arctic Ocean (left), and the Subarctic North Atlantic (right) from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.](image)

Finally, the comparison of the total (liquid and solid) freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic are plotted on Figure 3.12. The simulated time series show somewhat larger anomalies in the Subarctic North Atlantic, especially if the ensemble variability is also considered, but the variations in the two domains are still comparable. The correlation for the entire time period of 1870–2016 is $r=-0.01$, but focusing on multidecadal sub-periods reveals an unstable relationship. There are time periods where the freshwater content of the two domains anti-correlate (1880–1920: $r=-0.52$, 1920–1950: $r=-0.60$), but in other multidecadal periods a positive correlation can be seen (1950–2016: $r=0.71$). The picture is even less clear if the relationship is assessed in individual members of the ensemble instead of their means. This is done in the following chapter that
3.3 – Internal Variability

focuses on the internal variability of the model by presenting results of freshwater simulations from individual members of the ensemble, and discusses their differences.

Figure 3.12. Time series of detrended annual total (liquid and solid) freshwater content from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations in the Arctic Ocean, and in the Subarctic North Atlantic. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.

3.3. Internal Variability

The results from previous chapters are based on an ensemble mean, that is, on the arithmetic mean of results from 10 model runs with identical setup, model physics, and forcing. The only difference between them was a perturbation of the initial conditions (see Experiment Design in Chapter 2.3). The advantage of running an ensemble is that it enables the assessment of the internal variability of the system within the boundaries of the model setup. Calculating and using the mean across the ensemble is useful because it can provide information about the mean states and the long-term evolution of parameters with more certainty; however, the signal of large amplitude events in individual members is suppressed by averaging across the members in an unconstrained system like the fully coupled MPI-ESM. Therefore, in order to evaluate freshwater anomalies that are such events, a deeper analysis of the ensemble is necessary.

First the long-term average of liquid freshwater content is analysed based on a comparison of individual members of the ensemble and the ensemble mean (Figure 3.13). These values are based on an integration in the full water column. Comparing the members of the ensemble, the biggest differences are in the Arctic, in particular in the Eurasian Basin, where the deviation from the ensemble mean can be larger than 2 meters in some members, while the ensemble mean is generally between 0 and -15 meters. The difference between members can be higher than 5 meters (compare members 02 and 03 for example). The simulated means of liquid freshwater are more stable in the rest of the
Arctic Ocean, although a few members show differences in the Canada Basin as well (in particular members 04, 07, 09). In the Nordic Seas four members show anomalies larger than 1 meters, where the ensemble mean is mostly between -20 and -30 meters. The ensemble mean in the open Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean is around -30 meters in the western basin, and around -35 meters in the eastern basin. Deviations from these in ensemble members range to 1 and 2 meters, respectively.

Figure 3.13. Averages of annual liquid freshwater content (1870–2016) from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Deviation of each ensemble member (CTRL_00–09) from the ensemble mean of averages (CTRL ENS10).

In the next step, the temporal variability of liquid freshwater content in the ensemble is assessed. Figure 3.14 presents maps of the standard deviation of annual values based on the ensemble mean, and on individual members of the ensemble. In the Arctic, the ensemble mean shows the largest temporal variability in the Eurasian Basin, where the standard deviation of annual values reaches up to 3.5 meters. There is also a considerable variability present in the Canada Basin, up to 2.5 meters in the Beaufort Gyre and also south of the Alpha Ridge. The Arctic shelf seas show low variability below 1 meter. Liquid freshwater content simulations are rather stable in the Nordic Seas with values generally
around 1 meter, and up to 1.5 meters along the Norwegian Current and the East Greenland Current. The largest variability is seen in the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean: there values mostly exceed 2.5 meters, up to 3.5 in the western, and to 4 meters in the eastern basin. Comparing these with results from individual ensemble members, the variability appears to be even larger.

**Figure 3.14.** Temporal standard deviations of annual liquid freshwater content (1870–2016) from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Deviation of each ensemble member (CTRL_00–09) from the ensemble mean of standard deviations (CTRL ENS10).

The standard deviations differ from those in the ensemble mean by up to 1 meter in more regions (smaller plots on Figure 3.14). In the Arctic Ocean for example the variability in the Eurasian Basin is almost comparable to that in the Beaufort Gyre in a few members (e.g. 02, 07), while in most of them it is much larger; in a few members values barely reach 2 meters in the Beaufort Gyre, but reach up to above 4 north of Svalbard (e.g. 03, 06, 08). Variability in the Nordic Seas is relatively similar across the ensemble, while in the North Atlantic there are large differences, especially in the western basin. There the standard deviation of annual values ranges from below 3 (09) to above 4.5 meters (07).
Differences across the ensemble in terms of solid freshwater content, i.e. sea ice are plotted on Figure 3.15. According to the figure, the standard deviation of 10 ensemble climatologies of sea ice thickness exceed 0.1 meters in some regions both in winter and summer. Values based on differences of the 1980–2010 averages for March vary up to 0.15 meters in the coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea and in the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas, and are above 0.1 meters north of Greenland, in Fram Strait, and along the export pathways of sea ice following the East Greenland Current. The ensemble mean sea ice thickness in these regions is above 2.5 meters (compare Figure 3.6) except for along the East Greenland Current, where it is between 1 and 1.75 meters. The ensemble variability is below 0.1 meters in the rest of the Arctic Ocean and 0.05 meters at lower latitudes with the exception of a small area east of Svalbard and along the varying winter ice edge in the Labrador Sea. Although the mean sea ice thickness is considerably smaller in September, the ensemble variability is larger: it is above 0.1 meters in most of the Arctic Ocean, and close to 0.15 meters in many coastal areas, where the ensemble average ranges down to below 0.5 meters (compare again Figure 3.6). Outside the Arctic Ocean there is no considerable variability due to lack of summer ice in all ensemble members.

Figure 3.15. Sea ice thickness variability from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Temporal standard deviation of 1980–2010 averages of 10 ensemble members for (left) March and (right) September.

As suggested by the similar ensemble spread for total freshwater content and fluxes on Figure 3.11, the relationship is robust across the ensemble. All individual members show a significant correlation in both domains (not shown), supporting the result from the ensemble mean that most of the temporal variability of the freshwater content can be explained by the variability in the lateral fluxes through sections bordering their domains.
Figure 3.16. Time series of detrended annual total (liquid and solid) freshwater content from 10 ensemble members of fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic.
Finally, the connection between the total freshwater content in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic is presented on Figure 3.16 by their time series similarly as on Figure 3.12, but here for each individual ensemble member. While anomalies based on the ensemble mean have a relatively similar size, Figure 3.16 suggests that this can be attributed to the masking of variability in the ensemble mean, since in individual members the anomalies in the Subarctic North Atlantic domain are twice the size of those in the Arctic. Still, there are multidecadal periods in most members where the anomalies are temporarily of similar size and opposite sign (notable examples are CTRL_00 in 1870–1910, CTRL_02 in 1965–2010, CTRL_04 in 1870–1910, CTRL_05 in 1980–2000, CTRL_09 in 1880–1915).

3.4. Discussion

The results show that the model reproduces the main characteristics of large-scale ocean circulation in the Arctic and the North Atlantic Oceans. In coupled model simulations, the proper representation of the ocean surface, in particular the SST and sea ice are very important as they mediate the air-ocean fluxes. The rate of precipitation, evaporation, and river runoff are tightly linked to other components of the climate system, therefore the sea surface salinity and the freshwater content are good indicators of the coupling performance of the model (Jungclaus et al., 2013).

The performance of the ocean simulations of MPI-ESM has been analysed by Jungclaus et al. (2013). They noted that although the model results of temperature and salinity exhibit only small drifts after a sufficient spin-up length, there are still serious biases especially at intermediate levels. The surface conditions presented above are generally closer to observations, but still show some biases. These match the findings of Jungclaus et al. (2013), who have investigated the possible reasons. They found that in the North Atlantic Ocean, the simulated SST is too low because the North Atlantic Current is too zonally oriented. This is most likely because the Gulf Stream separation is improperly represented due to resolution limitations. The Atlantic Water thus loses too little heat, and it is too warm when it reaches the Nordic Seas and the Barents Sea, explaining the warm bias in these regions. Jungclaus et al. (2013) attributed the large fresh bias in the salinity of Siberian shelf seas to the overestimation of river runoff of Eurasian rivers, a known bias of the model (Hagemann et al., 2013).

The effect of salinity biases is apparent in the calculated liquid freshwater content as well: the model overestimates it in the Arctic Ocean, and underestimates it in the Subarctic North Atlantic. Nevertheless, the range of their interannual variability is similar to observations that show examples of decadal anomalies of up to about 7,000 km$^3$ in 10 years
in the Arctic (Rabe et al., 2014), and up to about 13,000 km³ in the Subarctic North Atlantic (Boyer et al., 2007). Moreover, the simulated lateral oceanic freshwater fluxes are also similar to those listed by Haine et al. (2015), and their biases are within the range of those in regional ocean-sea ice models investigated by Aksenov et al. (2016). As the objective was to simulate the freshwater anomalies in these domains, model runs of the MPI-ESM can be considered a suitable tool, because this study is focusing on the analysis of the changes in freshwater content and fluxes, rather than on a precise representation of their mean states.

The model results show that for both domains, most of the variability of the total freshwater content can be represented by the variability of the lateral fluxes. This highlights the importance of the changes of water transport across their borders, especially for the Arctic Ocean whose domain is rather closed. As the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic share most of their borders, it is reasonable to assume a link between their freshwater budgets. This has been suggested by many studies before, in particular while investigating the origin of Great Salinity Anomalies in the North Atlantic (e.g. Dickson et al., 1988; Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; Häkkinen, 1993; Belkin et al., 1998; Proshutinsky et al., 2002; Haak et al., 2003; Belkin, 2004; Karcher et al., 2005). Although the time series of reliable observations are still rather short, the comparison of observed freshwater content in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic shows a remarkable connection in recent decades with a significant anticorrelation. The size and timing of their respective anomalies could even suggest an oscillation (Horn, 2018).

The fully coupled MPI-ESM is not constrained by observations, therefore it cannot reproduce the timing of the observed freshwater anomalies. But its simulations enable the analysis of anomalies associated with the internal variability of the climate system for a much longer time period than what is covered by observations. The model results for more than 150 years presented above show an unstable relationship between the time series of the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content. Their simulated freshwater budgets do show some opposing variability, but this is not persistent enough to result in an anticorrelation over the whole time series. Their correlation varies greatly depending on the selected sub-period of time and member of the ensemble.

The freshwater content and the total cumulative lateral fluxes agree well for both domains, and thus variations in the air-ocean fluxes and river runoff play only a minor role. But even if they are ignored, the system is still not closed—anomalies of freshwater transport through Bering Strait and the Atlantic 50°N section are not directly related to the amount of freshwater exchanged between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic. Variations in the simulated freshwater input through Bering Strait are relatively small compared to the total net Arctic freshwater export into the Subarctic North Atlantic, similarly to the model results of Häkkinen and Proshutinsky (2004). Therefore, most of the
changes in Arctic freshwater content are tightly linked to changes in this export, and thus to changes in the Subarctic freshwater content. However, the anticorrelation between the two contents is only occasional in the simulations. The reason why it is not persistent over a longer time period is because the Subarctic North Atlantic content is driven not only by the Arctic export, but also by the freshwater flux across the 50°N section, consistent with the findings of Horn (2018). In the MPI-ESM simulations the dominant drivers are these latter transports that cause large freshwater content anomalies that are not of Arctic origin. Without these, the Arctic-Subarctic North Atlantic link would be very robust. This is illustrated by Figure 3.17.

\[ \text{Figure 3.17. Time series of annual total (liquid and solid) freshwater content from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations in the Arctic Ocean (in blue), and in the Subarctic North Atlantic minus the cumulative freshwater flux across the 50°N section (in red). Data shows the mean of 10 ensemble members, detrended with a 5th order polynomial function.} \]

The time series plotted on Figure 3.17 are similar to those presented on Figure 3.12 with a few differences. The blue line shows the Arctic total freshwater content, but the red line shows the residual of Subarctic North Atlantic total freshwater content after the series of the cumulative freshwater flux across the 50°N section has been removed. Moreover, the data series have been detrended with a 5th order polynomial function in order to remove low-frequency variabilities on a time scale of a few decades and thus highlight the anomalies within a time scale similar to that of the available observations. Figure 3.17 shows a robust anticorrelation \((r = -0.81, \text{ significant with above } 99\% \text{ confidence})\) that is persistent over the entire time series of the ensemble mean, and in each individual member of the ensemble as well (not shown). This suggests that on the time scale of a few decades, a seesaw of the two freshwater contents resembling an oscillation can develop as long as there are no large freshwater flux anomalies advected from the south into the Subarctic North Atlantic domain, or they are coincidently of appropriate size and sign. The modeled fluxes at the 50°N section frequently show large anomalies, obscuring the signal of the
Artic link. This explains why the existing periods with anticorrelation are only temporary, and not dominant in the full simulation period.

The seesaw in freshwater content between the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic is dominated by the liquid component. This is shown on Figure 3.18 that displays the same time series as Figure 3.17, and additionally the separate Arctic liquid (dashed blue) and solid (light blue) components, as well as the Subarctic liquid component (dashed red). The solid and dashed red lines match very closely, indicating the negligible contribution of the solid component to the total Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater budget. In the Arctic Ocean, variations of the liquid component dominate the changes of the total content, but occasionally the solid component can also be important (see for example the anomalies in the early 1970s on Figure 3.18). This suggests that over a longer time scale the seesaw is mostly driven by exchanges of liquid freshwater between the two basins, but there is a potential for events driven by anomalous sea ice export as well.

![Figure 3.18. Time series of annual freshwater content from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations in the Arctic Ocean (blue: total; dashed blue: liquid; light blue: solid), and in the Subarctic North Atlantic minus the cumulative freshwater flux across the 50°N section (red: total; dashed red: liquid). Data shows the mean of 10 ensemble members, detrended with a 5th order polynomial function.](image)

Some of the repeatedly observed large Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content anomalies in the recent decades have been found to indeed originate in the Arctic Ocean. The source of the 1970s event was most likely an anomalously large ice export through Fram Strait (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; Häkkinen, 1993), and the 1990s event has been linked to a release of liquid freshwater from the Arctic (Karcher et al., 2005). The model simulations presented here confirm the potential for both liquid and solid freshwater export from the Arctic to dilute the Subarctic North Atlantic. The frequency and the time frame of these simulated events are also similar to what has been observed.

However, the results show no sign of large Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater anomalies that are independent from both the Arctic export and the flux at the 50°N
section, while for example the freshwater anomaly observed in the 1980s was likely a non-adveective event. Instead, it has been linked to local processes in the Labrador Sea, with only a possible supplement of anomalous liquid freshwater export from the Arctic (Belkin et al., 1998), since local processes, for example deep convection can also trigger changes in the ocean circulation that can cause anomalous freshwater export from the Arctic (Wu and Wood, 2008). A possible reason for the absence of locally induced anomalies within the Subarctic North Atlantic in the model analysis presented here is that they were observed in the upper several hundred meters layer, while here the freshwater content was calculated by integrating in the full vertical column of the entire basin. A locally induced anomaly that is at least partly due to redistribution of freshwater within the region is thus not likely to be traceable in the metric used here.

3.5. Conclusions

The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to simulate the ocean circulation and water exchanges in and around the Arctic Ocean and the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean, with a particular focus on freshwater content anomalies. The results show that the applied model, the fully coupled MPI-ESM performs well in reproducing the large-scale features of ocean circulation. There are large biases in salinity and thus in freshwater content, which is overestimated in the Arctic, and underestimated in the North Atlantic. Nevertheless, the temporal variability in their freshwater content, as well as the simulated exchanges between their basins is similar to observations. This makes the model a suitable tool for the analysis of freshwater anomalies.

The results show that both in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic, most of the variability in the total (liquid and solid) freshwater content can be explained by the lateral oceanic freshwater fluxes across the sections bordering their domains. This means that changes in precipitation, evaporation, or river runoff have an insignificant effect.

The comparison of the simulated freshwater content of the two domains shows a potential for their anticorrelation over a time period of a few decades, similar to what has been observed in the recent decades. However, this is not robust in time, as there are time periods with a positive correlation too, while during most of the time series there seems to be no connection at all. This is true for the ensemble mean of 10 members, and for the individual members as well that also exhibit large differences in the Arctic-Subarctic freshwater covariability.

The modeled time series of Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content presented here suggest that their observed anticorrelation in the recent decades is not
likely to persist in the future, as it occurs only temporarily in the simulations. The link between their domains appears to be rather stable, dominated by the exchange of liquid freshwater between their basins. This implies that the potential for their anticorrelation could remain similar regardless of the loss of sea ice that is observed in the Arctic (Kwok et al., 2013), a trend that is expected to continue in the 21st century, along with a decrease in ice export (Haine et al., 2015). However, the signal of the link is mostly masked by much larger anomalies in the Subarctic North Atlantic that are advected from the south, and are not directly related to the freshwater exchange with the Arctic Ocean. Still, the Arctic and the North Atlantic freshwater contents exhibit a seesaw-like balance driven by anomalous fluxes of freshwater between their basins during periods when this southern flux shows no significant anomalies, or when its anomalies coincide with the changes in the Arctic Ocean.

But what drives these freshwater fluxes? What sets their variability, especially the variability of the exchanges between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic? How different are the driving forces of the changes in the liquid, and in the solid component? The hypothesis of this study was that the changes in freshwater content are driven by wind stress forcing associated with large-scale patterns of atmospheric variability. The analysis of a possible connection between freshwater content and atmospheric variability is presented in the next chapter.
4. The Role of Atmospheric Forcing

The previous chapter describes general characteristics of the MPI-ESM simulations, with focus on liquid freshwater content and the solid component, sea ice. According to fully coupled model runs, the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater budgets show some opposing freshwater variability but this is not persistent enough to result in a stable anticorrelation over a longer time scale. A detailed investigation of freshwater content and fluxes showed that the seesaw between the two freshwater contents is actually very robust, but most of the time its sign is obscured in the Subarctic North Atlantic by large anomalies that are not of Arctic origin.

Based on these results, the second objective of this study was to identify key patterns of atmospheric variability that govern the changes in Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content through wind forcing. This chapter presents the main characteristics of sea-level pressure and wind simulations in MPI-ESM. After deriving the NAO and AO patterns from the fully coupled model simulations, an attempt is made to identify a connection between their time series, and the simulated freshwater contents and fluxes. After no robust link can be established, a more sophisticated method is applied that is capable to identify redundant modes of sea-level pressure and freshwater variability. This enables the investigation of different drivers of freshwater anomalies in the different basins, also respective to the liquid and solid components. Finally, in order to examine the role of wind stress, part of the model experiments is repeated with prescribed wind forcing based on observations. The comparison of the fully coupled control runs and these partially coupled simulations confirms the influence of wind forcing in shaping the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater system.

4.1. Simulated Atmospheric Variability in MPI-ESM

For this study, the most relevant atmospheric parameters are the sea-level pressure, and the wind speed and direction. First, these are analyzed in the model simulations of MPI-ESM.

The simulated 30-year mean sea-level pressure in the fully coupled control simulations is compared to observations (NCEPcfsr reanalysis, (Saha et al., 2010)) for the Northern Hemisphere north of 50°N on Figure 4.1. Comparing the two panels of the figure, it can be seen that the model is able to reproduce the key large scale atmospheric
features in the region, although with various inaccuracies. In the Arctic the Beaufort High is of similar magnitude (above 1017 hPa) as observed, but its position is much less confined to the Canadian side, as it extends far into the central Arctic. As a result, mean sea-level pressure is higher than 1015 hPa over almost the entire Arctic Ocean, which is a notable overestimation especially over the Eurasian Basin, where the bias is up to +4 hPa. This anomaly extends into the Barents Sea and the Nordic Seas as well, where sea-level pressure is also too high in the model. The position and extent of the Icelandic Low is very close to observations, and only about 1 hPa stronger (1003 hPa). In the Northern Pacific, however, the low-pressure regime over the Bering Sea is much smaller and weaker compared to the reanalysis. Pressure fields over land, in particular the Siberian, the Canadian, or the Greenland High have small biases both in strength and position. The mean climatology of large scale wind fields is mostly associated with pressure patterns according to geostrophy, especially over water. This can be seen comparing the pressure patterns to the following figure.

![Image of atmospheric pressure map]

**Figure 4.1:** Mean atmospheric sea-level pressure. From (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) NCEPcfsr reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010).

Figure 4.2 shows the mean atmospheric circulation near the surface, that is, the wind velocities and directions at 10-meter level over ground or water from model simulations and from reanalysis. The model simulates the large-scale wind systems relatively well. In the Arctic, the anticyclonic circulation associated with the Beaufort High is clearly visible, although its center is displaced and its extent is larger than observed. Therefore, the winds crossing the Arctic that drive the Transpolar Drift are also less pronounced in the model.
At lower latitudes, wind directions are very similar to observations, with strong northerly winds (although somewhat too strong, with some easterly bias) along the eastern shore of Greenland, and with the dominant westerlies in the North Atlantic.

Figure 4.2. Mean wind at 10 meters. Color shading indicates velocity, arrows show direction. From (left) MPI-ESM simulations as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) NCEPcfsr reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010)

The mean climatology and the temporal variability of sea-level pressure is similar in different members of the model ensemble. Unlike the liquid freshwater content (Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14), MPI-ESM simulates sea-level pressure with relatively small internal model variability. Figure 4.3 presents a comparison of long-term (1870–2016) means of sea-level pressure as differences between individual ensemble members and the ensemble mean. The largest differences across the ensemble are on the order of a few tenths of hPa. The spatial distributions of the differences are rather stochastic, and their extent is insignificant in comparison with the climatology based on the ensemble mean of all 10 members.

Differences of the temporal variability are plotted on Figure 4.4. This figure shows the temporal standard deviations of annual sea-level pressure as differences between members of the ensemble and the ensemble mean. In the ensemble mean, the standard deviations are largest over the Bering Sea (up to above 2.5 hPa), and around Iceland and Southern Greenland and over much of the Siberian shelf seas and the Central Arctic (above 2 hPa). In the western North Atlantic and over land, values are mostly below 1.5 hPa. Individual ensemble members show a rather similar variability with relatively small differences. A few members show some differences (within the range of 0.5 hPa) over the Nordic Seas or over the Canada Basin, and many of them over the Bering Sea, although
these are the regions where the variability is highest in all of them. It is also notable that differences over land are mostly smaller than over water, within the range of 0.2 hPa.

Figure 4.3. Averages of annual atmospheric sea-level pressure (1870–2016) from fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations. Difference of each ensemble member (CTRL_00–09) in comparison with the ensemble mean of averages (CTRL ENS10).

Overall, the mean climatology and the temporal variations of sea-level pressure (and thus the large-scale wind systems) are well simulated in MPI-ESM compared to observations. They are also rather stable within the model: there is no significant difference between the ensemble mean, and the individual members of the ensemble. This stability provides a good basis for the analysis of the connection of large scale atmospheric variability and freshwater content. The following section presents results of this analysis based on metrics that describe key modes of sea-level pressure variability, and attempts to identify those that are the most relevant in terms of their influence on freshwater variability.
4.2. Atmospheric Drivers of Freshwater Anomalies

This section presents a detailed investigation of atmospheric sea-level pressure variability, and its impact on freshwater content in the fully coupled MPI-ESM experiments. First, the analysis of certain oscillation indices and their connection to freshwater content anomalies is performed, then results based on a comprehensive statistical analysis are presented.

4.2.1. The Link Between Oscillation Indices and Freshwater Anomalies

There are different metrics that provide information on certain aspects of atmospheric variability. In key regions of this study in the Northern Hemisphere, the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) are widely used indices that describe major modes of low-frequency variability of sea-level pressure. These were calculated here...
by performing an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis. This method, also
known as Principal Component Analysis, is a multivariate technique used to derive main
patterns of variability form a statistical field. The EOF analysis is commonly used in
climate sciences to identify patterns of simultaneous variation, for example atmospheric
teleconnections represented by oscillation indices. A description of the AO and the NAO
can be found in Chapter 1.2.3.2—Large-scale Atmospheric Variability, and a brief
introduction of the EOF analysis is given in the Appendix at the end of this thesis. This
chapter presents the main characteristics of the AO and the NAO in the fully coupled MPI-
ESM simulations. Then an attempt is made to find a connection between their time series
and freshwater content anomalies.

Figure 4.5 presents the pattern and time series of AO in the model as the eigen vector
and the principal component time series of the first EOF of sea-level pressure north of
20°N. In MPI-ESM this leading mode describes 40.9% of the sea-level pressure variability,
and is characterised by a center over the Arctic, and two further lower latitude centers of
opposite sign associated with the Aleutian Low and the Azores High. Overall, this pattern
is similar to that calculated from reanalysis data (see Chapter 1.2.3.2—Large-scale
Atmospheric Variability), although there it represents more than 50% of the total
variability. The model results presented here have a smaller amplitude, which is explained
by the reduced variability in the ensemble mean, that has been created by averaging 10
members. The center close to the Aleutian Low is situated somewhat too south in the
model results. The pattern, and the percent of the total variability it describes is very
similar in each individual member of the ensemble (not shown).

A powerful diagnostic for identifying links between changes in the AO strength and
freshwater content anomalies is provided by associated patterns on Figure 4.6. Solid lines
in each panel depict linear fits to the data points, and their slope represents the temporal correlation between the detrended freshwater content and AO time series. All data are based on the ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control simulations for the time period 1870–2016.

According to the top left panel of Figure 4.6, the annual means of Arctic total freshwater content are very weakly linked to time series of the AO index. Their temporal correlation is low \((r=-0.20)\), and the data points are scattered. Splitting the total freshwater content into a liquid (top middle panel) and solid (top right panel) component does not improve the results. The temporal correlation between the AO index and the liquid (top middle panel, \(r=-0.11\)) and the solid (top right panel, \(r=-0.18\)) content is similarly low, implying no link between their time series in the ensemble mean.

![Figure 4.6](image)

*Figure 4.6. Scatter plots of AO vs. freshwater content time series in MPI-ESM simulations from the ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. Left - total content, middle - liquid content; right - solid content in (top) the Arctic Ocean and in (bottom) the Subarctic North Atlantic. The solid lines depict linear fits to the data points.*

The bottom panels of Figure 4.6 show the connection between the simulated AO and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content. In case of the total content (bottom left panel), their moderate correlation \((r=0.35)\) suggests a potential link between their time series, but it is not particularly robust over the full simulation period. Since in the Subarctic North Atlantic the contribution of the liquid freshwater to the total content is two orders
of magnitude larger than the contribution of the solid component, the results are almost the same for the liquid part (bottom middle panel, \(r=0.35\)), and show no connection for the solid part (bottom right panel, \(r=0.12\)).

The same analysis was repeated for the NAO as well. The simulated pattern and time series of the NAO are plotted on Figure 4.7 as the leading EOF of sea-level pressure in the North Atlantic region (20°N–70°N, 90°W–40°E) and its principal coefficients. The NAO pattern on the left panel describes 41.6% of the total sea-level pressure variability in the region, and is characterized by two centers of action of opposite sign. One in the northern edge of the region east of Greenland, and one in the south, off the Iberian coast. These correspond to the Icelandic Low and the Azores High, also similarly present in the NCEPcfsr reanalysis data (see Chapter 1.2.3.2–Large-scale Atmospheric Variability), with the Icelandic Low shifted somewhat to the west in MPI-ESM. In the reanalysis this pattern represents a larger part of the total North Atlantic sea-level pressure variability (almost 50%), but overall the simulated NAO is very similar to the observed one. Moreover, both the pattern and the percent of the total variability it describes is very similar in each individual member of the ensemble (not shown).

![EOF 1 - 41.6%](image)

**Figure 4.7.** North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) for winter (December–February) in MPI-ESM simulations as the (left) eigen vector and (right) principal component time series of the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of North Atlantic sea-level pressure from the ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016.

The links between the NAO and the different freshwater contents is presented by correlation plots on Figure 4.8 in the same way as for the AO above. According to the top left panel of Figure 4.8, there is some negative temporal correlation \((r=-0.38)\) between the simulated time series of the NAO index and the total freshwater content in the Arctic Ocean. The correlation is also negative, but weaker for both the liquid (top middle panel, \(r=-0.25\)) and the solid component (top right panel, \(r=-0.23\)). The results show almost no connection between the NAO and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content (bottom
panels of Figure 4.8). The temporal correlations are very low for the total content, and for the different components as well ($r<0.1$ for all cases).

![Figure 4.8](image)

**Figure 4.8.** Scatter plots of NAO vs. freshwater content time series in MPI-ESM simulations from the ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. Left - total content, middle - liquid content; right - solid content in (top) the Arctic Ocean and in (bottom) the Subarctic North Atlantic. The solid lines depict linear fits to the data points.

These results based on the ensemble mean for 1870–2016 suggest that anomalies in Arctic freshwater content are more related to changes of the NAO rather than of the AO. In the Subarctic North Atlantic, it is the opposite: the freshwater content there shows no link with the NAO, but there is some correlation with the AO. However, it should be noted that although none of the panels on Figure 4.6 or Figure 4.8 show a robust link in the full time period in the ensemble mean, the same correlation plots show fundamentally different results for arbitrarily selected subperiods of individual members of the ensemble. Both in case of the AO and the NAO, their time series can show a significant correlation or anticorrelation, or no correlation for different multidecadal periods of the members (not shown).

There is observational evidence pointing towards the important role of other modes of atmospheric variability that are not or only partly represented by the AO or the NAO. For example the alternating cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation regimes of the Arctic atmosphere (Proshutinsky and Johnson, 1997), represented by the Arctic Ocean Oscillation index (Proshutinsky et al., 1999), have a stronger influence on Arctic liquid
freshwater anomalies than the hemispheric changes described by the AO (Rabe et al., 2014). Variations in Arctic sea ice motion and export have been linked to a local atmospheric dipole anomaly, that corresponds to the second-leading EOF of winter sea-level pressure north of 70°N. Although this mode describes only 13% of the total regional variance in sea-level pressure, its influence on sea ice motion and export is greater than that of the AO (Wu et al., 2006). A model study of Ionita et al. (2016) showed that Arctic sea ice accumulation and export is also modulated by an atmospheric blocking activity over Greenland. This activity is strongly linked to the NAO (Davini et al., 2012), but better represents a key driver of changes in the solid component of freshwater.

A recent model study of Johnson et al. (2018) investigated the response of Arctic liquid freshwater content to a step change in the strength of the first three EOF modes of sea-level pressure north of 70°N. They found the strongest response to the third mode, even though it described much less of the total sea-level pressure variance than the first two modes. They also reconstructed the modeled freshwater content variability from the principal component time series of the EOF modes of sea-level pressure, and got the best results when all three modes were included.

When attempting to estimate the role of sea-level pressure variability in driving freshwater anomalies, different atmospheric drivers should be considered, not just those described by for example the NAO (Ionita et al., 2016). Taking into account multiple modes of atmospheric variability yields better results (Johnson et al., 2018), but this approach still has limitations. For example, while it allows a reconstruction of freshwater content time series, it cannot identify specific modes of freshwater variability that correspond to the different modes of atmospheric variability. Moreover, the EOFs are selected by maximizing the variance they describe—the variance in the sea-level pressure field, not in freshwater content. As Johnson et al. (2018) noted, while the EOFs are independent by construction, their impact on freshwater content may not be. These limitations were addressed in this study by performing a comprehensive analysis of sea-level pressure and freshwater content.

### 4.2.2. A Comprehensive Analysis of Atmospheric Variability and Freshwater Anomalies

The EOF analysis is a powerful tool to identify dominant patterns in sea-level pressure; however, these patterns represent the major statistical modes of its variability, and they do not necessarily correspond to those modes of sea-level pressure variability that are best connected to changes in freshwater content. In order to identify such modes, the freshwater variability should also be taken into account. This was achieved by performing a Redundancy Analysis, a method that is able to identify pairs of patterns in sea-level
pressure (the predictor) and in freshwater content (the predictand) that are strongly linked through a regression model, while maximizing the freshwater variance. The results of the analysis are presented here separately for the liquid and solid freshwater component, due to their likely different atmospheric drivers. A basic introduction to the Redundancy Analysis (RDA) is provided in the Appendix at the end of this thesis.

The RDA modes are illustrated as maps in two rows, where the top row shows the predictor mode, and the bottom row shows the predictand mode (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). Redundant pairs are thus presented in one column; correlation coefficients between their time series are given in the text and are shown in more detail in Table 4. The analysis was based on a concatenated time series of all 10 members of the ensemble, linking their detrended 1870–2016 time series together to create a long time series. This way it could be ensured that the results would be robust across the ensemble, regardless of the differences in the freshwater variability in different members.

**Figure 4.9.** The first four redundant modes of sea-level pressure (north of 20°N) and liquid freshwater content (Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic north of 35°N) variability based on concatenated time series of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. The top row shows predictor (three-year running mean of sea-level pressure) modes, the bottom row shows predictand (annual means of liquid freshwater content) modes north of 40°N. The numbers above the maps stand for the percent of total variance described by the mode.
Figure 4.9 shows the first four RDA modes of sea-level pressure and liquid freshwater content. In this analysis the predictor was the three-year running mean of sea-level pressure, and the predictand was the annual means of liquid freshwater content. A three-year running mean was chosen for the sea-level pressure because of its higher frequency variability compared to that of the freshwater content.

The first RDA mode (Figure 4.9, first column) shows an anomaly of freshwater content (the predictand) in the central Arctic Basin, largely corresponding to the Beaufort Gyre in the model. There is a weak anomaly of opposite sign along the continental shelves in the Arctic. At lower latitudes, in the Nordic Seas and the Subpolar North Atlantic, no anomaly is present. This mode describes 17.6% of the predictand variance. The predictor mode shows a tripole pattern that is similar to the AO at the first look, with a sea-level pressure anomaly in the Arctic, and two other centers of opposite sign located near the Aleutian Low and the Azores High. However, the Arctic pressure anomaly is situated over the central Arctic, unlike for the AO, and this mode describes only 24.2% of the total predictor variance. The correlation coefficient between the predictor and predictand time series is 0.72.

The second RDA mode (Figure 4.9, second column) is characterized by a strong freshwater anomaly in the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean, with a strong anomaly of opposite sign further south around 40°N. This mode represents 11.9% of the predictand variance. The corresponding predictor pattern exhibits a pressure dipole between two centers that are located near the Icelandic Low and the Azores High, reminiscent of the NAO, but describing only 9% of the predictor variance. The correlation coefficient of the predictor and predictand time series is 0.62.

Further modes are less distinct. The third RDA mode (Figure 4.9, third column) is characterized by a predictand pattern describing 6.8% of its variance, with a weak freshwater dipole in the Arctic, and a slightly higher freshwater content in the Nordic Seas and around Greenland, and lower values in the North Atlantic around 50°N. The corresponding predictor pattern (with a correlation coefficient of 0.52) is dominated by a positive pressure field south of Iceland, and a weak pressure dipole in the Arctic between the Beaufort High and a low pressure center north of Novaya Zemlya. This pattern represents 4.3% of the predictor variance. The fourth mode (Figure 4.9, fourth column) exhibits a weak sign in the predictand, except for a small region in the northern Laptev Sea, and represents 8.7% of the total freshwater variance. Its correlation with the predictor series is 0.39, and the corresponding sea-level pressure pattern is similar to the first mode, although somewhat weaker, and the three centers of anomalies are also somewhat displaced. The next three modes (not shown) describe an additional 16% of the predictand, and 9.4% of the predictor variance.
The solid component of freshwater content (stored in sea ice) shows different patterns of variability, and is driven by different modes of atmospheric variability. Figure 4.10 presents the first four RDA modes of annual sea-level pressure and solid freshwater content.

The predictand pattern of the first RDA mode (Figure 4.10, first column) is characterized by a seesaw between the Siberian Arctic and the Canadian Arctic extended east to Svalbard. This pattern describes 19.5% of the predictand variance. The corresponding atmospheric mode is dominated by a sea-level pressure anomaly centered over the northern Kara and Laptev seas, describing 15.6% of the total predictor variance. The correlation coefficient between the two time series is 0.77.

Figure 4.10. The first four redundant modes of sea-level pressure (north of 20°N) and solid freshwater content (stored in sea ice, north of 20°N) variability based on concatenated time series of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. The top row shows predictor (annual mean of sea-level pressure) modes, the bottom row shows predictand (annual means of solid freshwater content) modes north of 50°N. The numbers above the maps stand for the percent of total variance described by the mode.

The second RDA mode (Figure 4.10, second column) is similar to the first, with a 90 degree rotation. It depicts a seesaw pattern between two sides of the Lomonosov Ridge, describing a similar portion of the total predictand variance, 19.1%. In the atmosphere, this mode is characterized by a sea-level pressure anomaly centered over the northern
Greenland Sea around Fram Strait, with two further centers of opposite sign, one over eastern Siberia, the other west of the British Isles at about 50°N. This mode describes 8.1% of the predictor variance. The correlation coefficient between the two time series is 0.67.

The third mode (Figure 4.10, third column) shows a predictand anomaly around the Central Arctic, with anomalies of opposing sign along the Canadian and the Siberian shelf seas. This mode describes 9.7% of the total variance of solid freshwater content. It is tightly linked (with a time correlation of 0.72) to a corresponding atmospheric mode of a pressure anomaly centered over the same location in the Amerasian Basin. In the predictor mode there is also a strong opposing anomaly around the Aleutian Low, creating a pattern that resembles the AO, although it describes only 9.5% of the total sea-level pressure variance.

The fourth mode (Figure 4.10, fourth column) shows a strong freshwater anomaly along the Canadian shelf, and anomalies of opposing sign in the East Siberian Sea and east of Greenland, describing 11.6% of the total predictand variance. The corresponding mode in the atmosphere is characterized by three centers of (rather weak) sea-level pressure anomalies, one over Bering Strait, and two of opposing sign over Greenland and Siberia. This mode describes 3.7% of the predictor variance, and its time series are correlated with the predictand series with a coefficient of 0.58. The next three modes (not shown) describe an additional 22% of the predictand, and 13% of the predictor variance.

![Table 4. Correlation coefficients of predictor and predictand time series of the first four redundancy modes in the full concatenated run ('CTRL', in bold) and in each individual member of the ensemble ('CTRL_00–09'). Top: predictor is three-year running mean of sea-level pressure, predictand is annual means of liquid freshwater content (see modes on Figure 4.9); Bottom: predictor is annual means of sea-level pressure, predictand is annual means of solid freshwater content (see modes on Figure 4.10).](image)

The above patterns were identified in the concatenated time series. Therefore, although the first four modes presented here describe only 45% of the total liquid and 60% of the solid freshwater variance, they represent part of the variability, which is robust in
all members of the ensemble. The same can be stated about the connection of these patterns to the respective atmospheric patterns of the redundancy modes. According to Table 4, the correlation coefficients of the time series of the predictor and predictand modes are also rather similar in the concatenated series (labeled CTRL), and in individual members of the ensemble (CTRL_01–09).

As the correlation coefficients of the redundancy modes are similar for all members of the ensemble, their time series are shown here through an example from an arbitrarily chosen member. This reduces their length to 147 time steps opposed to the 1470 time steps of the full concatenated series, and thus they are easier to visualize. Here the predictor and predictand time series are shown corresponding to the first four redundancy modes presented above, for the member ‘CTRL_03’.

![Figure 4.11](image)

**Figure 4.11.** Time series of the first four redundant modes of sea-level pressure (blue lines) and liquid freshwater content (orange lines) variability in the fully coupled member ‘CTRL_03’ based on concatenated time series of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. The modes and the percent of total variance they describe are shown on Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.11 depicts the time series of the first four redundancy modes of sea-level pressure and liquid freshwater content shown on Figure 4.9. The high temporal correlation of the leading two modes is clearly visible, with the time series of sea-level pressure and liquid freshwater content showing mostly synchronized large, multi-year anomalies. The correlation is considerably lower for the third and fourth mode. The lower frequency variability of freshwater content in comparison with sea-level pressure is also
apparent, the time series of the latter having been based on a three-year running mean instead of annual values.

The time series corresponding to the redundancy modes of sea-level pressure and solid freshwater content (see Figure 4.10) are shown on Figure 4.12. The predictand series closely follow the predictor series in all modes, in particular the first mode. Autocorrelation is much less prominent compared to the redundancy series for the liquid freshwater content, suggesting a higher frequency variability of the solid component (sea ice), as well as part of the atmospheric variability driving it as predictor.

![Image of graphs](image)

Figure 4.12. Time series of the first four redundant modes of sea-level pressure (blue lines) and solid freshwater content (orange lines) variability in the fully coupled member 'CTRL_03' based on concatenated time series of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1870–2016. The modes and the percent of total variance they describe are shown on Figure 4.10.

4.3. Model Runs with Constrained Wind Forcing Based on Observations

The results of the statistical analysis presented above suggest a close connection between certain modes of atmospheric variability and freshwater content. It is likely that the driving force of the freshwater anomalies is associated with these sea-level pressure patterns. However, the hypothesis of this study was that this driving force is the wind
stress. Therefore, as an attempt to isolate the effect of the wind forcing, parts of the model experiments were rerun with prescribed wind forcing, while otherwise keeping the restart conditions and the model setup (including the rest of the coupling) identical to the fully coupled control runs. For details of the model structure and the experiment setup see Chapters 2.2 and 2.3.

Here results are shown from these partially coupled runs that used prescribed wind stress forcing according to observations (based on wind data from NCEPcfsr). It is shown that the freshwater simulations in these experiments are closer to observations both in terms of mean values and of the size and timing of anomalies.

### 4.3.1. Freshwater Content and Fluxes

The Modini-MPI-ESM simulated mean liquid freshwater content for the period of 1980–2010, integrated from the surface down to $S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$ is shown on Figure 4.13, together with the observed values. The simulated liquid freshwater content totals up to a layer of 10 to 17 meters in most of the deep Arctic, similarly to observations. There is significantly less freshwater in the Eurasian Basin, and essentially no freshwater in the Subpolar North Atlantic and in the Nordic Seas, apart from the vicinity of the eastern boundary currents, also similar to the observed patterns. However, the partially coupled runs with NCEPcfsr wind anomaly forcing show too high freshwater content along the Siberian shelf, especially in the Laptev Sea, where the bias reaches 10 meters.

![Figure 4.13. Liquid freshwater content ($S_{\text{ref}} = 34.8$, integrated from surface down to the depth of $S_{\text{ref}}$). From (left) partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing from NCEPcfsr as ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled control runs for the period 1980–2010 and from (right) PHC3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001).](image-url)
Chapter 4 – The Role of Atmospheric Forcing

The freshwater reservoir of the Beaufort Gyre in the Canada Basin is less pronounced than in observations. The high freshwater content also reaches too far in the Eurasian Basin, with a clear overestimation as far as the Nansen Basin. Compared to observations, the model also simulates too high content along the eastern boundary currents at lower latitudes. These biases are generally very similar to those seen in the fully coupled, unconstrained model configuration (see Figure 3.8). A notable difference is the absence of the overestimation in the Canada Basin, especially in the Beaufort Gyre, where it is up to 3 meters less than in the fully coupled runs. The freshwater content in the shelf regions and along the eastern boundary currents are slightly higher (by 1-2 meters) than in the fully coupled runs.

The time series of liquid freshwater content, integrated in the total volume of the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic are shown on Figure 4.14 as annual values for the period of 1979–2016. Values in the Arctic Ocean are between 63–70,000 km³, with no significant trend. There is a large, multi-year negative anomaly of 5,000 km³, reaching the minimum in 1995-1996. The standard deviation between the 10 members of the ensemble is about 3–5,000 km³. In the Subarctic North Atlantic, annual values range from -109,000 km³ to -90,000 km³, with a minimum in 1982, and a maximum in 1995-1996. The peak of this multi-year positive anomaly corresponds that of the negative anomaly in the Arctic Ocean, but it is roughly double in size. The time series show a positive trend, and an ensemble standard deviation of 5–7,000 km³. Compared to the time series from fully coupled model runs (see Figure 3.9), a notable difference is the amplitude of anomalies. In both domains, the anomalies are much larger here than in the fully coupled time series, while the ensemble standard deviations are similar.

Figure 4.14. Time series of annual liquid freshwater content (Sref = 34.8, integrated in full vertical column) from partially coupled MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing from NCEPcf (left) in the Arctic Ocean, and (right) in the Subarctic North Atlantic. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.
The time means of net freshwater fluxes across sections bordering the Arctic Ocean (liquid and solid component separately) in the partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations are presented in Table 5. For comparison, values from fully coupled model results are summarized in Table 3. Observed values referred here are taken from Haine et al. (2015). Positive values denote fluxes into the Arctic Ocean, negative values show an export of freshwater to lower latitudes. Compared to the fully coupled results, the model simulations with NCEPcfsr wind anomaly forcing show an increased liquid freshwater flux through Bering Strait of 2460 km$^3$ for the period of 1980–2010, very close to observations (2430 km$^3$). The solid flux increases somewhat (from 4.5 to 29 km$^3$), but is still much smaller than in observations (140 km$^3$). Freshwater fluxes through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and across Davis Strait are smaller than in the fully coupled runs, and slightly underestimate the observed liquid component (-3100 km$^3$), and overestimate the solid component (-210 km$^3$) across Davis Strait. The mean liquid freshwater flux across Fram Strait is considerably higher than in the fully coupled runs (-3430 km$^3$ instead of -2910 km$^3$), overestimating the observed values (-2600 km$^3$). The solid component is also higher (-1960 km$^3$ instead of -1700 km$^3$), but it is still smaller than observed (-2170 km$^3$). Finally, the liquid flux through the Barents Sea Opening is somewhat smaller than in the fully coupled runs (-470 km$^3$ instead of -660 km$^3$), while the solid flux is larger (-138 km$^3$ instead of -72 km$^3$). Together, they are significantly larger than observed (-90 km$^3$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Net liquid FW flux [km$^3$]</th>
<th>Net solid FW flux [km$^3$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait</td>
<td>2460 ± 90</td>
<td>29 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Archipelago</td>
<td>-2720 ± 160</td>
<td>-380 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait</td>
<td>-2920 ± 160</td>
<td>-680 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait</td>
<td>-3430 ± 170</td>
<td>-1960 ± 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>-470 ± 60</td>
<td>-138 ± 34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Net freshwater fluxes across sections bordering the Artic and the Subpolar North Atlantic Oceans from partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing from NCEPcfsr for the period 1980–2010. Values are based on the mean, the uncertainties on the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.

The time series of annual net freshwater fluxes across the above sections are shown on Figure 4.15. Due to the relatively short time period and the large interannual variability, no clear trend is visible, except for the growing liquid freshwater export through Fram Strait and the Barents Sea Opening. The ensemble variability is significantly smaller for the solid component in all sections, even where their mean values are large, for example in Fram Strait. This is due to the differences in the complexity of the driving forces of different components. The members of the Modini-MPI-ESM ensemble have different oceanic states within the range of their internal variability, but the anomalies in their wind stress forcing are the same. Solid freshwater flux (sea ice transport) is largely driven by
the wind, which explains its small differences across the ensemble. However, liquid freshwater is transported in the entire water column, and is thus influenced by other processes as well in addition to wind stress forcing.

Figure 4.15. Time series of annual net freshwater (left: liquid; right: solid) fluxes across sections from partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing from NCEPcfsr. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.
Comparing these results with those from the fully coupled configuration (see Figure 3.10), the effect of the prescribed wind data is evident. The ensemble variability is reduced, especially for the solid fluxes, confirming their higher sensitivity to atmospheric momentum forcing, whose prescribed anomalies are the same in all members. For the same reason, the interannual variability is also much larger in all sections for both components. Individual members actually show similar amplitudes in the unconstrained fully coupled runs, but they are greatly reduced by the ensemble mean creation, that masks the size of temporal anomalies.

Changes in the above lateral freshwater fluxes are the main drivers of freshwater content variability both in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic, similarly to the findings based on fully coupled simulations. According to Figure 4.16, there is a very close connection between their detrended total freshwater contents and the sum of the cumulative lateral fluxes across sections bordering their domains. Time series of the content (colored line) and the fluxes (black line) follow closely for both regions, and their ensemble variabilities are also very similar in size. The correlation coefficient is 0.93 for the Arctic Ocean, and 0.99 for the Subarctic North Atlantic. Both are highly significant (with above 99% confidence), and higher than for the fully coupled model runs (0.92 and 0.76 respectively, see Figure 3.11).

Finally, the Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater covariability is assessed. Figure 4.17 depicts the times series of their detrended total freshwater contents from partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations, and also from fully coupled runs for the same time period (1979–2016) for comparison. The unconstrained fully coupled runs on the left panel of Figure 4.17 show no clear connection, with a weak positive correlation \((r = 0.46)\). The ensemble mean shows smaller anomalies than the range of ensemble

![Figure 4.16](image_url)
standard deviations for both domains, therefore no robust conclusion can be drawn from it. Individual members of the fully coupled ensemble show changes with larger amplitudes that are sometimes synchronized in the two domains (see their longer time series on Figure 3.16), but their connection still cannot be objectively evaluated due to large differences between the members (correlation coefficients in the 10 members for 1979–2016 range from -0.36 to +0.65).

The partially coupled runs on the right panel of Figure 4.17 show different results. Although the ocean state varies within its internal variability in different members of the ensemble, the Modini-MPI-ESM runs with prescribed wind anomaly forcing show similar changes in freshwater content. Because of this, their ensemble mean plotted here shows much larger anomalies than for the unconstrained fully coupled ensemble. The ensemble variability is reduced, especially for the Arctic Ocean. The simulations show no significant change in Arctic freshwater content until the late 1980s, when a decrease begins that reaches -7,000 km$^3$ by 1995. Afterwards the freshwater content recovers in five years, and stays high again until the early 2010s when a slow reduction begins again. In the Subarctic North Atlantic, the simulations show a strong increase of about 10,000 km$^3$ between 1985 and 1990, when the Arctic content does not change. However, the changes in the two domains are of similar size and timing during the period 1990–2005. After 2005, the decrease of freshwater content continues in the Subarctic North Atlantic until 2014.

![Figure 4.17. Time series of detrended annual total (liquid and solid) freshwater content from fully coupled MPI-ESM (left), and from partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing from NCEPcfsr (right) in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic. Solid line indicates the mean, shaded area indicates the standard deviation of 10 ensemble members.](image)

Here it should be stressed that the Modini-MPI-ESM runs on the right panel of Figure 4.17 are identical to their parent fully coupled control runs on the left panel at the start of 1979, and differ from them only in the wind stress forcing from then on. The difference in the results from the different model configurations can be attributed to the effect of the wind stress forcing, confirming its primary role in shaping the freshwater variability in both domains, and also the potential covariability between them.
4.4. Discussion

The atmospheric model component of MPI-ESM is known to overestimate sea-level pressure in much of the Arctic, and over Greenland (Stevens et al., 2013); however, the simulations successfully reproduce the main features of sea-level pressure and the large-scale wind systems in the Arctic and in the Subpolar North Atlantic. Their differences across the ensemble are remarkably small: the simulations of their mean climatology and variability are robust across the ensemble, unlike those of the freshwater content presented in the previous chapter. Even though many earth system models misinterpret the physical processes connected to the NAO, MPI-ESM is able to properly capture its main properties (Davini and Cagnazzo, 2014). This is confirmed by this work, as the analyzed modes of large-scale atmospheric variability, namely the AO and NAO patterns are well reproduced by the model, and their patterns are also stable over time and similar in all members of the ensemble.

A connection between Arctic freshwater content and atmospheric circulation has been suggested by many studies before, both for its liquid component (e.g. Proshutinsky and Johnson, 1997; Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Giles et al., 2012; Stewart and Haine, 2013; Rabe et al., 2014) and for sea ice (e.g. Dickson et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2006; Ionita et al., 2016). Great Salinity Anomalies in the Subarctic North Atlantic have also been linked to atmospheric variability (Haak et al., 2003; Karcher et al., 2005; Mauritzen et al., 2012). However, the results presented here show no robust link between the main modes of large-scale atmospheric variability and the changes in freshwater content. There is only a weak positive correlation between the simulated AO and the Subarctic North Atlantic liquid freshwater content, and a weak negative correlation between the NAO and the Arctic total freshwater content in the ensemble mean.

Repeating the analysis for arbitrarily selected multidecadal subperiods in individual members of the ensemble reveals a large internal variability of the system. Different selections of the member and the time period yield fundamentally different results, ranging from significant positive to negative correlations for the same parameters. These differences are likely to originate in the different oceanic states of the simulations that exhibit a large internal variability in the model (see the ensemble variability of freshwater content in the previous chapter). It appears that changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation regimes can potentially correspond with freshwater anomalies both in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic, but the link between them is not stable over time. This is consistent with previous studies that found a similarly unstable link. For example, Hilmer and Jung (2000) found a significant positive correlation between the NAO and Arctic sea ice export for the years 1978–1997, but found no correlation for the preceding two decades, whereas Vinje (2001) reported a negative correlation during 1962–
1978. Dickson et al. (2000) also noted that an anomalous freshwater export from the Arctic to the Subarctic North Atlantic, significantly influencing their freshwater contents, can occur during both extrema of the NAO. The regional variations of sea-level pressure in the Arctic that control the liquid freshwater variability have also been found to be partly related to the AO, but to act intermittently as well (Carmack et al., 2016).

The 10 members of the MPI-ESM ensemble analyzed here cover a total of 1470 years, and it is likely safe to assume that they capture all main features of the variability in the atmosphere-freshwater link over such a long period. The results show a stable simulation of the AO and NAO indices, but there is a striking lack of a robust link between their time series and the freshwater anomalies. This suggests that while these indices do describe the main modes of atmospheric variability, their patterns might not represent the most relevant modes for driving the freshwater anomalies. The most relevant modes might also be different for the liquid and the solid components.

The value of the redundancy analysis performed here is that it not only links variations of certain patterns in freshwater content to patterns of atmospheric variability, but also gives a measure of how much of the total freshwater variance is described by these patterns, and provides information on how persistent their link is over time. As the analysis was based on the concatenated time series of the ensemble members totalling up to 1470 years, it provides reliable results that can be considered robust across the ensemble.

The results of the redundancy analysis show that the liquid and solid components of freshwater content are linked to different patterns of atmospheric circulation. Moreover, the variability of both components can be further separated into different modes, based on their different atmospheric driving patterns.

Variations in the atmospheric circulation-driven liquid freshwater content are separated into different modes. The leading two of these are distinct patterns connecting the freshwater content of the different basins. The correlation coefficient of the time series of the leading mode and the Arctic liquid content is $r=0.41$, and the strength of the second mode correlates with the total Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content with a coefficient of $r=0.54$. The main drivers of these two modes resemble (but are not identical to) the AO and the NAO, respectively. The results suggest that during times when these corresponding atmospheric patterns anticorrelate, there is a higher potential for an anticorrelation between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater contents. However, these two leading modes together describe only a third of the liquid freshwater variance in the Arctic-Subarctic joint system. This means that during most of the time, the combinations of further modes can effectively mask the effect of the leading two, even when they happen to anticorrelate.
The results might help explain the great extent of internal variability of the Arctic-Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater system, and the controversies in our current understanding of its atmospheric drivers. The findings presented here confirm that anomalous flushes of liquid freshwater from the Arctic into the Subarctic North Atlantic can occur under different atmospheric circulation patterns, although it is most likely to happen during a persistent positive state of AO or NAO, as suggested by previous studies (e.g., Köberle and Gerdes, 2003; Zhang et al., 2003; Häkkinen and Proshutinsky, 2004; Karcher et al., 2005; Houssais et al., 2007; Condron et al., 2009). But even during such an anomalous Arctic export, an anticorrelation between the two domains still might not be realized due to the combined effect of further modes of freshwater variability. These are difficult to interpret, as they describe smaller and smaller parts of the total variability, and are more likely to be only statistical results without real physical significance, together with their corresponding atmospheric patterns. In addition to the variability of the liquid component, the solid freshwater also shows distinct patterns of variability.

For the solid freshwater content, the first RDA mode of sea-level pressure defines the strength of the winds along the Transpolar Drift, and the corresponding solid freshwater content mode shows that the stronger these winds are, the more sea ice is moved from the Siberian shelf seas towards and across Fram Strait. This confirms that Arctic sea ice redistribution, and especially variations in its export through Fram Strait are partly driven by local atmospheric changes unrelated to the AO, consistent with previous findings (Häkkinen and Geiger, 2000; Vinje, 2001; Koenigk et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2006). However, the second RDA mode describes a similarly large part of the total variance in sea ice, but its corresponding atmospheric pattern is similar to the NAO, confirming the results of other studies as well that related Arctic sea ice changes to the NAO (Köberle and Gerdes, 2003; Kwok et al., 2004).

In order to confirm the influence of wind stress forcing on freshwater anomalies, parts of the model runs were repeated using prescribed wind data based on observations. These partially coupled runs, although they are identical to the fully coupled control runs in every other aspect, show fundamentally different freshwater results. The ensemble variability is greatly reduced, and the freshwater anomalies are similar in size and timing for different members, even though they are still unconstrained except for the wind forcing.

The partially coupled runs show a strong increase of freshwater content (about 10,000 km$^3$) in Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content in the late 1980s. This is a result of an anomalous transport across the southern boundary of the domain, which cannot be seen in observations. However, during 1990–1995 there is an additional freshening of about 5,000 km$^3$ in the North Atlantic, corresponding to the Great Salinity Anomaly of the 1990s reported by Belkin (2004). This anomaly corresponds to a reduction of a similar size
in the Arctic freshwater content. This change already begins in the last years of the 1980s, consistent with Karcher et al. (2005) who identified an Arctic change as the reason of 1990s GSA. The anomalies in the two domains correspond between 1990 and 2005, with a decrease in the Subarctic content and an increase in the Arctic content back to the level before the 1990s event. After 2005 the Arctic content stabilizes at a high level, which is also consistent with observations (Zhang et al., 2016), while the Subarctic North Atlantic content keeps decreasing gradually, due to anomalous fluxes from the south. The successful reproduction of the 1990s GSA in the partially coupled runs implies that this event was mainly wind-driven, and that its signs could already be seen in the Arctic before the freshening in the North Atlantic began.

4.5. Conclusions

The objective of the work presented in this chapter was to identify key patterns of atmospheric variability that govern the changes in Arctic and Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content through wind forcing. This was attempted by deriving the AO and NAO patterns from the results of fully coupled MPI-ESM simulations, and analyzing the covariability of their time series with changes of freshwater content.

The results showed that there are short multidecadal periods in individual members of the ensemble when a link between the AO or the NAO and the Arctic or the Subarctic North Atlantic freshwater content is present. The strongest identified links were a positive correlation between the AO and the Subarctic freshwater content, and a negative correlation between the NAO and the Arctic freshwater content. However, none of these links were stable over a longer time period or robust across the ensemble. This implied that these links can potentially exist, but the oscillation indices do not describe the patterns of atmospheric variability most relevant for driving freshwater anomalies, and there must be further modes of freshwater variability driven by different atmospheric regimes. These were investigated by performing a redundancy analysis of the simulated atmospheric sea-level pressure and freshwater content.

The redundancy analysis identified the most important patterns of atmosphere-driven freshwater variability, and quantified the strength of their links to their respective atmospheric forcing patterns. The results showed that about a third of the total liquid freshwater content variability of the joint Arctic-Subarctic North Atlantic system could be explained by patterns of opposing anomalies in their domains. The strength of these anomalies are linked to patterns of atmospheric variability reminiscent of (but not identical to) the AO and the NAO. The major modes of solid freshwater content variability showed a redistribution between opposing sides of the Arctic Ocean, primarily driven by
atmospheric patterns local to the Arctic that otherwise explain only a small part of the total hemispheric variance in sea-level pressure.

The results of the redundancy analysis highlight that not only the liquid and the solid components of freshwater content have different atmospheric drivers, but different modes of their variability are also driven by different atmospheric circulation patterns. The total freshwater anomalies are the result of the combination of these different modes. An attempt to connect these anomalies to oscillation indices can explain only a minor part of their variability. Better results can be achieved if further modes of atmospheric variability are included as well, and identifying these modes by taking into account the freshwater variability yields the best results.

Still, a main hypothesis of this study, namely that the freshwater anomalies are driven by wind stress forcing associated with large-scale patterns of atmospheric variability, is still not confirmed. The drivers of the anomalies might be other parameters associated with the atmospheric patterns, as these patterns were based on the variability of sea-level pressure, not wind. The partially coupled model simulations with prescribed wind forcing were able to reproduce the observed freshwater anomalies of the 1990s in the Arctic and in the North Atlantic, confirming the connection of their anomalies, and that in their formations a key driver was the wind stress forcing. However, they did not provide a confirmation of actual physical processes behind the forcing patterns identified by the redundancy analysis, whose results might be purely statistical artifacts.

In order to explain the physical processes that lead to the freshwater anomalies driven by wind stress forcing associated with the identified patterns of atmospheric variability, further model experiments were needed. The flexibility of the Modini approach enabled the construction of wind forcing scenarios through which the direct effect of wind stress forcing could be investigated. These scenarios were created by perturbing the forcing wind field in accordance with certain patterns of atmospheric variability identified by the redundancy analysis, and their results are presented in the following chapter.
5. Idealized Wind Forcing Scenarios

The previous chapter presented a statistical analysis whose results identified certain patterns in atmospheric sea-level pressure variability that are linked to major modes of freshwater variability. The first two of the liquid modes represent large freshwater anomalies in the Arctic Ocean, and in the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean, respectively. The time series associated with these modes and their corresponding atmospheric patterns imply that a freshwater covariability can be observed when the identified first two atmospheric patterns of variability are in opposing phase, and cannot be observed, when they are not, or when large anomalies of further patterns are dominating.

In addition, repeated model runs with prescribed wind anomalies confirm the key role of atmospheric momentum forcing. The results suggest that the main driving force of the freshwater anomalies is the wind stress, associated with large-scale patterns of atmospheric pressure. The Modini-MPI-ESM simulations with wind anomaly forcing based on the NCEPcf3r dataset show an Arctic-North Atlantic freshwater covariability similar to observed trends in recent decades, with a reduced ensemble variability.

This chapter presents findings from model experiments with idealized wind forcing scenarios. These were constructed according to key features of atmospheric variability that can also be seen in the results discussed in the previous chapter, and serve the purpose of confirming the existence of physical processes behind the results of the statistical analysis. Moreover, these experiments also provide an opportunity to test the initial hypothesis that the main driver of Arctic-North Atlantic freshwater anomalies is the wind stress forcing. In order to achieve these goals, a careful design of the experiments was essential.

5.1. Experiment Design

Model simulations in this chapter were based on a fully coupled MPI-ESM run that used the same setup and greenhouse gas forcing as the historical CMIP5 scenario until 2005, and the RCP4.5 emission scenario afterwards. The control run of the targeted experiments was a partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM run, restarted from that fully coupled run in 1979. The source of external wind data for computing the surface stress in this run was the NCEPcf3r (Saha et al., 2010). Note that this control run is identical to the first member of the prescribed wind-driven Modini-MPI-ESM ensemble (Modini_00) presented in
Chapter 4.3, and is different from the fully coupled runs of the previous chapters, named CTRL_00–09.

Then additional model experiments were run with locally perturbed wind forcing scenarios. These were constructed following Marshall et al. (2017), who suggested several perturbations to different forcing fields as a step change of idealized anomalies, including changes in wind forcing, freshwater forcing (river runoff, evaporation and precipitation), and Pacific and North Atlantic Water inflow into the Arctic Ocean. From those scenarios, four were selected here that closely correspond to the results of the statistical analysis of the atmospheric drivers of freshwater anomalies presented in Chapter 4.2.2: the perturbation of the wind field in the Canadian Arctic, centered over the Beaufort Gyre at 77° N and 147° W, and at lower latitudes, centered over the Greenland Sea at 71° N and

Figure 5.1. Experiment design. Location (a-d) and timing (e) of wind forcing perturbations: (a) Anticyclonic wind anomaly over the Beaufort Gyre, BG+, (b) Cyclonic wind anomaly over the Beaufort Gyre, BG-, (c) Cyclonic wind anomaly over the Greenland Sea, GS+, (d) Anticyclonic wind anomaly over the Greenland Seas, GS-.
6° W. These perturbations, shown on Figure 5.1, are essentially modifications of the local cyclonicity in the prescribed wind forcing. Two scenarios with a step change in atmospheric circulation were created for both locations, resulting in a total of four perturbations:

- an anticyclonic circulation anomaly over the Beaufort Gyre (labeled BG+),
- a cyclonic circulation anomaly over the Beaufort Gyre (labeled BG-),
- a cyclonic circulation anomaly over the Greenland Sea (labeled GS+),
- an anticyclonic circulation anomaly over the Greenland Sea (labeled GS-).

The labels correspond to changes in the strength of the corresponding local atmospheric feature, rather than the cyclonicity. BG+ is associated with an enhanced Beaufort High, and thus represents an anticyclonic anomaly, while GS+ is associated with an enhanced Icelandic Low, and is thus a cyclonic anomaly. This can be seen on Figure 5.1a-d, where the colors, however, represent the cyclonicity.

The perturbations are step changes in the near-surface geostrophic winds associated with a sea-level pressure anomaly of 4 hPa, with a radius of influence of about 1000 km, following Marshall et al. (2017). The experiments cover the same time period as the control run (1979-2016). In order to assess the robustness of the response, an ensemble of five members was created for each of the four scenarios by lagged introduction of the forcing anomalies. The step change was introduced in 1979 for the first member, and it was delayed an additional year for each subsequent member (see Figure 5.1e).

## 5.2. Beaufort High Perturbations

The prescribed wind anomalies modify the underlying oceanic currents and sea ice motion through transfer of kinetic energy. In this part, results are presented from model simulations with wind perturbation associated with the strength of the Beaufort High. The control run (CTRL) uses prescribed wind anomaly forcing based on the NCEPcfsr data product, and the perturbations use the same forcing, except for an anticyclonic (BG+), and a cyclonic (BG-) wind anomaly located over the Beaufort Gyre (see Figure 5.1).

First, characteristics of the horizontal circulation are assessed on the left panel of Figure 5.2 which presents the mean barotropic streamfunction in the control simulation. In this experiment, the Arctic Ocean is characterized by an anticyclonic circulation situated in the Amerasian Basin, corresponding to the Beaufort Gyre. The strength of this cell is above 2.5 Sv, with a maximum of 3.5 Sv located in the Canada Basin. The anticyclonic circulation extends across the Chukchi Plateau as far as the Lomonosov Ridge.
Eurasian Basin is characterized by a cyclonic circulation reaching -4 Sv in the Nansen Basin. The horizontal circulation in the Arctic Ocean is relatively weak, compared to for example the Nordic Seas, where the strength of the cyclonic circulation reaches -10 Sv.

**Figure 5.2.** Oceanic circulation response to the BG wind perturbations (black contours in middle and right panels) as anomalies to the mean barotropic streamfunction of the control run for the period 1998-2013 (left). Ensemble mean anomalies for the last 15 years of model simulation, 20 years after the step change in forcing in the BG+ (middle) and the BG- (right) scenarios.

The response of the barotropic horizontal circulation to the BG+ and BG- wind scenarios is shown on the middle and right panels of Figure 5.2. The changes are confined to the Amerasian Basin, and are larger than the mean values of the control run in both scenarios. The anticyclonic circulation is significantly enhanced in the BG+ scenario, more than doubling in strength. The response anomaly exceeds +3 Sv in a large area stretching from the Canada Basin to the Lomonosov Ridge, with a maximum of more than +6 Sv situated north of the Chukchi Plateau around 80°N. There is no significant change outside of the simulated range of the Beaufort Gyre. The response to the cyclonic wind anomaly of the BG- scenario is a cyclonic circulation anomaly that is large enough to turn around the direction of the gyre. The pattern of the response anomaly is centered in the Canada Basin, and does not cross the Mendeleev Ridge. It is mostly between -1 and -3 Sv, with the largest anomaly of -4 Sv located in the central Canada Basin. Apart from a weak anticyclonic response along the Lomonosov Ridge reaching +1 Sv, no further anomalies can be observed in the Arctic Ocean, or outside of it.

Figure 5.3 focuses on further characteristics of the Beaufort Gyre. According to the top left panel, the simulated sea surface height within the Arctic Ocean mostly corresponds to the patterns in the horizontal circulation, except for the shallower shelf seas, especially where major rivers discharge large amounts of water. Apart from these locations, sea surface height in the Arctic Ocean is generally below 0 m in the control run.
The highest value is around the middle of the Beaufort Gyre, reaching -0.05 m. Outside of the gyre, the values are lower, down to -0.2 m in the Amerasian Basin. Sea surface height is much lower in the southern Eurasian Basin and in the Nordic Seas, where values are below -0.4 m.

**Figure 5.3.** Response of the Beaufort Gyre to the BG wind perturbations (black contours in top middle and right panels), illustrated by maps of the sea surface height (top row) and cross sections of potential density along the pink line (bottom row). The plots show the control run (left) and the ensemble mean of the BG+ (middle) and the BG- (right) scenarios for the last 15 years of model simulation, 20 years after the step change in forcing.

The effect of the wind perturbations is most evident in the Amerasian Basin, centered in the Beaufort Gyre. The top middle panel of Figure 5.3 shows the sea surface height averaged for the last 15 years of the BG+ run, 20 years after the step change in forcing. The response is dominated by an increase in sea surface height in the Beaufort Gyre, where values reach +0.2 m. The extent of the increase is rather large, covering the entire area of the simulated gyre. Outside of the gyre, there is a slight decrease in some of the Arctic shelf seas, contributing to a much larger contrast of sea surface height between the center of the gyre, and outside of it. The response in the BG- scenario (top right panel of Figure 5.3) is the opposite, with some notable differences. The cyclonic wind perturbation in this
scenario results in a decrease of sea surface height in the Amerasian Basin. The changes are more confined to the Canada Basin, where values reach as low as -0.3 m. Sea surface height slightly increases in most of the Arctic shelf seas, in particular in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. In this scenario the region of the Beaufort Gyre is characterized by a depression in sea surface height, suggesting a fundamental change of its behaviour.

The applied wind perturbations modify the characteristics of the Beaufort Gyre not only on the ocean surface, but also in the upper few hundred meters of the water column beneath the surface. This is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 5.3 that present vertical cross sections of potential density down to -400 meters depth along a line crossing the Beaufort Gyre, marked with a pink line in the top panels of Figure 5.3. Note that the depth shown in the vertical axis is not linear, in order to magnify the shallow layers where the differences are the largest. The bottom left panel shows the mean state in the control simulation. Close to the surface, the isopycnals are higher in the center of the gyre (up to about 25.7 kg/m$^3$), and lower near the Canadian coast and towards the Eurasian Basin seen on the right side of the plot (around 23.5 and 23.0 kg/m$^3$). This is mainly due to the lower surface salinity simulated by the model in these regions in comparison with the center of the gyre. However, this lower salinity and its effect on potential density is present only in shallow waters close to the surface. At -75 meters depth there is already no sign of it, and the potential density is the lowest in the gyre (about 26 kg/m$^3$), compared to the regions outside of it. In deeper waters the distribution illustrates the location and the extent of the gyre even better, as it is characterized by waters of lower density. This is clearly visible even at -400 meters depth, where the potential density is still lower in the gyre (about 27.8 kg/m$^3$) than outside of it.

The bottom middle plot of Figure 5.3 depicts the response of the Beaufort Gyre in the anticyclonic BG+ scenario. Compared to the control run, there are significant changes. Although the changes near the surface are relatively small, and the potential density is still higher in the gyre than outside of it, the vertical structure is different. The isopycnals sink much lower, illustrating the inflation of the gyre in the vertical. The anomalies reach -0.8 kg/m$^3$ at -75 meters, -0.7 kg/m$^3$ at -200 meters, and -0.3 kg/m$^3$ at -400 meters, while changes outside of the gyre (at the left and right side of the plot) are much smaller. The response in the cyclonic BG- scenario is roughly the opposite. As seen on the bottom right plot of Figure 5.3, the isopycnals do not change significantly outside of the gyre, but they rise considerably within the gyre. A notable difference is the large anomaly at the surface, where in this scenario an anomaly of up to about +1.0 kg/m$^3$ is visible in the center of the gyre. The anomalies reach +0.7 kg/m$^3$ at -75 meters, +0.3 kg/m$^3$ at -200 meters, and about +0.1 kg/m$^3$ at -400 meters. Overall, the pattern of the changes illustrate the deflation of the gyre in the vertical. In fact, its typical structure completely disappears in the BG- scenario,
where the potential density is actually larger within the former area of the gyre than outside of it everywhere in the vertical water column.

The changes in potential density are mainly due to changes in salinity. This can be illustrated through the analysis of liquid freshwater content, which is based on the vertical integral of salinity. The time series of annual means of liquid freshwater content stored within the Beaufort Gyre is shown on Figure 5.4. The area of the gyre here does not strictly follow the simulated area of the gyre (although there is a considerable overlap), but rather corresponds to the area (130-170°W, 70.5-80.5°N) used by Marshall et al. (2017) for the sake of comparability.

On the left panel of Figure 5.4, annual means of the Beaufort Gyre liquid freshwater content are shown as a function of time for the control experiment, and for each five-five members of the BG+ and the BG- ensemble. According to the plot, the model is rather stable; no significant trend can be observed during the 38 years of simulation. Annual values in the control experiment are between 20,000 and 23,000 km$^3$. Considering that the area of the region on the model grid is 1.36 x 10$^6$ km$^2$, this equals to an approximately 15-16 meter thick layer of freshwater evenly distributed in the region. The lower values are in the 1990s and early 2000s, and there is an increase of about 2,000 km$^3$ after 2007. These changes roughly correspond to those seen in observations, especially the increase in the late 2000s (Rabe et al., 2014), and also the prevailing high values following the increase that are likely connected to the observed stabilization of the gyre, controlled by atmospheric changes in the Canada Basin (Zhang et al., 2016). The important role of the local wind forcing is evident in the perturbed time series shown on the left panel of Figure 5.4: the changes in both scenarios are larger than the range of variability in the control run, with a rather small difference between members of the ensemble.

Figure 5.4. Beaufort Gyre liquid freshwater content response to the BG wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the BG+ and BG- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members.
The time evolution of the response of the Beaufort Gyre liquid freshwater content as anomaly to the control run is presented on the right panel of Figure 5.4. The response is well pronounced in both scenarios, and it is slightly asymmetric in terms of the forcing. In the anticyclonic BG+ scenario, freshwater content quickly increases in the beginning. The anomaly reaches 2,000 km$^3$ in three years after the step change in forcing, and after 10 years it is above 4,000 km$^3$. After 10 years the increase is much slower, and the anomaly finally stabilizes around 5,500 km$^3$ after between 15 and 20 years following the time of perturbation. In the cyclonic BG- scenario the response is somewhat smaller, and more linear. After three years the response anomaly is about -1,500 km$^3$, and then grows gradually. It reaches -2,500 km$^3$ after 10 years, and -4,000 km$^3$ after 25 years following the step change in forcing, and shows no such clear equilibrium as the BG+ scenario.

The spatial pattern of liquid freshwater response to the BG+ and BG- scenarios is shown on Figure 5.5. The plots present the response in the Arctic Ocean as annual mean anomalies to the control run after 3, 10, and 30 years following the step change in forcing.

The top row of Figure 5.5 shows the results of the anticyclonic wind perturbation of the BG+ scenario. The spatial development of the response can be clearly seen. After 3 years the anomaly is mostly confined to the Canada Basin, where it reaches 3 meters. By year 10, the anomaly extends both in space and in amplitude, covering most of the deep Amerasian Basin, and crossing even the Lomonosov Ridge all the way until Severnaya Zemlya. The anomaly exceeds 2 meters in a large area, and has a maximum of about 7 meters that is located a little north of the Chukchi Plateau. A small change of opposite sign outside of the gyre region can also be observed in shallower shelf seas, especially in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. After 30 years, the anomaly covers roughly the same area, but it is even stronger. The increase exceeds 4 meters in a large area, and has a maximum of about 10 meters. It is notable how the location of the maximum shifts from the Canada Basin towards the central Arctic.

Maps of freshwater response to the cyclonic BG- scenario are presented in the bottom panels of Figure 5.5. Compared to the BG+ scenario, the anomalies are weaker and more confined to the Amerasian Basin. After 3 years there is not much change outside of the Canada Basin, where anomalies reach -2 meters. After 10 years following the step change in forcing, the anomalies are much larger, reaching -6 meters, and are more spread especially to the east towards Greenland. A weak response of opposite sign is present around the Canadian Arctic Archipelago in this scenario as well, but not in the Siberian shelf seas. After 30 years, the response extends into the Eurasian Basin towards Fram Strait, while the location of the maximum, now reaching -9 meters, does not change.
5.2 – Beaufort High Perturbations

Wind forcing has a significant impact on sea ice motion, therefore it is interesting to assess its response to the wind perturbations as well. Time series of Arctic sea ice extent and volume are presented on Figure 5.6. The top left panel shows absolute values of annual mean sea ice extent in the control run, and in all five-five members of the BG+ and BG- ensemble. The control run of the model simulates rather stable annual ice extent until about the year 2000, and when a decreasing trend begins. Considering the anomalies, no clear response is visible. Plotting the time series as anomalies to the control run on the top right panel of Figure 5.6, the same can be observed. The two scenarios do not differ significantly from the control run, and the range of their ensemble variability is larger than the anomalies that their ensemble means show. The lack of response can be attributed to the fact that the changes are not robust enough to prevent the ice from forming in the winter, and do not melt enough ice in the summer either. Another explanation may be that the local changes are masked when the total Arctic ice extent is calculated. It is also true that ice extent has a maximum value, over which it cannot increase anymore.

**Figure 5.5.** Arctic liquid freshwater content response to the BG wind perturbations (black contours). The panels show the ensemble mean anomalies of the BG+ (top row) and the BG- (bottom row) scenarios in comparison with the control run as annual means of the 3rd (left), the 10th (middle), and the 30th (right) year following the step change in forcing.
Therefore in addition to its extent, the total Arctic ice volume might show additional information.

![Graphs showing Arctic sea ice extent and volume response to BG wind perturbations.](image)

**Figure 5.6.** Arctic sea ice extent (top) and volume (bottom) response to the BG wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the BG+ and BG- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members.

The time series of Arctic sea ice volume are presented on the bottom panels of Figure 5.6. In this metric there is a clear decreasing trend throughout the simulation period both in the control run, and in the BG+ and BG- scenarios as well. Plotting the results from the perturbed runs as anomalies to the control run, their differences are more apparent. In the anticyclonic BG+ scenario the total Arctic sea ice volume is higher than in the cyclonic BG- scenario, but the changes are not significant if they are compared to the control run. The ensemble variability is also larger than the response shown by the ensemble means. It is also interesting that in some cases both scenarios show similar anomalies, for example around years 20-25, where both of their values are lower than that of the control run.

Overall, no clear response can be seen in the time series of total Arctic sea ice. In order to estimate the possible local effects of the applied wind forcing anomalies, the spatial distribution of the sea ice thickness anomalies is shown on Figure 5.7 that presents the response in the Arctic Ocean. The panels of the figure show annual mean anomalies of sea ice thickness after 3, 10, and 30 years following the step change in forcing.
5.2 - Beaufort High Perturbations

Figure 5.7. Sea ice thickness response to the BG wind perturbations (black contours). The panels show the ensemble mean anomalies of the BG+ (top row) and the BG- (bottom row) scenarios in comparison with the control run as annual means of the 3rd (left), the 10th (middle), and the 30th (right) year following the step change in forcing.

The response shows a seesaw-like pattern between the Canadian and the Siberian Arctic. According to the top panels of Figure 5.7, the wind perturbation of the anticyclonic BG+ scenario has a well pronounced effect on Arctic sea ice distribution. An anticyclonic wind anomaly over the Beaufort Gyre causes an increase of ice thickness in the Canadian Arctic, and a decrease in the East Siberian Sea and the Chukchi Sea, as well as along the Transpolar Drift. The increase reaches 0.5 meter in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago 3 years after stepping up the wind, while the negative anomalies reach -0.2 meter in the East Siberian Sea. Under continuous forcing anomaly conditions, the ice cover is further thickening in the Canadian Arctic, and after 10 years the extent of the positive anomaly stretches as far as the Eurasian Basin, as well as into the Nordic Seas across Fram Strait. Meanwhile, the negative anomaly remains rather weak. Towards the end of the simulation the pattern is similar, with an increased ice thickness in the Canadian Arctic, and a no change or slight decrease in the East Siberian Sea.
In the cyclonic BG- scenario, the seesaw consists of a decrease in ice thickness in the Canada Basin and north of Greenland, and an increase in the Siberian shelf seas. Small differences can be observed along the northern coast of Alaska, where an increase is present in both scenarios. Also, the amplitudes of the two anomalies are more balanced in the BG- scenario, and the response appears to be more stable over time. However, it should be noted that the years shown on Figure 5.7 are arbitrarily selected snapshots to illustrate the response. Arctic sea ice cover shows large interannual variability in the model simulations, and the amplitude of the anomalies can be substantially different in other years. For example, around 20 years into the BG+ scenario, the negative anomaly has a larger extent, and is stronger than the positive anomaly for a few years (not shown). Nevertheless, Canadian-Siberian seesaw pattern persists throughout both scenarios, and can therefore be considered a robust result.

### 5.3. Greenland Low Perturbations

In this chapter, model results using wind perturbations associated with the strength of the Greenland Low are presented. Similarly to experiments in the previous chapter, the control run (CTRL) is a partially coupled Modini-MPI-ESM run that uses prescribed wind anomaly forcing based on the NCEPcfsr data product. The perturbed simulations cover the same time period from 1979 to 2016 and use the same wind forcing, except for a cyclonic (GS+) and an anticyclonic (GS-) wind anomaly located over the Greenland Sea (see Figure 5.1).

![Figure 5.8](image_url) **Figure 5.8.** Oceanic circulation response to the GS wind perturbations (black contours in middle and right panels) as anomalies to the mean barotropic streamfunction of the control run for the period 1998-2013 (left). Ensemble mean anomalies for the last 15 years of model simulation, 20 years after the step change in forcing in the GS+ (middle) and the GS- (right) scenarios.
The applied wind forcing scenarios communicate an anomalous momentum transfer to the ocean. This can be clearly seen in the changes of the horizontal circulation, which is assessed on Figure 5.8. On the left panel of the figure, the mean climatology of the barotropic streamfunction of the control run is presented. The barotropic flow in the Arctic is presented in the beginning of the previous chapter; here focus is on the Nordic Seas. This region is characterized by a cyclonic circulation, reaching a strength of -13 Sv, which is similar to estimates based on profiling float observations (Voet et al., 2010). Values in the North Atlantic are much lower, reaching -20 Sv in the strong cyclonic cell of the Subpolar Gyre. The effect of enhanced cyclonic winds over the Greenland Sea is shown on the middle panel of Figure 5.8. The response anomaly after 20 years in this scenario reaches -7 Sv, increasing the strength of the cyclonic circulation significantly. No substantial anomalies can be observed outside of the Nordic Seas. In the anticyclonic GS- scenario, presented on the right side panel of Figure 5.8, there is a positive anomaly of up to 6 Sv in the Nordic Seas. Although this is not enough to change the cyclonic circulation regime, the response is large enough to significantly weaken it. In the Subpolar North Atlantic there are a few patches of weak anticyclonic circulation anomalies, as well as a cyclonic anomaly in the Labrador Sea. There is essentially no response in the Arctic Ocean.

The perturbations modify the wind forcing field over sections bordering the Nordic Seas, and are therefore expected to influence the lateral oceanic fluxes into and out of its basin. The following figures present time series of net water and liquid freshwater fluxes across the Iceland-Scotland Channel, the Barents Sea Opening, and Fram Strait from the control run and from the perturbed runs.

Figure 5.9 shows time series of fluxes across the Iceland-Scotland Channel. According to the top panels of the figure, the applied wind forcing perturbations have an influence on the northward flow of Atlantic Water into the Nordic Seas. In the cyclonic GS+ experiment, the southwesterly winds across the channel do not modify the amount of water crossing it; there is only a slight increase of up to 0.5 Sv in some years. However, the northeasterly winds of the GS- scenario gradually reduce the amount of Atlantic Water entering the Nordic Seas. The decrease reaches about 1 Sv after 15 years. Considering that this northward flowing water is rather saline, changes in its volume impact the freshwater fluxes. The response of these are shown on the bottom panels of Figure 5.9. In the GS+ scenario no clear response can be observed, the anomalies range from +500 km$^3$ to -500 km$^3$. These values are rather small compared to the control values that show changes of up to 2000 km$^3$ within a few years. There is a more pronounced response in the GS- scenario, where a gradual increase takes place after about 10 years, reaching an anomaly of 1200 km$^3$ after 20 years following the step change in forcing. Then the anomaly gradually diminishes again towards the end of the simulation. This positive anomaly is explained by a reduced inflow of saline Atlantic Water, that decrease the Nordic Seas
freshwater content a little less in the GS- scenario. This appears as an inflow of freshwater in the balance.

Figure 5.9. Net oceanic lateral fluxes of water (top) and freshwater (bottom) through the Iceland-Scotland Channel. Response to the GS wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the GS+ and GS- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.

Continuing along the pathway of Atlantic Water, Figure 5.10 presents time series of net water and liquid freshwater fluxes across the Barents Sea Opening. The applied wind forcing anomalies are parallel to this section in both scenarios, with southerly winds in the GS+, and northerly winds in the GS- experiment. The response in the amount of water transported across the opening is weak and shows no clear sign, as the anomalies are within +0.2 and -0.5 Sv in both scenarios. Similarly, no robust response can be seen in the freshwater time series on the bottom panels of Figure 5.10. The anomalies of liquid freshwater flux are small and nearly indistinguishable between the two scenarios.
5.3 Greenland Low Perturbations

Figure 5.10. Net oceanic lateral fluxes of water (top) and freshwater (bottom) through the Barents Sea Opening. Response to the GS wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the GS+ and GS- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.

Time series of fluxes across Fram Strait are shown on Figure 5.11. The model simulates negative net fluxes of water, as this is one of the main southward export pathways of Arctic Water. The applied wind forcing anomalies around Fram Strait are northeasterly in the cyclonic GS+, and southwesterly in the anticyclonic GS- scenarios. Although the net water flux anomalies are not large, during the first 8 years following the perturbations the GS+ runs show somewhat lower values (i.e. stronger southward flow) than the GS- results. Then the sign of anomalies change, and the GS+ runs show higher values through the rest of the simulations, reaching +0.6 Sv, while the GS- response also increases, but does not exceed +0.2 Sv. The response in liquid freshwater flux (bottom panels of Figure 5.11) is a little clearer, although its values show a large interannual variability in the control simulation with a range of up to 2500 km$^3$ within a few years. There is no clear response of freshwater flux to the wind forcing anomalies in the first 10 years. After that, the GS+ results show an increase of up to 500 km$^3$, increasing to above 1000 km$^3$ in the last years of the simulations. The GS- results show a negative anomaly, as they are generally between 0 and -1000 km$^3$ during this time. Considering that positive values denote northwards flow, the responses mean a decreased liquid freshwater export
from the Arctic through Fram Strait in the cyclonic GS+ scenario, and an increase in the anticyclonic GS- scenario.

![Figure 5.11. Net oceanic lateral fluxes of water (top) and freshwater (bottom) through Fram Strait. Response to the GS wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the GS+ and GS- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members. Negative values indicate southward transport.](image)

The spatial evolution of liquid freshwater content response is presented on Figure 5.12. The panels of the figure show annual mean anomalies of sea ice thickness after 3, 10, and 30 years following the step change in forcing. From the results it is clear that there is a somewhat symmetric response in the Nordic Seas, especially along the East Greenland Current. The anomalies are much less robust outside of this region.

The upper panels of Figure 5.12 depict the response to the cyclonic GS+ scenario. The anomalies develop rather slowly, as no significant changes can be observed 3 years after the wind perturbation. In the following years, a positive anomaly of up to +4 meters develops north of Fram Strait in the Arctic by year 10, as well as a weak negative anomaly along part of the East Greenland Current. There is also an increase of liquid freshwater content in Baffin Bay. The latter two are rather stable in the following years, while the Arctic anomalies are not as robust. On the last snapshot shown here, by year 30, the Greenland Sea anomaly is greatly increased in extent and amplitude, reaching -5 meters. There is also a slight decrease in the Labrador Sea, and in the Arctic north of Fram Strait.
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Figure 5.12. Liquid freshwater content response to the GS wind perturbations (black contours). The panels show the ensemble mean anomalies of the GS+ (top row) and the GS- (bottom row) scenarios in comparison with the control run as annual means of the 3rd (left), the 10th (middle), and the 30th (right) year following the step change in forcing.

On the lower panels of Figure 5.12 the response to the anticyclonic GS- scenario can be seen. The first years following the step change in forcing show no strong response, but even after 3 years there is already a small increase present in the East Greenland Current. This becomes stronger after 10 years, and by that time a response of opposite sign develops in the Arctic in the Eurasian Basin. These anomalies gradually increase in both size and strength, as it can be seen on the bottom right panel of the figure which shows the response 30 years after the perturbation. Liquid freshwater content increases in the Nordic Seas, by up to 7 meters in the East Greenland Current. In the Arctic, the negative anomaly also extends and reaches -6 meters. On a long time scale, no other robust response is simulated; other parts of the Arctic and also the Subpolar North Atlantic show no anomalies.

The following figures present the response of solid freshwater, that is, sea ice. Figure 5.13 shows time series of Arctic sea ice extent and volume. Considering sea ice extent shown on the top panels of the figure, there is a slight decrease in most of the years in the
cyclonic GS+ scenario: its anomalies range between +0.1 and -0.4 x 10^6 km^2. The response in the anticyclonic GS- scenario is more robust. There is an increase of sea ice extent, reaching almost +0.4 x 10^6 km^2 after 3 years, and then varying between +0.4 and +0.7 x 10^6 km^2. The differences between the two scenarios are similar for sea ice volume as well. The GS+ scenario shows lower values than the GS- scenario, by 1000-1500 km^3; however, the response is not that clear if it is compared to the control run. There are time periods where both perturbed runs show an increase of Arctic sea ice volume, and periods where both show no change or a loss of sea ice.

Figure 5.13. Arctic sea ice extent (top) and volume (bottom) response to the GS wind perturbations as absolute values in the control run and members of the GS+ and GS- ensemble (left), and as anomalies in comparison with the control run (right), where the solid line indicates the mean, the shaded area indicates the standard deviation of five-five ensemble members.

The spatial response of sea ice thickness is illustrated on Figure 5.14 that presents its anomalies after 3, 10, and 30 years following the perturbation of the winds associated with the Greenland Low. There is a robust response of sea ice thickness in the Greenland Sea and generally along the East Greenland Current, while other regions show no or not stable anomalies.

The top panels of Figure 5.14 depict changes in the cyclonic GS+ scenario. The wind forcing results in thinner ice in the Greenland Sea, where the anomaly reaches -0.3 meter after 3 years. There is also an anomaly of opposite sign just along the eastern shores of
Greenland. These changes become more apparent over time, as it can be seen on the top middle panel showing the response after 10 years. The thinning remains similar, and the thickening next to Greenland becomes stronger and a little more extended. Meanwhile there are smaller anomalies at higher latitudes in the Arctic, but these are not robust in time and partly can be explained by the large interannual variability of the model simulations. After 20 years the positive anomaly starts to diminish, and by year 30 it is barely visible, while the negative anomaly along the East Greenland Current extends both in space and in strength, exceeding -0.5 meter just south of Fram Strait.

**Figure 5.14.** Sea ice thickness response to the GS wind perturbations (black contours). The panels show the ensemble mean anomalies of the GS+ (top row) and the GS- (bottom row) scenarios in comparison with the control run as annual means of the 3rd (left), the 10th (middle), and the 30th (right) year following the step change in forcing.

The response in the anticyclonic GS- scenario is roughly the opposite in the Nordic Seas. As seen on the bottom panels of Figure 5.14, there is a positive anomaly in the Greenland Sea, reaching +0.3 meter after 3 years, but close to the shores of Greenland the anomaly is negative. The latter remains more or less unchanged over time, but the positive anomaly strengthens considerably, exceeding 0.5 meter in some parts of the Greenland Sea after 10 years, and stabilizes around this value afterwards. Meanwhile, there are large
anomalies present also in the Arctic, but these are not as robust in time. In the first few years there is a decrease in ice thickness in the Canadian Arctic, but in the following years a strong positive anomaly develops almost everywhere in the Arctic, which is actually strongest around the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. A similar, but somewhat weaker positive anomaly is present in the GS+ simulations between years 10–18 (not shown). This then weakens in a few years, and then the years 20–28 are characterized by a negative anomaly in both scenarios (not shown). By year 30 this also reduces, and once again there is no significant anomaly visible in the Arctic, as seen on the right side panels of Figure 5.14. The temporal evolution of these changes can clearly be followed on the time series of Arctic Ocean sea ice extent and especially volume on Figure 5.13.

As the only robust sea ice response is observed in the Nordic Seas, its development is examined in more detail on Figure 5.15, which presents the time series of its regional sea ice extent and volume. The response is similar for both measures. There is a smaller decrease in the cyclonic GS+ scenario, and a much larger increase in the anticyclonic GS- scenario that develops gradually over 10–15 years, and remains mostly stable afterwards. Considering the Nordic Seas ice extent, its mean values are about 200,000 km² in the control run, and range between 170,000 and 270,000 km². The GS+ response is
around -50,000 km², which translates to a decrease of approximately 25% from the mean. The GS- response reaches twice this size already after 3 years, and stabilizes between +150,000 and +200,000 km² after 10 years. This means a 100% increase in the Nordic Seas ice extent. The changes are very similar for the ice volume as well, which has a mean value of 200 km³, and ranges between 130 and 300 km³ in the control simulation. The decrease in the GS+ scenario is about -50 km³, and the increase in the GS- scenario reaches +100 km³ after 3 years, and stabilizes between +140 and +230 km³. The Nordic Seas ice volume thus also doubles as a response to the anticyclonic wind forcing anomaly. These local responses are rather robust in time, and also show a relatively small ensemble variability.

5.4. Discussion

The model simulations show well pronounced responses to the applied wind forcing perturbations that help explaining the physical processes behind certain modes of atmosphere-driven freshwater variability identified in the previous chapter.

The results of the BG perturbations confirm the tight link between the strength of the anticyclonic winds associated with the Beaufort High, and the strength of the Beaufort Gyre. The applied wind perturbations lead to an inflation of the gyre in case of stronger anticyclonic winds, while a cyclonic wind anomaly results in its weakening. Although the perturbations are associated with a sea-level pressure anomaly of 4 hPa that is not unrealistic (Marshall et al., 2017), they are strong enough to alter not only the surface currents, but the entire vertical structure of the gyre. The cyclonic wind perturbations result in an inverted gyre structure with doming isopycnals and a cyclonic circulation.

The most striking response to the BG perturbations is the liquid freshwater anomalies centered in the Beaufort Gyre. The extent and the size of these anomalies are similar to those derived from the fully coupled experiments by the redundancy analysis of the previous chapter. That analysis suggested a liquid freshwater response of up to 1 meter to a persistent sea-level pressure change of 1 hPa. Here the response to the wind perturbations associated with a 4 hPa anomaly result in changes of about 3 meters after three years of continuous forcing, and about 7 meters after ten years. The response is not symmetric; it is somewhat stronger in the anticyclonic BG+ scenario, and weaker in the cyclonic BG- scenario. Overall, the response is very similar to what Marshall et al. (2017) reported to the same forcing perturbations in their reanalysis-forced ocean model.

The primary mechanism behind the response is wind-driven Ekman dynamics. A positive wind stress curl in the anticyclonic scenario leads to the convergence of the surface currents. Due to the resulting Ekman pumping inflating the gyre, which is balanced only by baroclinic instability (Manucharyan and Spall, 2016), there is an
accumulation of liquid freshwater. The surface divergence and Ekman suction leads to an
opposite response in the cyclonic wind scenario. This simulated response is consistent
with the theory of the wind-driven variability of the Beaufort Gyre (Manucharyan et al.,
2016), that accumulates freshwater during a regime of anticyclonic winds, and releases it
during a cyclonic regime (Proshutinsky et al., 2002).

The response of solid freshwater content to the BG wind perturbations is not as
consistent compared to other results. Although its spatial structure is somewhat similar to
its leading atmospheric-driven mode of variability based on the fully coupled experiments
presented in the previous chapter, it is much weaker than that. The response here is about
0.2 meters after three years of forcing anomaly associated with a 4 hPa change, while the
redundancy analysis suggested a response three times larger. However, the wind forcing
perturbations applied here did not match the location of the driving patterns identified by
the redundancy analysis, suggesting that the solid freshwater response varies greatly
depending on the exact location of the forcing anomalies.

The total Arctic sea ice extent shows no response, similar to the results of Marshall et
al. (2017), but unlike in their simulations, here the sea ice volume response is not clear. In
the Modini-MPI-ESM simulation both scenarios show positive and negative sea ice
volume anomalies as well, although the BG+ results are generally higher than the BG-
results by 500–1,000 km³. Still, a seesaw between the ice thickness in the Canadian and the
Siberian Arctic is a robust response in time in the simulations presented here, and it can
have implications to the accessibility of Arctic shipping routes, as it implies that an
anticyclonic wind regime of the Arctic might favor the accessibility of the Northeast
Passage with thinner ice in the shelf seas along its route, while a cyclonic regime is more
likely to result in thinner is along the Northwest Passage.

The results of the BG scenarios show that a switch to cyclonic winds over the Beaufort
Gyre leads to the release of its accumulated liquid freshwater into the Arctic Ocean,
consistent with previous studies (Giles et al., 2012; Stewart and Haine, 2013). However,
the results show no response outside of the Arctic Ocean. Considering that these scenarios
were constructed by perturbing the wind field only locally, this implies that the
redistribution of freshwater between the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic is
governed by a combination of different wind forcing patterns. This agrees with
observations that suggest that the possible accumulation of freshwater in the Beaufort
Gyre depends on the strength of the Beaufort High, but the availability of freshwater
depends on the AO that can route it into the Amerasian Basin, or across the Arctic towards
the North Atlantic (Mauritzen, 2012; Morison et al., 2012). The results of the redundancy
analysis of the previous chapter also identified different modes of atmosphere-driven
freshwater anomalies, and linked the North Atlantic anomalies to an atmospheric forcing
pattern similar to the NAO. The northern center of action of this pattern, situated over the
Nordic Seas, is likely to play a key role in modulating the freshwater export from the Arctic (Horn, 2018). This was investigated here by perturbing the wind forcing over the Greenland Sea, following Marshall et al. (2017).

The perturbed wind field over the Greenland Sea causes freshwater anomalies in the Nordic Seas that anticorrelate with the strength of the cyclonicity both for the liquid and for the solid component. This response is asymmetric, as the freshwater anomalies are much larger in the anticyclonic GS- scenario, and more robust for the solid component. This asymmetry might be partly due to the fact that Greenland Sea ice extent is underestimated in the model (Jungclaus et al., 2006), and the ice edge thus has more potential to extend east than to recede further west. The observed Greenland Sea ice extent responds stronger to negative NAO (locally similar to GS-) forcing than to positive (Germe et al., 2011).

As the changes in the Nordic Seas ice cover are formed several years before an anomaly develops in the Fram Strait ice export, they are locally formed, due to a wind-driven displacement of the export pathway. The cyclonic (anticyclonic) wind forcing anomalies push the ice closer to (further away from) Greenland, reducing (increasing) the ice extent in the Greenland Sea.

The sea ice and sea surface changes in the Greenland Sea are directly driven by the changes in wind forcing, and they agree with the results of forced ocean models using the same wind perturbations (Muilwijk et al., 2019). The simulated spin-up (spin-down) of the cyclonic circulation in the Nordic Seas due to an overlying cyclonic (anticyclonic) wind anomaly is also in agreement with the barotropic model of Isachsen et al. (2003), and within the range of the multi-model ensemble of Muilwijk et al. (2019). But unlike in other models in their comparison, the oceanic fluxes across the Barents Sea Opening do not show a well-defined change in Modini-MPI-ESM, and the barotropic response does not extend into the Arctic Ocean.

A reason for these differences can be that the configuration of the Modini-MPI-ESM allows for the atmosphere to actively react to the Nordic Seas surface changes directly driven by the wind. This enables the model to simulate ocean-air feedbacks that can obscure the linear response of other parameters to the wind forcing perturbations. An example of such a feedback is presented in Kovács et al. (under review). Due to this, the results presented here are mostly inconsistent with the response of other models in Muilwijk et al. (2019) outside of the Nordic Seas.
5.5. Conclusions

The objective of the work presented in this chapter was to investigate the effect of certain wind forcing anomalies on freshwater variability by performing model experiments with perturbed wind forcing. The experiments were designed based on Marshall et al. (2017), and on the results of the previous chapter of this study. A total of four forcing scenarios were constructed to simulate the effect of wind forcing perturbations associated with the strength of the high atmospheric pressure system over the Beaufort Gyre, and the strength of the low-pressure system over the Greenland Seas.

The results showed a robust freshwater response to the wind perturbations over the Beaufort Gyre. According to the model results, stronger anticyclonic winds inflate the Beaufort Gyre due to Ekman dynamics. The inflated gyre can store more liquid freshwater, while in other parts of the Arctic Ocean there is a decrease of freshwater content. There is an almost symmetrical response to a cyclonic wind anomaly that deflates the gyre, causing it to release a large part of its liquid freshwater. This simulated wind-driven redistribution of Arctic liquid freshwater content confirms the leading redundancy mode of atmosphere-freshwater covariability identified by the statistical analysis in the previous chapter, and is consistent with theory (Proshutinsky et al., 2002; Manucharyan et al., 2016) and with the response simulated by Marshall et al. (2017).

The wind perturbations over the Beaufort Gyre influence Arctic sea ice distribution as well: an anticyclonic wind anomaly increases sea ice thickness in the Canadian Arctic, and decreases it along the Siberian coast, while a cyclonic wind anomaly has an opposite effect. This wind-driven seesaw may have implications on the accessibility of the Northeast and Northwest Passages, suggesting that the local atmospheric circulation over the Amerasian Basin might favor the accessibility of one against the other.

The freshwater response to wind anomalies over the Greenland Sea is mostly unclear, and does not confirm the results of the previous chapter that showed a link between an atmospheric dipole pattern and the liquid freshwater content of the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean. The absence of this freshwater response is likely due to experiment design: the wind field was perturbed only near the northern center of action of the previously identified pattern of atmospheric variability. This suggests that the North Atlantic freshwater anomalies are likely driven by the wind changes associated with the interaction of both centers of action resembling the NAO.

A number of different forced ocean models with the same wind forcing anomalies over the Greenland Sea show robust anomalies in the heat transported northward by Atlantic Water, influencing Arctic circulation and sea ice cover (Muilwijk et al., 2019). However, the results presented here are inconsistent with their findings, and show no robust response in the Arctic Ocean either. Therefore it is also likely that the local wind-
induced changes in surface conditions introduce ocean-air feedbacks that are not simulated by forced ocean models, but are simulated by the partially coupled configuration of Modini-MPI-ESM. This obscures the linear response to the wind perturbations, and makes this experiment unsuitable for the evaluation of Arctic-Subarctic freshwater covariability. But within the Nordic Seas, the results are consistent with the response in other models analyzed by Muilwijk et al. (2019), and show a significant increase (decrease) of sea ice extent and volume in case of an anticyclonic (cyclonic) wind anomaly over the Greenland Sea.

The results of the targeted wind perturbation experiments confirmed the key role of the local atmospheric circulation over the Beaufort Gyre in modulating the spatial distribution of liquid freshwater content in the Arctic Ocean. The experiments showed that a change from an anticyclonic to a cyclonic regime releases freshwater accumulated in the gyre, but this local circulation change itself does not result in the export of this anomaly to the Subarctic North Atlantic. The export is hypothesized to be driven by the interaction of these circulation regimes and the circulation over the Nordic Seas, but the effect of the latter could not be evaluated, due to the inconsistencies of the response.
6. Summary and Outlook

The aim of this study was to examine the hypothesized link between Arctic and North Atlantic salinity anomalies, expressed as changes in their freshwater content, and to investigate the role of wind stress forcing in driving these changes. This was done by performing numerical experiments with different coupling configurations of the global Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM), and by analyzing oceanic and atmospheric variability in the model output.

As the currently available measurements still do not cover a long enough time, and are often incomplete, numerical model simulations provide the only way to analyze the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic (comprising the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas) freshwater covariability over a centennial time period. The model results presented in this study show repeating large freshwater content anomalies in both domains that are often comparable in size, but rarely in timing, suggesting a rather unstable relationship. This is unexpected, because in the same simulations, the anomalies in both basins are driven by changes in the oceanic lateral fluxes across sections bordering them. As the two domains share most of their borders, an Arctic freshwater content anomaly is expected to be balanced by an anomaly of opposite sign in the Subarctic North Atlantic, as indeed seen in observations from recent decades. The analysis presented here revealed the reason why this opposing variability is not persistent enough to result in a stable anticorrelation over a time scale longer than a few decades: the sign of freshwater redistribution between the two domains is actually very stable, but most of the time it is obscured by large anomalies in the North Atlantic that are advected from the south, and are not directly related to the freshwater exchange with the Arctic Ocean. This suggests that the observed anticorrelation is not likely to persist in the future, but episodic periods with a seesaw of Arctic-Subarctic freshwater content will possibly occur again even if most of the sea ice disappears, as their link is dominated by the exchange of liquid freshwater.

Comparing model results from two different configurations of MPI-ESM showed that the freshwater anomalies are driven mainly by wind stress forcing. The simulated Arctic and North Atlantic freshwater anomalies had similar amplitudes in all members of the fully coupled ensemble, but their timing was not synchronized, as each of these unconstrained simulations were in a different state of their internal variability. Repeating the simulations with constrained wind forcing by using prescribed wind data based on observations yielded different results: the ensemble variability was greatly reduced, and all members could similarly reproduce the timing of the observed freshwater anomalies.
of the 1990s, even though these runs were identical to the unconstrained fully coupled runs, except for their wind forcing. This confirmed the fundamental role of wind stress forcing, but did not explain how does it shape the freshwater distribution between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic. The next step was therefore to analyze the covariability of freshwater content and atmospheric circulation.

A comprehensive statistical analysis showed that the basin-scale freshwater anomalies are the combined results of different components of liquid and solid freshwater variability. These have different sizes and time scales, and can be linked to different patterns of atmospheric variability. A key result of this study is that although the Arctic Oscillation (AO) or the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) describe the main statistical modes of large-scale atmospheric variability, they do not represent those modes that are best connected to the freshwater anomalies in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic. Instead, a tripole atmospheric mode with one center of action over the central Arctic was found to be connected to large liquid freshwater anomalies in the Arctic Ocean, and another mode reminiscent of (but not identical) to the NAO was found to be the driver of anomalies in the Subpolar North Atlantic Ocean. These two anomaly patterns describe about a third of the total liquid freshwater variability. The major modes of solid freshwater variability show a redistribution between opposing shelves of the Arctic Ocean, primarily driven by atmospheric patterns local to the Arctic.

The identified modes of atmospheric circulation and freshwater variability suggest that the Arctic-Subarctic freshwater variability is dominated by the redistribution of the liquid component, driven by different atmospheric circulation regimes. During times when these regimes are in opposing phases, there is a higher potential for an anticorrelation between the freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean and the Subarctic North Atlantic.

For the freshwater anomalies in the Arctic Ocean, the most important wind regime is situated over the Beaufort Gyre, regulating its strength. Additional model simulations constructed by perturbing this wind regime showed that during an anticyclonic regime the gyre inflates and accumulates freshwater due to Ekman dynamics, and releases it when the wind switches to a cyclonic regime. This explains the main mode of freshwater variability within the Arctic Ocean, consistent with previous studies and with the results of the statistical analysis as well. Changes in this wind regime were found to redistribute sea ice between the Canadian and the Siberian Arctic, suggesting that the accessibility of either the Northeast or Northwest Passage may be favored against the other, depending on the prevailing wind regime over the Amerasian Basin. However, no significant response to changes in the circulation over the Beaufort Gyre was found outside of the Arctic Ocean. This suggests that this regime influences the amount of freshwater available
for export to the Subarctic North Atlantic, but it does not control the export itself, and is therefore not a direct driver of North Atlantic freshwater anomalies.

Freshwater anomalies in the Subarctic North Atlantic were found to be driven by wind forcing associated with an atmospheric pressure dipole between the area of the Nordic Seas and the western North Atlantic around 45°N. From these two centers of action, the atmospheric circulation over the Nordic Seas was hypothesized to play a key role in regulating the Arctic freshwater export due to its proximity to the main export pathways. Therefore, additional experiments were designed by perturbing the wind regime over the Greenland Sea. The results showed that an anomalous cyclonic or anticyclonic perturbation causes significant freshwater anomalies in the Nordic Seas. The increase of sea ice extent and volume in case of an anticyclonic wind anomaly was particularly robust. But the linear response outside of the Nordic Seas was obscured by the effect of ocean-air feedbacks simulated by the partially coupled model configuration. Because of this, this last experiment was found to be unsuitable for evaluating the response of Arctic-Subarctic freshwater covariability to changes in wind forcing over the Greenland Sea.

The results of this work demonstrated that in order to study the salinity anomalies in the Arctic Ocean and in the Subarctic North Atlantic, regular observations are needed in both domains, but the continuous monitoring of the fluxes between them is equally important. Sufficiently long and high quality measurements are essential in order to understand the formation and propagation of these anomalies.

Based on the characteristic time scale of the observed freshwater anomalies and on the high level of internal variability in the atmosphere-freshwater system, the currently available measurement history is still too short, and cannot be used to properly assess the robustness of the opposing freshwater variability observed in recent decades between the Arctic and the Subarctic North Atlantic. Coupled model simulations with a dynamic atmosphere can provide sufficiently long time series of both freshwater and atmospheric circulation. Due to the key role of wind stress forcing, the proper representation of cross boundary fluxes is very important in these models; not only the simulations of air-ocean momentum exchange, but of moisture and heat as well.

This work has answered several questions regarding freshwater covariability and wind forcing; however, much more can be done even by just applying the same tools as used here. This study focused on basin-scale freshwater anomalies, but it would be interesting to analyze the propagation of anomalies, and the link of different pathways to different atmospheric forcing conditions. Extending the analysis using simulations stretching until the end of the 21st century could provide useful insights on how the freshwater variability is expected to change under a rapidly changing Arctic climate.
It could also be interesting to analyze the oceanic response to further scenarios of wind forcing anomalies, positioned for example over the Barents Sea, and to evaluate their effect on the flow of Atlantic Water and the resulting changes in the Arctic Ocean. More complex scenarios with a fluctuating sign of wind anomalies over the Beaufort Gyre could provide additional insights to the accumulation and release of freshwater. The perturbation of multiple centers would be particularly interesting, for example to prescribe simultaneous changes in the wind field over the Beaufort Gyre and over the Nordic Seas, to investigate the effects of their coordinated changes. The influence of wind forcing associated with the changes of the NAO could be evaluated by perturbing the winds associated with both the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. Alternatively, a wind forcing anomaly could be created based on the full field of the NAO pattern.

The partially coupled configuration of the Modini method allows the representation of ocean-air feedbacks, and thus can provide an opportunity to investigate the indirect atmospheric response to wind-induced changes in sea surface conditions. An example of a possible wind feedback mediated by sea ice in the Nordic Seas is presented in Kovács et al. (under review). Further analysis of the model results from the Greenland Sea wind perturbations revealed that the ice edge in the Greenland Sea extends eastwards due to local southerly winds associated with an overlying anticyclonic forcing anomaly. This leads to the stabilization of the marine atmospheric boundary layer over newly ice-covered waters due to reduced ocean-atmosphere heat fluxes. The spatial pattern of the resulting sea-level pressure changes is so that it generates geostrophic winds that are locally comparable to the initially applied forcing, suggesting a positive feedback (Kovács et al., under review). Future experiments focusing on the indirect atmospheric response to wind-induced changes in sea surface conditions could provide useful insights on atmosphere-ocean coupling on different time and spatial scales in other regions as well.

The Modini method was developed also for the higher resolution configuration of the MPI-ESM, which can provide a better representation of atmospheric processes, that could be beneficial for the simulation of a wind feedback. The Modini method could be adapted to other coupled models as well, in order to broaden its applicability.
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Appendix

Appendix A – Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis

The following basic introduction of the EOF analysis is taken from von Storch and Zwiers (1998) who also gives an exhaustive description of the method and provide details about its calculation.

The basic concept of the EOF analysis is to describe the variability of a random vector \( \mathbf{X} \) with dimension \( m \). The time variability of \( \mathbf{X} \), written as \( \mathbf{X}' = \mathbf{X} - \bar{\mu} \), where \( \bar{\mu} \) is the time mean of \( \mathbf{X} \), is expanded into a finite series

\[
\mathbf{X}'_t = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \hat{a}_{i,t} \hat{e}^i
\]  

(A.1)

with time coefficients \( \hat{a}_{i,t} \) and fixed patterns \( \hat{e}^i \). The variance of \( \hat{a}_{i,t} \) usually decreases quickly with increasing index \( i \), therefore a sufficient approximation of the equation is usually possible for \( k << m \). The patterns are chosen to be orthogonal so that optimal coefficients \( \hat{a}_{i,t} \) are obtained by simply projecting the anomalies \( \mathbf{X}'_t \) onto the patterns \( \hat{e}^i \). The patterns are specified such that the error \( \sum_t (\mathbf{X}'_t - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \hat{a}_{i,t} \hat{e}^i) \) is minimal. The lag-0 sample cross-correlations of the optimal time coefficients are all zero \( (\sum_t \hat{a}_{i,t} \hat{a}_{j,t} = 0 \text{ for } i \neq j) \).

The patterns \( \hat{e}^i \) are the estimated Empirical Orthogonal Functions, and the coefficients \( \hat{a}_i \) are the EOF coefficients or principal components. For every \( i \), each expansion \( \mathbf{Y}'_t = \hat{a}_{i,t} \hat{e}^i \) represents \( p\% \) of the variance of \( \mathbf{X} \), which means that the variance of \( \mathbf{Y}'_t - \mathbf{X} \) is \( (100 - p)\% \) of the variance of \( \mathbf{X} \).

The interpretation of the results is that the first EOF \( \hat{e}^1 \) of \( \mathbf{X} \) gives the scalar product \( \mathbf{X}' \hat{e}^1 \) of elements of \( \mathbf{X} \) with the greatest variance. The second EOF \( \hat{e}^2 \) provides the scalar product \( \mathbf{X}' \hat{e}^2 \) with greatest variance that is uncorrelated with \( \mathbf{X}' \hat{e}^1 \), and so on.

In this study, the EOF analysis was performed using the Climate Data Operators (CDO) package of Schulzweida (2017). CDO defines the EOFs as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of \( \mathbf{X}'_t \), and the principal coefficients are calculated as the projection of an EOF onto a time step of \( \mathbf{X}'_t \). In this study, the eigenvectors are presented in their weighted forms; that is, the EOF patterns carry the units of \( \mathbf{X} \), and represent a ‘typical’
anomaly pattern related to a standard change in their principal coefficients, whose time series are presented in a normalized form.

**Appendix B – Redundancy Analysis**

The EOF analysis is a powerful tool to identify dominant patterns in sea level pressure; however, these patterns represent the major statistical modes of its variability, and they do not necessarily correspond to those modes of sea level pressure variability that are best connected to changes in freshwater content. In order to identify such patterns, a method should be used that is able to take into account the freshwater variability too. There are different statistical methods that allow such investigation, for example the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CAA) or the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis.

As von Storch and Zwiers (1998) write, the EOF analysis is used to study the variability of a vector \( \vec{X} \), but the CAA is used to analyze the correlation structure of a pair of vectors \( \vec{X} \) and \( \vec{Y} \). The objective of the CAA is to identify a pair of patterns \( \vec{e}_1 \) and \( \vec{e}_2 \) so that the correlation between the scalar products \( \vec{X}^T \vec{e}_1 \) and \( \vec{Y}^T \vec{e}_1 \) is maximized. The second pair of patterns \( \vec{e}_3 \) and \( \vec{e}_4 \) is found so that \( \vec{X}^T \vec{e}_2 \) and \( \vec{Y}^T \vec{e}_2 \) are the most strongly correlated scalar products of \( \vec{X} \) and \( \vec{Y} \) that are not correlated with \( \vec{X}^T \vec{e}_1 \) and \( \vec{Y}^T \vec{e}_1 \), and so on. The SVD analysis is very similar, but there what is maximized is the covariance of \( \vec{X}^T \vec{e}_1 \) and \( \vec{Y}^T \vec{e}_1 \).

However, CAA and SVD treats both variables equally. This means that for this study, where the aim is to identify patterns in sea level pressure (the predictor) that drive the changes in freshwater content (the predictand), these methods are still of suboptimal use. If the objective is a prediction, then the properties of the predictor patterns, such as the variance of the predictor, are irrelevant. The ideal result is those modes of the predictor, that are most tightly linked to the main modes of the predictand variability. This can be achieved by performing a Redundancy Analysis.

The Redundancy Analysis (RDA) was developed by Tyler (1982). The method can be used to identify pairs of predictor and predictand patterns that are strongly linked through a regression model, while maximizing the predictand variance. The RDA was introduced to climate research by von Storch and Zwiers (1998), and since has been applied to study the link between the variability of sea level pressure and other parameters (Kauker and Meier, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Bakalian et al., 2010). The following brief introduction is taken from von Storch and Zwiers (1998).

Let us consider a predictor \( \vec{X} \) with dimension \( m_X \), and a predictand \( \vec{Y} \) with dimension \( m_Y \). Let us assume further that there is a linear operator represented by an \( m_X \times k \) matrix \( Q_k \). How much variance in \( \vec{Y} \) can be accounted for by a regression of \( Q_k \vec{X} \) on \( \vec{Y} \)? The regression model that relates \( Q_k \vec{X} \) is given by
\[ \bar{Y} = R(Q_k^T \bar{X}) + \bar{e} \]  

(A.2)

where \( R \) is an \( m_Y \times k \) matrix of regression coefficients. The variance represented by \((Q_k^T \bar{X})\) is maximized when \( R = \Sigma_{YQX}(\Sigma_{QXQX})^{-1} \), where \( \Sigma_{YQX} = \text{Cov}(\bar{Y}, Q_k^T \bar{X}) = \Sigma_{YX} Q_k \) and \( \Sigma_{QXQX} = Q_k^T \Sigma_{XQX} Q_k \). Tyler (1982) named the proportion of variance represented by the above regression the redundancy index, and labeled it as follows:

\[
R^2(\bar{Y}: Q_k^T \bar{X}) = \frac{\text{tr}(\text{Cov}(\bar{Y}, \bar{Y}) - \text{Cov}(\bar{Y} - \hat{\bar{Y}}, \bar{Y} - \hat{\bar{Y}}))}{\text{tr}(\text{Cov}(\bar{Y}, \bar{Y}))} 
\]

(A.3)

where \( \hat{\bar{Y}} \) is the estimated value of \( \bar{Y} \). The redundancy index \( R^2(\bar{Y}: Q_k^T \bar{X}) \) is considered as a measure of how redundant the information in the predictand is, if only the information provided by the predictor is known. Or in other words, it is the maximized (for any \( k = 1, \ldots, \min(m_X, m_Y) \)) amount of \( \bar{Y} \) variance explained through the regression of \( B_k^T \bar{X} \) on \( \bar{Y} \), where the matrix \( B_k \) contains the first \( k \) columns of \( B \), for which there is a non-singular transformation \( B = (b^1 | b^2 | \ldots | b^{m_Y}) \).

The redundancy analysis determines the \( k \)-dimensional subspace that allows for the most efficient regression on \( \bar{Y} \) by identifying a \( B_k \) that maximizes \( R^2 \) for every \( k \). Moreover, a second set of patterns \( A = (\bar{a}^1 | \bar{a}^2 | \ldots | \bar{a}^k) \) can be identified that represent an orthogonal partitioning of the variance of \( \bar{Y} \) that is accounted for by the regression of \( \bar{X} \) on \( \bar{Y} \), such that

\[
\text{Cov}(B^T \bar{X}, B^T \bar{X}) = I 
\]

(A.4)

\[
\text{Cov}(A^T \bar{Y}, B^T \bar{X}) = D 
\]

(A.5)

where \( D \) is a diagonal matrix of \( m_Y \times m_X \) dimension with elements \( d_{jj} = \sqrt{\lambda_j} \) for every \( j \leq \min(m_X, m_Y) \). The equations can be rewritten as two eigen-equations:

\[
\Sigma_{YY}^{-1} \Sigma_{XY} \bar{a}^j = \lambda_j \bar{a}^j 
\]

(A.6)

\[
\Sigma_{XX}^{-1} \Sigma_{XY} \bar{b}^j = \lambda_j \bar{b}^j 
\]

(A.7)

The final theorem given by Tyler (1982) states that the redundancy index \( R^2(\bar{Y}: Q_k^T \bar{X}) \) is maximized by setting \( Q_k = B_k \), where \( B_k \) is the \( m_X \times k \) matrix that contains the \( k \) eigenvectors satisfying equation (A.5) that correspond to the \( k \) largest eigenvalues. This statement holds for all \( k \leq m_X \).

Since \( B \) is non-singular, \( \bar{X} \) can be expanded as
\[
\bar{X} = \sum_{j=1}^{m_X} (\bar{X}^T \bar{b}_j) \bar{p}_j
\]  

(A.8)

where the adjoint patterns \( P = (\bar{p}_1^T | \bar{p}_2^T | \ldots | \bar{p}_m^T) \) are given by \( P^T = B^{-1} \). Similarly, since \( A \) is orthonormal, \( \widehat{Y} \) (the part of \( \bar{Y} \) that can be represented by \( \bar{X} \)) can be expanded as

\[
\widehat{Y} = \sum_j (\widehat{Y}^T \widehat{a}_j) \widehat{a}_j
\]  

(A.9)

for which the expansion coefficients are given by

\[
\widehat{Y}^T \widehat{a}_j = \sqrt{\lambda_j} \bar{X}^T \bar{b}_j
\]  

(A.10)

In summary, the redundancy analysis can be used to find the best predicted components of \( \widehat{Y} \) by identifying the eigenvectors \( \widehat{a}_j \) of \( \Sigma_{YY} \Sigma_{XX}^{-1} \Sigma_{XY} \), and then finding the patterns \( \bar{p}_j \) of \( \bar{X} \) variations that carry this information. For this study, it means that it can provide an efficient way of specifying the maximum of variance in freshwater content from the information contained in the sea level pressure field, and can also specify pairs of patterns that are mapped onto each other, and thus can be considered redundant.

For this study, the predictor vector \( \bar{X} \) was chosen as the time-varying spatial distribution of sea level pressure north of 20°N, and the predictand vector \( \bar{Y} \) as of Arctic and North Atlantic freshwater content. The number of columns (patterns) in the matrix \( Q_k \) was constructed with \( k = 20 \) columns (patterns) by an EOF truncation. This is much smaller than the dimension of the predictor \( \bar{X} \), therefore its phase space represented by the operation \( \bar{X} \rightarrow Q_k^T \bar{X} \) was reduced.
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